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Business-based Economic Development 

 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The LABS team continues to work with General Motors (GM) and the Detroit Public School system, recently 
solidifying our October 2018 start date for the “Startup Engine Detroit” (newly filed trademark and multiple 
domain names) high school entrepreneurship program. Team members attended the national N.A.F. 
(National Academic Foundation) conference in Washington DC, the Wildfire Korda Method training program 
in Ohio and the United Way LinkedLearning Institute training in Detroit over the past couple of months. Each 
of these educational events were selected as a means of strengthening our level of preparedness, education 
and partnerships with key stakeholders as we approach program delivery. Importantly, we also secured our 
program co-facilitator for the program – Mr. Justin Cook, former DTX Launch Detroit graduate, high school 
counselor and edtech startup co-founder. The LABS team completed the college student DTX Launch Detroit 
program with 11 (of 12) graduating teams and an August 9th Showcase that awarded close to $20K in cash 
and prizes to winning teams. We look forward to transitioning a number of the graduating teams into our 
TechTown Business Incubation Center program.  

The TBIC (TechTown Business Incubation Center) program is currently supporting 12 TBIC clients. We are 
excited to see continued capitalization, customer revenues and team growth from clients such as OPNR, 
Mayfield Athletics, EnBiologics, RIZZARR and Detroit ENTO amongst others. The TechTown LABS Team 
continues to increase participants in our “Ask an Expert” program as well as the number of open office hour 
(OOH) engagements that we are delivering. There have been over 175 appointments held by a variety of 
experts at TechTown thus far in 2018 for the “Ask an Expert” program. Additionally, the team continues to 
participate and host events that amplify our value and impact in the community. Recent events include but 
are not limited to: HHS former CTO Susannah Fox speaking event, Entrepreneur’s Equity Roadmap session, 
Candid Conversations “Coding Through Barriers”, Road to Raising Capital in partnership with Invest Detroit, 
etc. Our team is proud to also announce that we have attracted the 2nd Annual InBIA e.Builders Forum to 
Detroit, Michigan in September 2018. The conference will bring approximately 150 ecosystem builders from 
around the country into Detroit for extensive and deep dialog surrounding advanced critical topics around 
building entrepreneurial ecosystems in underserved communities.  

The work of the MedHealth Innovation Cluster and its Steering Committee continues to focus on longer-term 
sustainability and growth. We have initiated planning for our 3rd Annual MedHealth Summit in 2019, continued 
preparation for 2018 Davidson and NEI grant proposals to continue support of the Cluster’s work, established 
a media partnership with Detroit Crain’s Business for promotion of the Commercialization Pathfinder and the 
upcoming MedHealth Summit and more.  

Our D&I focus for 2018 continues to focus in the areas of increasing the number of women participants in our 
work as well as entrepreneurs of color – Black and Hispanic specifically. An example of our work rests in the 
participants of DTX program where we had 8 female team members, more than any previous cohort. Our 
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most recent “Candid Conversation” event was on July 19th, titled “Coding Through Barriers” at TechTown 
where we welcomed people of all ages and backgrounds that shared the trait of being categorized as part of 
a vulnerable population, including those with disabilities. TechTown Detroit LABS also welcomed Jeff 
Ponders as a new member of the team. Jeff has a tremendous background as an entrepreneur within three 
startups, consultant and coach to a variety of early stage companies and led innovation strategy management 
within various media firms such as Leo Burnett, Walmart, Campbell’s and others.   

Thus far, 2018 has produced $1.5MK+ in revenue/investment for clients, 6 jobs have been created, 55+ 
companies served, and 13 new companies created. 

 

Place-based Economic Development 

New Addition to the Place-Based Team 

OED is pleased to welcome our newest Place-Based Initiatives Manager, Cornetta Lane. Cornetta joined 
the OED team on July 9, 2018 from her work as a community organizer in Detroit. Throughout the rest of 
2018, she will lead our economic development strategy work, further our porous border initiatives as well as 
revamp our critical conversations series, Detroit Orientation Institute.   

Economic Development Strategy  

OED has begun the process of developing a new strategic framework for economic development at WSU. 
The purpose of the project is to align the economic development goals with WSU’s priorities; gain insights 
to how WSU uses its assets to contribute to the local economy; inform the EDG’s work plan for the next 2, 
5, and 10 years; and better understand the needs of our “customers” and potential gaps. OED will complete 
the framework by the end of the year and will implement plans by early next year.   

Placemaking Initiatives 

Woodward and Warren Park: OED initially crowdfunded $50,000 to add sustainable landscaping, pop-up 
seating, shade sails and a WSU Placemaking/Detroit Experience Factory (DXF) satellite kiosk to 
Woodward and Warren Park. We recently secured an additional $50,000 for park improvements from the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds administered by the Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan. 
We also have a refined design, construction drawings and a bids. Park improvements will be made in Fall 
2018. 

Pop-Up Seating and Public Art: Our office placed our pop-up seating in plazas and courtyards across 
campus—including outside WSU’s new Industry Innovation Center (formerly the NextEnergy building)—for 
a 3rd year, with the goal of creating a more welcoming atmosphere. Additionally, we partnered with Rock 
Ventures to bring an engaging QL-NE art installation to Woodward and Warren Park. Passersby are 
encouraged to stand in place of the “I”. 

DIA Plaza & Midtown Cultural Connections: Our office is helping coordinate WSU participation in the 
DIA Plaza | Midtown Cultural Connections design competition, with the goal of improving neighborhood 
connectivity. We organized a focus group with WSU leadership in July, arranged for Midtown Detroit, Inc. to 
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engage students at FestiFall in Aug., and are partnering (along with Urban Studies and Planning) with U of 
M and CCS on an affiliated Student Design Summit in Fall 2018. 

Porous Borders 

Detroit Zone at FestiFall: Our office again partnered with the Dean of Students Office (DOSO) to curate a 
“Detroit Zone” at FestiFall. In previous years, the Detroit Zone featured 50-60 local businesses and 
organizations. In 2018, we focused instead on connecting the WSU community with 20-25 key 
organizations including: area cultural institutions; DDOT, SMART and MoGo (Detroit Bike Share); and 
WDET. 

Grow Detroit’s Young Talent: WSU again hosted 10 students through Grow Detroit’s Young Talent, a 
citywide summer jobs program employing more than 8,000 Detroiter’s ages 14-24. Our students worked in 
the Office of Economic Development, Office of Government and Community Affairs, College of Education 
and Honors College, and with WSU Special Events, TechTown and WDET 101.9-FM. 

Midtown Communications: Our office continues to participate in orientations, open houses and resource 
fairs, sharing information about living, shopping, dining and getting around in Midtown with WSU students 
and employees. We are currently updating our Midtown Experience presentation and brochure as well as 
our Midtown Business Guide.  

Transportation & Mobility 

Wayne Rides: OED is again partnering with DOSO and WSU Parking and Transportation on a shared 
Transportation Ambassador (TA) position during the 2018-19 academic year. The TA position is designed 
to help familiarize WSU students and employees with local transportation and mobility options including 
DDOT, SMART, QLINE and MoGo—with much of the work branded as WayneRides. Key responsibilities 
include coordinating events, holding office hours, giving presentations and participating in campus resource 
fairs. 

Center for Nonprofit Support 

In December of 2017, TechTown Detroit was awarded a three year grant from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. 
Foundation in the amount of $4.75 million to launch the Center for Nonprofit Support at 6568 Woodward 
Avenue, just five blocks from the current TechTown building. Partners in the launch of the Center include 
the Michigan Nonprofit Association and Michigan Community Resources locally, as well as Community 
Wealth Partners nationally. Detroit’s nonprofit community is both diverse and expansive, addressing the 
myriad needs and opportunities across southeast Michigan with relevant and impactful programming. 
However, many of these nonprofit organizations struggle to sustain themselves and fight a constant uphill 
battle to keep their doors open and invest in their staffs’ long-term development. At the same time, 
countless opportunities for nonprofits in our region to partner, leverage efforts and deepen their impact go 
unrealized, either for lack of knowledge of one another’s work or lack of capacity to solidify connections. 
Through the establishment of a Nonprofit Center for Support, the Foundation and TechTown will meet 
these challenges of our nonprofit sector head-on.  

Construction on the new space began in May, and will be completed by fall 2018 for a soft opening in 
November and piloted programming throughout the rest of the year. The Center’s first Executive Director, 
Allandra Bulger, joined the TechTown team in May. Throughout the rest of 2018, she will continue to lead 
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the development of Center programming, hire a team to manage its work with her and build strong 
partnerships to support its success.  

Development 

The Economic Development Group at Wayne State University has been actively pursuing funding in the 
three areas of focus—Business, Place and Talent—while formalizing operations for the team including 
standardizing recognition and developing portfolios with moves management tracking. 
 
 
Business-Based Economic Development Fundraising 
 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The most exciting development in this area is an invitation received from the William Davidson Foundation 
to apply for a $1,200,000 grant over two years to support tech-based work at TechTown that includes 
student entrepreneurship efforts at WSU through the Innovation Studio. This is an evolution from their 
original invitation to support the MedHealth Cluster.  
 
We had the opportunity to steward current funders including General Motors and the Michigan Economic 
Development Corporation and cultivate prospective donors like Fiat Chrysler Automobiles at the DTX 
Launch Detroit program pitch competition on August 9. This flagship 10-week accelerator for college 
students, including those recent graduates, to test their tech-based business ideas.  
 
BLOCKS 
A shift in priority by the Ford Motor Company Fund created an opportunity to engage the DTE Energy 
Foundation. To close the gap Ford left in our funding for neighborhood-based service to the Southwest 
community, the development and Blocks teams worked together to create a memorable cultivation lunch for 
members of the DTE Energy leadership at La Posada, a SWOT City client. Our board member and chair of 
the development committee, Steven Ambrose, has been an invaluable advocate and connector inside the 
company. We have been invited to submit an executive summary in the hopes of submitting a full 
application before their September board meeting.  If granted, this will be the last piece of support required 
to fully fund our Blocks programming. 
 
General Operations Support 
TechTown will reapply for funding from the New Economy Initiative at the $225,000 level. Anticipated 
reductions in NEI funding over time have forced TechTown to seek a more diversified funding base of 
support from corporations and foundations.  We had the opportunity to discuss our successes with those 
revenue streams with NEI staff recently. With help from their grantees, they are developing a 
comprehensive snapshot of their impact over the last decade to share with their consortium of funders. 
 
We have developed a plan to begin soliciting for annual fund donations by calendar year end to create a 
more sustainable foundation of support and to round out the funder diversification strategy. A key milestone 
in that plan is our annual fundraiser, Toast of the Town on October 18. We will leverage it to collect data 
from potential donors and begin a messaging campaign. We are on track to meet our gross revenue goal 
($175,000) for Toast of the Town.  
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Place-based Economic Development 
 
Woodward and Warren Park 
We are happy to report that our request to the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds managed by the 
Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan was granted at the $50,000 level. Plans continue to 
develop to celebrate the opening of the park. 
 
Industry Innovation Center (formerly NextEnergy) 
The NextEnergy Building acquisition has piqued the interest of the William Davidson Foundation under the 
heading of their Signature Spaces program. Wayne State University Alum, George Jacobsen, is visiting for 
a second time on August 31 to understand how the community will benefit from our plans to create a more 
inviting campus. 
 
 
Talent-based Economic Development 
 
Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 
We have formally requested support from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation to support Cohort IV. We 
expect feedback on our application soon as their board meets in September to discuss their end of year 
giving.  
 

Talent-based Economic Development  

Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 

Launched at Wayne State University in 2011, the Detroit Revitalization Fellows (DRF) places emerging urban 
leaders to stimulate progress in local organizations at the forefront of civic, community and economic 
development efforts across the city and region. This select group of doers engages in a rigorous two-year 
leadership development program while serving full-time at their host organizations. DRF has been made 
possible through the generosity of the Kresge Foundation, Ford Foundation, Hudson-Webber Foundation, 
Fred A. and Barbara M. Erb Family Foundation, Skillman Foundation, DTE Energy Foundation, the Max M. 
& Marjorie S. Fisher Foundation, the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation, the PwC Charitable 
Foundation, Rock Ventures and Wayne State University.  
 
The DRF IV launched in August 2017 with 19 new Fellows, 17 of whom remain in the program. Like previous 
cohorts, the DRF IV Fellows will engage in two years of cohort building, leadership development and 
meaningful work. However, this cohort will have a more intentional focus on applying a broad sustainability 
lens to revitalization in the civic, community and economic development landscape. This sustainability thread 
will be woven through monthly session programming. The leadership development will focus simultaneously 
on the cohort of Fellows collectively, as well as each Fellow individually, via a combination of 21 monthly 
group sessions, 3 study trips and significant investment in coaching and training for each Fellow individually.  
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The June session occurred on the 21st and 22nd and was dedicated to leadership development. The fellowship 
partnered with Organizational Agility Advisors for a two-day introduction and training on adaptive leadership. 
 
The July 2018 session took place on the 26th and 27th and focused on local government and civic innovation. 
Fellows learned about the structures and systems that govern the city of Detroit and developed a general 
understanding of the role and importance of and tools for civic innovation. 
 
Advisory Council: Neesha Modi, a program officer with The Kresge Foundation’s Detroit program, has 
replaced Bryan Hogle on the Advisory Council. Bryan transitioned off the Advisory Council after the June 
meeting. 
 
Cohort IV Budget: The DRF staff forecasts a $700,000 budget gap for Cohort IV. The program is actively 
seeking funding from new and existing partners. The fellowship submitted a $375,000 grant proposal to the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation in August. 
 
Alumni Engagement: The DRF staff has established an Alumni Council with 10 Fellows, three representing 
each cohort and one at-large alumna who is not Detroit-based. The council will serve as program 
ambassadors and help inform future alumni programming. 
 
Fellow Transition: The DRF staff transitioned Cohort IV Fellow Alaina Jackson to a new employer in July. 
She is now the new Program Director for Workforce and Talent Initiatives at the United Way for Southeastern 
Michigan.   
 
Staff Transition: Emily Miller relocated to California; however, she is working remotely for the program 
through mid-September while the staff assess its staffing needs. The Engagement Specialist position was 
posted and nearly 60 applications were received. Resumes are currently being reviewed to determine if there 
is an adequate applicant pool. 
 

Communications 

In Q2 2018, there were a total of 44 media hits on economic development topics, across 67 outlets, 
representing 10% of the university total. 

There were an additional 77 hits across 972 outlets for TechTown. 

Trending Topics: Detroit Urban Solutions/I2C (296 outlets), DPD Leadership Academy, Mike Ilitch School of 
Business/Avalon Bakery, PC Magazine piece on Detroit ft. TechTown 
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Business-based Economic Development 

 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The LABS team continues to work with General Motors (GM) and the Detroit Public School system, recently 
solidifying our October 2018 start date for the “Startup Engine Detroit” (newly filed trademark and multiple 
domain names) high school entrepreneurship program. Team members attended the national N.A.F. 
(National Academic Foundation) conference in Washington DC, the Wildfire Korda Method training program 
in Ohio and the United Way LinkedLearning Institute training in Detroit over the past couple of months. Each 
of these educational events were selected as a means of strengthening our level of preparedness, education 
and partnerships with key stakeholders as we approach program delivery. Importantly, we also secured our 
program co-facilitator for the program – Mr. Justin Cook, former DTX Launch Detroit graduate, high school 
counselor and edtech startup co-founder. The LABS team completed the college student DTX Launch Detroit 
program with 11 (of 12) graduating teams and an August 9th Showcase that awarded close to $20K in cash 
and prizes to winning teams. We look forward to transitioning a number of the graduating teams into our 
TechTown Business Incubation Center program.  

The TBIC (TechTown Business Incubation Center) program is currently supporting 12 TBIC clients. We are 
excited to see continued capitalization, customer revenues and team growth from clients such as OPNR, 
Mayfield Athletics, EnBiologics, RIZZARR and Detroit ENTO amongst others. The TechTown LABS Team 
continues to increase participants in our “Ask an Expert” program as well as the number of open office hour 
(OOH) engagements that we are delivering. There have been over 175 appointments held by a variety of 
experts at TechTown thus far in 2018 for the “Ask an Expert” program. Additionally, the team continues to 
participate and host events that amplify our value and impact in the community. Recent events include but 
are not limited to: HHS former CTO Susannah Fox speaking event, Entrepreneur’s Equity Roadmap session, 
Candid Conversations “Coding Through Barriers”, Road to Raising Capital in partnership with Invest Detroit, 
etc. Our team is proud to also announce that we have attracted the 2nd Annual InBIA e.Builders Forum to 
Detroit, Michigan in September 2018. The conference will bring approximately 150 ecosystem builders from 
around the country into Detroit for extensive and deep dialog surrounding advanced critical topics around 
building entrepreneurial ecosystems in underserved communities.  

The work of the MedHealth Innovation Cluster and its Steering Committee continues to focus on longer-term 
sustainability and growth. We have initiated planning for our 3rd Annual MedHealth Summit in 2019, continued 
preparation for 2018 Davidson and NEI grant proposals to continue support of the Cluster’s work, established 
a media partnership with Detroit Crain’s Business for promotion of the Commercialization Pathfinder and the 
upcoming MedHealth Summit and more.  

Our D&I focus for 2018 continues to focus in the areas of increasing the number of women participants in our 
work as well as entrepreneurs of color – Black and Hispanic specifically. An example of our work rests in the 
participants of DTX program where we had 8 female team members, more than any previous cohort. Our 
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most recent “Candid Conversation” event was on July 19th, titled “Coding Through Barriers” at TechTown 
where we welcomed people of all ages and backgrounds that shared the trait of being categorized as part of 
a vulnerable population, including those with disabilities. TechTown Detroit LABS also welcomed Jeff 
Ponders as a new member of the team. Jeff has a tremendous background as an entrepreneur within three 
startups, consultant and coach to a variety of early stage companies and led innovation strategy management 
within various media firms such as Leo Burnett, Walmart, Campbell’s and others.   

Thus far, 2018 has produced $1.5MK+ in revenue/investment for clients, 6 jobs have been created, 55+ 
companies served, and 13 new companies created. 

 

Place-based Economic Development 

New Addition to the Place-Based Team 

OED is pleased to welcome our newest Place-Based Initiatives Manager, Cornetta Lane. Cornetta joined 
the OED team on July 9, 2018 from her work as a community organizer in Detroit. Throughout the rest of 
2018, she will lead our economic development strategy work, further our porous border initiatives as well as 
revamp our critical conversations series, Detroit Orientation Institute.   

Economic Development Strategy  

OED has begun the process of developing a new strategic framework for economic development at WSU. 
The purpose of the project is to align the economic development goals with WSU’s priorities; gain insights 
to how WSU uses its assets to contribute to the local economy; inform the EDG’s work plan for the next 2, 
5, and 10 years; and better understand the needs of our “customers” and potential gaps. OED will complete 
the framework by the end of the year and will implement plans by early next year.   

Placemaking Initiatives 

Woodward and Warren Park: OED initially crowdfunded $50,000 to add sustainable landscaping, pop-up 
seating, shade sails and a WSU Placemaking/Detroit Experience Factory (DXF) satellite kiosk to 
Woodward and Warren Park. We recently secured an additional $50,000 for park improvements from the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds administered by the Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan. 
We also have a refined design, construction drawings and a bids. Park improvements will be made in Fall 
2018. 

Pop-Up Seating and Public Art: Our office placed our pop-up seating in plazas and courtyards across 
campus—including outside WSU’s new Industry Innovation Center (formerly the NextEnergy building)—for 
a 3rd year, with the goal of creating a more welcoming atmosphere. Additionally, we partnered with Rock 
Ventures to bring an engaging QL-NE art installation to Woodward and Warren Park. Passersby are 
encouraged to stand in place of the “I”. 

DIA Plaza & Midtown Cultural Connections: Our office is helping coordinate WSU participation in the 
DIA Plaza | Midtown Cultural Connections design competition, with the goal of improving neighborhood 
connectivity. We organized a focus group with WSU leadership in July, arranged for Midtown Detroit, Inc. to 
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engage students at FestiFall in Aug., and are partnering (along with Urban Studies and Planning) with U of 
M and CCS on an affiliated Student Design Summit in Fall 2018. 

Porous Borders 

Detroit Zone at FestiFall: Our office again partnered with the Dean of Students Office (DOSO) to curate a 
“Detroit Zone” at FestiFall. In previous years, the Detroit Zone featured 50-60 local businesses and 
organizations. In 2018, we focused instead on connecting the WSU community with 20-25 key 
organizations including: area cultural institutions; DDOT, SMART and MoGo (Detroit Bike Share); and 
WDET. 

Grow Detroit’s Young Talent: WSU again hosted 10 students through Grow Detroit’s Young Talent, a 
citywide summer jobs program employing more than 8,000 Detroiter’s ages 14-24. Our students worked in 
the Office of Economic Development, Office of Government and Community Affairs, College of Education 
and Honors College, and with WSU Special Events, TechTown and WDET 101.9-FM. 

Midtown Communications: Our office continues to participate in orientations, open houses and resource 
fairs, sharing information about living, shopping, dining and getting around in Midtown with WSU students 
and employees. We are currently updating our Midtown Experience presentation and brochure as well as 
our Midtown Business Guide.  

Transportation & Mobility 

Wayne Rides: OED is again partnering with DOSO and WSU Parking and Transportation on a shared 
Transportation Ambassador (TA) position during the 2018-19 academic year. The TA position is designed 
to help familiarize WSU students and employees with local transportation and mobility options including 
DDOT, SMART, QLINE and MoGo—with much of the work branded as WayneRides. Key responsibilities 
include coordinating events, holding office hours, giving presentations and participating in campus resource 
fairs. 

Center for Nonprofit Support 

In December of 2017, TechTown Detroit was awarded a three year grant from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. 
Foundation in the amount of $4.75 million to launch the Center for Nonprofit Support at 6568 Woodward 
Avenue, just five blocks from the current TechTown building. Partners in the launch of the Center include 
the Michigan Nonprofit Association and Michigan Community Resources locally, as well as Community 
Wealth Partners nationally. Detroit’s nonprofit community is both diverse and expansive, addressing the 
myriad needs and opportunities across southeast Michigan with relevant and impactful programming. 
However, many of these nonprofit organizations struggle to sustain themselves and fight a constant uphill 
battle to keep their doors open and invest in their staffs’ long-term development. At the same time, 
countless opportunities for nonprofits in our region to partner, leverage efforts and deepen their impact go 
unrealized, either for lack of knowledge of one another’s work or lack of capacity to solidify connections. 
Through the establishment of a Nonprofit Center for Support, the Foundation and TechTown will meet 
these challenges of our nonprofit sector head-on.  

Construction on the new space began in May, and will be completed by fall 2018 for a soft opening in 
November and piloted programming throughout the rest of the year. The Center’s first Executive Director, 
Allandra Bulger, joined the TechTown team in May. Throughout the rest of 2018, she will continue to lead 
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the development of Center programming, hire a team to manage its work with her and build strong 
partnerships to support its success.  

Development 

The Economic Development Group at Wayne State University has been actively pursuing funding in the 
three areas of focus—Business, Place and Talent—while formalizing operations for the team including 
standardizing recognition and developing portfolios with moves management tracking. 
 
 
Business-Based Economic Development Fundraising 
 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The most exciting development in this area is an invitation received from the William Davidson Foundation 
to apply for a $1,200,000 grant over two years to support tech-based work at TechTown that includes 
student entrepreneurship efforts at WSU through the Innovation Studio. This is an evolution from their 
original invitation to support the MedHealth Cluster.  
 
We had the opportunity to steward current funders including General Motors and the Michigan Economic 
Development Corporation and cultivate prospective donors like Fiat Chrysler Automobiles at the DTX 
Launch Detroit program pitch competition on August 9. This flagship 10-week accelerator for college 
students, including those recent graduates, to test their tech-based business ideas.  
 
BLOCKS 
A shift in priority by the Ford Motor Company Fund created an opportunity to engage the DTE Energy 
Foundation. To close the gap Ford left in our funding for neighborhood-based service to the Southwest 
community, the development and Blocks teams worked together to create a memorable cultivation lunch for 
members of the DTE Energy leadership at La Posada, a SWOT City client. Our board member and chair of 
the development committee, Steven Ambrose, has been an invaluable advocate and connector inside the 
company. We have been invited to submit an executive summary in the hopes of submitting a full 
application before their September board meeting.  If granted, this will be the last piece of support required 
to fully fund our Blocks programming. 
 
General Operations Support 
TechTown will reapply for funding from the New Economy Initiative at the $225,000 level. Anticipated 
reductions in NEI funding over time have forced TechTown to seek a more diversified funding base of 
support from corporations and foundations.  We had the opportunity to discuss our successes with those 
revenue streams with NEI staff recently. With help from their grantees, they are developing a 
comprehensive snapshot of their impact over the last decade to share with their consortium of funders. 
 
We have developed a plan to begin soliciting for annual fund donations by calendar year end to create a 
more sustainable foundation of support and to round out the funder diversification strategy. A key milestone 
in that plan is our annual fundraiser, Toast of the Town on October 18. We will leverage it to collect data 
from potential donors and begin a messaging campaign. We are on track to meet our gross revenue goal 
($175,000) for Toast of the Town.  
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Place-based Economic Development 
 
Woodward and Warren Park 
We are happy to report that our request to the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds managed by the 
Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan was granted at the $50,000 level. Plans continue to 
develop to celebrate the opening of the park. 
 
Industry Innovation Center (formerly NextEnergy) 
The NextEnergy Building acquisition has piqued the interest of the William Davidson Foundation under the 
heading of their Signature Spaces program. Wayne State University Alum, George Jacobsen, is visiting for 
a second time on August 31 to understand how the community will benefit from our plans to create a more 
inviting campus. 
 
 
Talent-based Economic Development 
 
Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 
We have formally requested support from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation to support Cohort IV. We 
expect feedback on our application soon as their board meets in September to discuss their end of year 
giving.  
 

Talent-based Economic Development  

Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 

Launched at Wayne State University in 2011, the Detroit Revitalization Fellows (DRF) places emerging urban 
leaders to stimulate progress in local organizations at the forefront of civic, community and economic 
development efforts across the city and region. This select group of doers engages in a rigorous two-year 
leadership development program while serving full-time at their host organizations. DRF has been made 
possible through the generosity of the Kresge Foundation, Ford Foundation, Hudson-Webber Foundation, 
Fred A. and Barbara M. Erb Family Foundation, Skillman Foundation, DTE Energy Foundation, the Max M. 
& Marjorie S. Fisher Foundation, the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation, the PwC Charitable 
Foundation, Rock Ventures and Wayne State University.  
 
The DRF IV launched in August 2017 with 19 new Fellows, 17 of whom remain in the program. Like previous 
cohorts, the DRF IV Fellows will engage in two years of cohort building, leadership development and 
meaningful work. However, this cohort will have a more intentional focus on applying a broad sustainability 
lens to revitalization in the civic, community and economic development landscape. This sustainability thread 
will be woven through monthly session programming. The leadership development will focus simultaneously 
on the cohort of Fellows collectively, as well as each Fellow individually, via a combination of 21 monthly 
group sessions, 3 study trips and significant investment in coaching and training for each Fellow individually.  
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The June session occurred on the 21st and 22nd and was dedicated to leadership development. The fellowship 
partnered with Organizational Agility Advisors for a two-day introduction and training on adaptive leadership. 
 
The July 2018 session took place on the 26th and 27th and focused on local government and civic innovation. 
Fellows learned about the structures and systems that govern the city of Detroit and developed a general 
understanding of the role and importance of and tools for civic innovation. 
 
Advisory Council: Neesha Modi, a program officer with The Kresge Foundation’s Detroit program, has 
replaced Bryan Hogle on the Advisory Council. Bryan transitioned off the Advisory Council after the June 
meeting. 
 
Cohort IV Budget: The DRF staff forecasts a $700,000 budget gap for Cohort IV. The program is actively 
seeking funding from new and existing partners. The fellowship submitted a $375,000 grant proposal to the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation in August. 
 
Alumni Engagement: The DRF staff has established an Alumni Council with 10 Fellows, three representing 
each cohort and one at-large alumna who is not Detroit-based. The council will serve as program 
ambassadors and help inform future alumni programming. 
 
Fellow Transition: The DRF staff transitioned Cohort IV Fellow Alaina Jackson to a new employer in July. 
She is now the new Program Director for Workforce and Talent Initiatives at the United Way for Southeastern 
Michigan.   
 
Staff Transition: Emily Miller relocated to California; however, she is working remotely for the program 
through mid-September while the staff assess its staffing needs. The Engagement Specialist position was 
posted and nearly 60 applications were received. Resumes are currently being reviewed to determine if there 
is an adequate applicant pool. 
 

Communications 

In Q2 2018, there were a total of 44 media hits on economic development topics, across 67 outlets, 
representing 10% of the university total. 

There were an additional 77 hits across 972 outlets for TechTown. 

Trending Topics: Detroit Urban Solutions/I2C (296 outlets), DPD Leadership Academy, Mike Ilitch School of 
Business/Avalon Bakery, PC Magazine piece on Detroit ft. TechTown 
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Business-based Economic Development 

 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The LABS team continues to work with General Motors (GM) and the Detroit Public School system, recently 
solidifying our October 2018 start date for the “Startup Engine Detroit” (newly filed trademark and multiple 
domain names) high school entrepreneurship program. Team members attended the national N.A.F. 
(National Academic Foundation) conference in Washington DC, the Wildfire Korda Method training program 
in Ohio and the United Way LinkedLearning Institute training in Detroit over the past couple of months. Each 
of these educational events were selected as a means of strengthening our level of preparedness, education 
and partnerships with key stakeholders as we approach program delivery. Importantly, we also secured our 
program co-facilitator for the program – Mr. Justin Cook, former DTX Launch Detroit graduate, high school 
counselor and edtech startup co-founder. The LABS team completed the college student DTX Launch Detroit 
program with 11 (of 12) graduating teams and an August 9th Showcase that awarded close to $20K in cash 
and prizes to winning teams. We look forward to transitioning a number of the graduating teams into our 
TechTown Business Incubation Center program.  

The TBIC (TechTown Business Incubation Center) program is currently supporting 12 TBIC clients. We are 
excited to see continued capitalization, customer revenues and team growth from clients such as OPNR, 
Mayfield Athletics, EnBiologics, RIZZARR and Detroit ENTO amongst others. The TechTown LABS Team 
continues to increase participants in our “Ask an Expert” program as well as the number of open office hour 
(OOH) engagements that we are delivering. There have been over 175 appointments held by a variety of 
experts at TechTown thus far in 2018 for the “Ask an Expert” program. Additionally, the team continues to 
participate and host events that amplify our value and impact in the community. Recent events include but 
are not limited to: HHS former CTO Susannah Fox speaking event, Entrepreneur’s Equity Roadmap session, 
Candid Conversations “Coding Through Barriers”, Road to Raising Capital in partnership with Invest Detroit, 
etc. Our team is proud to also announce that we have attracted the 2nd Annual InBIA e.Builders Forum to 
Detroit, Michigan in September 2018. The conference will bring approximately 150 ecosystem builders from 
around the country into Detroit for extensive and deep dialog surrounding advanced critical topics around 
building entrepreneurial ecosystems in underserved communities.  

The work of the MedHealth Innovation Cluster and its Steering Committee continues to focus on longer-term 
sustainability and growth. We have initiated planning for our 3rd Annual MedHealth Summit in 2019, continued 
preparation for 2018 Davidson and NEI grant proposals to continue support of the Cluster’s work, established 
a media partnership with Detroit Crain’s Business for promotion of the Commercialization Pathfinder and the 
upcoming MedHealth Summit and more.  

Our D&I focus for 2018 continues to focus in the areas of increasing the number of women participants in our 
work as well as entrepreneurs of color – Black and Hispanic specifically. An example of our work rests in the 
participants of DTX program where we had 8 female team members, more than any previous cohort. Our 
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most recent “Candid Conversation” event was on July 19th, titled “Coding Through Barriers” at TechTown 
where we welcomed people of all ages and backgrounds that shared the trait of being categorized as part of 
a vulnerable population, including those with disabilities. TechTown Detroit LABS also welcomed Jeff 
Ponders as a new member of the team. Jeff has a tremendous background as an entrepreneur within three 
startups, consultant and coach to a variety of early stage companies and led innovation strategy management 
within various media firms such as Leo Burnett, Walmart, Campbell’s and others.   

Thus far, 2018 has produced $1.5MK+ in revenue/investment for clients, 6 jobs have been created, 55+ 
companies served, and 13 new companies created. 

 

Place-based Economic Development 

New Addition to the Place-Based Team 

OED is pleased to welcome our newest Place-Based Initiatives Manager, Cornetta Lane. Cornetta joined 
the OED team on July 9, 2018 from her work as a community organizer in Detroit. Throughout the rest of 
2018, she will lead our economic development strategy work, further our porous border initiatives as well as 
revamp our critical conversations series, Detroit Orientation Institute.   

Economic Development Strategy  

OED has begun the process of developing a new strategic framework for economic development at WSU. 
The purpose of the project is to align the economic development goals with WSU’s priorities; gain insights 
to how WSU uses its assets to contribute to the local economy; inform the EDG’s work plan for the next 2, 
5, and 10 years; and better understand the needs of our “customers” and potential gaps. OED will complete 
the framework by the end of the year and will implement plans by early next year.   

Placemaking Initiatives 

Woodward and Warren Park: OED initially crowdfunded $50,000 to add sustainable landscaping, pop-up 
seating, shade sails and a WSU Placemaking/Detroit Experience Factory (DXF) satellite kiosk to 
Woodward and Warren Park. We recently secured an additional $50,000 for park improvements from the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds administered by the Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan. 
We also have a refined design, construction drawings and a bids. Park improvements will be made in Fall 
2018. 

Pop-Up Seating and Public Art: Our office placed our pop-up seating in plazas and courtyards across 
campus—including outside WSU’s new Industry Innovation Center (formerly the NextEnergy building)—for 
a 3rd year, with the goal of creating a more welcoming atmosphere. Additionally, we partnered with Rock 
Ventures to bring an engaging QL-NE art installation to Woodward and Warren Park. Passersby are 
encouraged to stand in place of the “I”. 

DIA Plaza & Midtown Cultural Connections: Our office is helping coordinate WSU participation in the 
DIA Plaza | Midtown Cultural Connections design competition, with the goal of improving neighborhood 
connectivity. We organized a focus group with WSU leadership in July, arranged for Midtown Detroit, Inc. to 
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engage students at FestiFall in Aug., and are partnering (along with Urban Studies and Planning) with U of 
M and CCS on an affiliated Student Design Summit in Fall 2018. 

Porous Borders 

Detroit Zone at FestiFall: Our office again partnered with the Dean of Students Office (DOSO) to curate a 
“Detroit Zone” at FestiFall. In previous years, the Detroit Zone featured 50-60 local businesses and 
organizations. In 2018, we focused instead on connecting the WSU community with 20-25 key 
organizations including: area cultural institutions; DDOT, SMART and MoGo (Detroit Bike Share); and 
WDET. 

Grow Detroit’s Young Talent: WSU again hosted 10 students through Grow Detroit’s Young Talent, a 
citywide summer jobs program employing more than 8,000 Detroiter’s ages 14-24. Our students worked in 
the Office of Economic Development, Office of Government and Community Affairs, College of Education 
and Honors College, and with WSU Special Events, TechTown and WDET 101.9-FM. 

Midtown Communications: Our office continues to participate in orientations, open houses and resource 
fairs, sharing information about living, shopping, dining and getting around in Midtown with WSU students 
and employees. We are currently updating our Midtown Experience presentation and brochure as well as 
our Midtown Business Guide.  

Transportation & Mobility 

Wayne Rides: OED is again partnering with DOSO and WSU Parking and Transportation on a shared 
Transportation Ambassador (TA) position during the 2018-19 academic year. The TA position is designed 
to help familiarize WSU students and employees with local transportation and mobility options including 
DDOT, SMART, QLINE and MoGo—with much of the work branded as WayneRides. Key responsibilities 
include coordinating events, holding office hours, giving presentations and participating in campus resource 
fairs. 

Center for Nonprofit Support 

In December of 2017, TechTown Detroit was awarded a three year grant from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. 
Foundation in the amount of $4.75 million to launch the Center for Nonprofit Support at 6568 Woodward 
Avenue, just five blocks from the current TechTown building. Partners in the launch of the Center include 
the Michigan Nonprofit Association and Michigan Community Resources locally, as well as Community 
Wealth Partners nationally. Detroit’s nonprofit community is both diverse and expansive, addressing the 
myriad needs and opportunities across southeast Michigan with relevant and impactful programming. 
However, many of these nonprofit organizations struggle to sustain themselves and fight a constant uphill 
battle to keep their doors open and invest in their staffs’ long-term development. At the same time, 
countless opportunities for nonprofits in our region to partner, leverage efforts and deepen their impact go 
unrealized, either for lack of knowledge of one another’s work or lack of capacity to solidify connections. 
Through the establishment of a Nonprofit Center for Support, the Foundation and TechTown will meet 
these challenges of our nonprofit sector head-on.  

Construction on the new space began in May, and will be completed by fall 2018 for a soft opening in 
November and piloted programming throughout the rest of the year. The Center’s first Executive Director, 
Allandra Bulger, joined the TechTown team in May. Throughout the rest of 2018, she will continue to lead 
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the development of Center programming, hire a team to manage its work with her and build strong 
partnerships to support its success.  

Development 

The Economic Development Group at Wayne State University has been actively pursuing funding in the 
three areas of focus—Business, Place and Talent—while formalizing operations for the team including 
standardizing recognition and developing portfolios with moves management tracking. 
 
 
Business-Based Economic Development Fundraising 
 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The most exciting development in this area is an invitation received from the William Davidson Foundation 
to apply for a $1,200,000 grant over two years to support tech-based work at TechTown that includes 
student entrepreneurship efforts at WSU through the Innovation Studio. This is an evolution from their 
original invitation to support the MedHealth Cluster.  
 
We had the opportunity to steward current funders including General Motors and the Michigan Economic 
Development Corporation and cultivate prospective donors like Fiat Chrysler Automobiles at the DTX 
Launch Detroit program pitch competition on August 9. This flagship 10-week accelerator for college 
students, including those recent graduates, to test their tech-based business ideas.  
 
BLOCKS 
A shift in priority by the Ford Motor Company Fund created an opportunity to engage the DTE Energy 
Foundation. To close the gap Ford left in our funding for neighborhood-based service to the Southwest 
community, the development and Blocks teams worked together to create a memorable cultivation lunch for 
members of the DTE Energy leadership at La Posada, a SWOT City client. Our board member and chair of 
the development committee, Steven Ambrose, has been an invaluable advocate and connector inside the 
company. We have been invited to submit an executive summary in the hopes of submitting a full 
application before their September board meeting.  If granted, this will be the last piece of support required 
to fully fund our Blocks programming. 
 
General Operations Support 
TechTown will reapply for funding from the New Economy Initiative at the $225,000 level. Anticipated 
reductions in NEI funding over time have forced TechTown to seek a more diversified funding base of 
support from corporations and foundations.  We had the opportunity to discuss our successes with those 
revenue streams with NEI staff recently. With help from their grantees, they are developing a 
comprehensive snapshot of their impact over the last decade to share with their consortium of funders. 
 
We have developed a plan to begin soliciting for annual fund donations by calendar year end to create a 
more sustainable foundation of support and to round out the funder diversification strategy. A key milestone 
in that plan is our annual fundraiser, Toast of the Town on October 18. We will leverage it to collect data 
from potential donors and begin a messaging campaign. We are on track to meet our gross revenue goal 
($175,000) for Toast of the Town.  
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Place-based Economic Development 
 
Woodward and Warren Park 
We are happy to report that our request to the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds managed by the 
Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan was granted at the $50,000 level. Plans continue to 
develop to celebrate the opening of the park. 
 
Industry Innovation Center (formerly NextEnergy) 
The NextEnergy Building acquisition has piqued the interest of the William Davidson Foundation under the 
heading of their Signature Spaces program. Wayne State University Alum, George Jacobsen, is visiting for 
a second time on August 31 to understand how the community will benefit from our plans to create a more 
inviting campus. 
 
 
Talent-based Economic Development 
 
Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 
We have formally requested support from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation to support Cohort IV. We 
expect feedback on our application soon as their board meets in September to discuss their end of year 
giving.  
 

Talent-based Economic Development  

Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 

Launched at Wayne State University in 2011, the Detroit Revitalization Fellows (DRF) places emerging urban 
leaders to stimulate progress in local organizations at the forefront of civic, community and economic 
development efforts across the city and region. This select group of doers engages in a rigorous two-year 
leadership development program while serving full-time at their host organizations. DRF has been made 
possible through the generosity of the Kresge Foundation, Ford Foundation, Hudson-Webber Foundation, 
Fred A. and Barbara M. Erb Family Foundation, Skillman Foundation, DTE Energy Foundation, the Max M. 
& Marjorie S. Fisher Foundation, the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation, the PwC Charitable 
Foundation, Rock Ventures and Wayne State University.  
 
The DRF IV launched in August 2017 with 19 new Fellows, 17 of whom remain in the program. Like previous 
cohorts, the DRF IV Fellows will engage in two years of cohort building, leadership development and 
meaningful work. However, this cohort will have a more intentional focus on applying a broad sustainability 
lens to revitalization in the civic, community and economic development landscape. This sustainability thread 
will be woven through monthly session programming. The leadership development will focus simultaneously 
on the cohort of Fellows collectively, as well as each Fellow individually, via a combination of 21 monthly 
group sessions, 3 study trips and significant investment in coaching and training for each Fellow individually.  
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The June session occurred on the 21st and 22nd and was dedicated to leadership development. The fellowship 
partnered with Organizational Agility Advisors for a two-day introduction and training on adaptive leadership. 
 
The July 2018 session took place on the 26th and 27th and focused on local government and civic innovation. 
Fellows learned about the structures and systems that govern the city of Detroit and developed a general 
understanding of the role and importance of and tools for civic innovation. 
 
Advisory Council: Neesha Modi, a program officer with The Kresge Foundation’s Detroit program, has 
replaced Bryan Hogle on the Advisory Council. Bryan transitioned off the Advisory Council after the June 
meeting. 
 
Cohort IV Budget: The DRF staff forecasts a $700,000 budget gap for Cohort IV. The program is actively 
seeking funding from new and existing partners. The fellowship submitted a $375,000 grant proposal to the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation in August. 
 
Alumni Engagement: The DRF staff has established an Alumni Council with 10 Fellows, three representing 
each cohort and one at-large alumna who is not Detroit-based. The council will serve as program 
ambassadors and help inform future alumni programming. 
 
Fellow Transition: The DRF staff transitioned Cohort IV Fellow Alaina Jackson to a new employer in July. 
She is now the new Program Director for Workforce and Talent Initiatives at the United Way for Southeastern 
Michigan.   
 
Staff Transition: Emily Miller relocated to California; however, she is working remotely for the program 
through mid-September while the staff assess its staffing needs. The Engagement Specialist position was 
posted and nearly 60 applications were received. Resumes are currently being reviewed to determine if there 
is an adequate applicant pool. 
 

Communications 

In Q2 2018, there were a total of 44 media hits on economic development topics, across 67 outlets, 
representing 10% of the university total. 

There were an additional 77 hits across 972 outlets for TechTown. 

Trending Topics: Detroit Urban Solutions/I2C (296 outlets), DPD Leadership Academy, Mike Ilitch School of 
Business/Avalon Bakery, PC Magazine piece on Detroit ft. TechTown 
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Business-based Economic Development 

 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The LABS team continues to work with General Motors (GM) and the Detroit Public School system, recently 
solidifying our October 2018 start date for the “Startup Engine Detroit” (newly filed trademark and multiple 
domain names) high school entrepreneurship program. Team members attended the national N.A.F. 
(National Academic Foundation) conference in Washington DC, the Wildfire Korda Method training program 
in Ohio and the United Way LinkedLearning Institute training in Detroit over the past couple of months. Each 
of these educational events were selected as a means of strengthening our level of preparedness, education 
and partnerships with key stakeholders as we approach program delivery. Importantly, we also secured our 
program co-facilitator for the program – Mr. Justin Cook, former DTX Launch Detroit graduate, high school 
counselor and edtech startup co-founder. The LABS team completed the college student DTX Launch Detroit 
program with 11 (of 12) graduating teams and an August 9th Showcase that awarded close to $20K in cash 
and prizes to winning teams. We look forward to transitioning a number of the graduating teams into our 
TechTown Business Incubation Center program.  

The TBIC (TechTown Business Incubation Center) program is currently supporting 12 TBIC clients. We are 
excited to see continued capitalization, customer revenues and team growth from clients such as OPNR, 
Mayfield Athletics, EnBiologics, RIZZARR and Detroit ENTO amongst others. The TechTown LABS Team 
continues to increase participants in our “Ask an Expert” program as well as the number of open office hour 
(OOH) engagements that we are delivering. There have been over 175 appointments held by a variety of 
experts at TechTown thus far in 2018 for the “Ask an Expert” program. Additionally, the team continues to 
participate and host events that amplify our value and impact in the community. Recent events include but 
are not limited to: HHS former CTO Susannah Fox speaking event, Entrepreneur’s Equity Roadmap session, 
Candid Conversations “Coding Through Barriers”, Road to Raising Capital in partnership with Invest Detroit, 
etc. Our team is proud to also announce that we have attracted the 2nd Annual InBIA e.Builders Forum to 
Detroit, Michigan in September 2018. The conference will bring approximately 150 ecosystem builders from 
around the country into Detroit for extensive and deep dialog surrounding advanced critical topics around 
building entrepreneurial ecosystems in underserved communities.  

The work of the MedHealth Innovation Cluster and its Steering Committee continues to focus on longer-term 
sustainability and growth. We have initiated planning for our 3rd Annual MedHealth Summit in 2019, continued 
preparation for 2018 Davidson and NEI grant proposals to continue support of the Cluster’s work, established 
a media partnership with Detroit Crain’s Business for promotion of the Commercialization Pathfinder and the 
upcoming MedHealth Summit and more.  

Our D&I focus for 2018 continues to focus in the areas of increasing the number of women participants in our 
work as well as entrepreneurs of color – Black and Hispanic specifically. An example of our work rests in the 
participants of DTX program where we had 8 female team members, more than any previous cohort. Our 
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most recent “Candid Conversation” event was on July 19th, titled “Coding Through Barriers” at TechTown 
where we welcomed people of all ages and backgrounds that shared the trait of being categorized as part of 
a vulnerable population, including those with disabilities. TechTown Detroit LABS also welcomed Jeff 
Ponders as a new member of the team. Jeff has a tremendous background as an entrepreneur within three 
startups, consultant and coach to a variety of early stage companies and led innovation strategy management 
within various media firms such as Leo Burnett, Walmart, Campbell’s and others.   

Thus far, 2018 has produced $1.5MK+ in revenue/investment for clients, 6 jobs have been created, 55+ 
companies served, and 13 new companies created. 

 

Place-based Economic Development 

New Addition to the Place-Based Team 

OED is pleased to welcome our newest Place-Based Initiatives Manager, Cornetta Lane. Cornetta joined 
the OED team on July 9, 2018 from her work as a community organizer in Detroit. Throughout the rest of 
2018, she will lead our economic development strategy work, further our porous border initiatives as well as 
revamp our critical conversations series, Detroit Orientation Institute.   

Economic Development Strategy  

OED has begun the process of developing a new strategic framework for economic development at WSU. 
The purpose of the project is to align the economic development goals with WSU’s priorities; gain insights 
to how WSU uses its assets to contribute to the local economy; inform the EDG’s work plan for the next 2, 
5, and 10 years; and better understand the needs of our “customers” and potential gaps. OED will complete 
the framework by the end of the year and will implement plans by early next year.   

Placemaking Initiatives 

Woodward and Warren Park: OED initially crowdfunded $50,000 to add sustainable landscaping, pop-up 
seating, shade sails and a WSU Placemaking/Detroit Experience Factory (DXF) satellite kiosk to 
Woodward and Warren Park. We recently secured an additional $50,000 for park improvements from the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds administered by the Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan. 
We also have a refined design, construction drawings and a bids. Park improvements will be made in Fall 
2018. 

Pop-Up Seating and Public Art: Our office placed our pop-up seating in plazas and courtyards across 
campus—including outside WSU’s new Industry Innovation Center (formerly the NextEnergy building)—for 
a 3rd year, with the goal of creating a more welcoming atmosphere. Additionally, we partnered with Rock 
Ventures to bring an engaging QL-NE art installation to Woodward and Warren Park. Passersby are 
encouraged to stand in place of the “I”. 

DIA Plaza & Midtown Cultural Connections: Our office is helping coordinate WSU participation in the 
DIA Plaza | Midtown Cultural Connections design competition, with the goal of improving neighborhood 
connectivity. We organized a focus group with WSU leadership in July, arranged for Midtown Detroit, Inc. to 
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engage students at FestiFall in Aug., and are partnering (along with Urban Studies and Planning) with U of 
M and CCS on an affiliated Student Design Summit in Fall 2018. 

Porous Borders 

Detroit Zone at FestiFall: Our office again partnered with the Dean of Students Office (DOSO) to curate a 
“Detroit Zone” at FestiFall. In previous years, the Detroit Zone featured 50-60 local businesses and 
organizations. In 2018, we focused instead on connecting the WSU community with 20-25 key 
organizations including: area cultural institutions; DDOT, SMART and MoGo (Detroit Bike Share); and 
WDET. 

Grow Detroit’s Young Talent: WSU again hosted 10 students through Grow Detroit’s Young Talent, a 
citywide summer jobs program employing more than 8,000 Detroiter’s ages 14-24. Our students worked in 
the Office of Economic Development, Office of Government and Community Affairs, College of Education 
and Honors College, and with WSU Special Events, TechTown and WDET 101.9-FM. 

Midtown Communications: Our office continues to participate in orientations, open houses and resource 
fairs, sharing information about living, shopping, dining and getting around in Midtown with WSU students 
and employees. We are currently updating our Midtown Experience presentation and brochure as well as 
our Midtown Business Guide.  

Transportation & Mobility 

Wayne Rides: OED is again partnering with DOSO and WSU Parking and Transportation on a shared 
Transportation Ambassador (TA) position during the 2018-19 academic year. The TA position is designed 
to help familiarize WSU students and employees with local transportation and mobility options including 
DDOT, SMART, QLINE and MoGo—with much of the work branded as WayneRides. Key responsibilities 
include coordinating events, holding office hours, giving presentations and participating in campus resource 
fairs. 

Center for Nonprofit Support 

In December of 2017, TechTown Detroit was awarded a three year grant from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. 
Foundation in the amount of $4.75 million to launch the Center for Nonprofit Support at 6568 Woodward 
Avenue, just five blocks from the current TechTown building. Partners in the launch of the Center include 
the Michigan Nonprofit Association and Michigan Community Resources locally, as well as Community 
Wealth Partners nationally. Detroit’s nonprofit community is both diverse and expansive, addressing the 
myriad needs and opportunities across southeast Michigan with relevant and impactful programming. 
However, many of these nonprofit organizations struggle to sustain themselves and fight a constant uphill 
battle to keep their doors open and invest in their staffs’ long-term development. At the same time, 
countless opportunities for nonprofits in our region to partner, leverage efforts and deepen their impact go 
unrealized, either for lack of knowledge of one another’s work or lack of capacity to solidify connections. 
Through the establishment of a Nonprofit Center for Support, the Foundation and TechTown will meet 
these challenges of our nonprofit sector head-on.  

Construction on the new space began in May, and will be completed by fall 2018 for a soft opening in 
November and piloted programming throughout the rest of the year. The Center’s first Executive Director, 
Allandra Bulger, joined the TechTown team in May. Throughout the rest of 2018, she will continue to lead 
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the development of Center programming, hire a team to manage its work with her and build strong 
partnerships to support its success.  

Development 

The Economic Development Group at Wayne State University has been actively pursuing funding in the 
three areas of focus—Business, Place and Talent—while formalizing operations for the team including 
standardizing recognition and developing portfolios with moves management tracking. 
 
 
Business-Based Economic Development Fundraising 
 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The most exciting development in this area is an invitation received from the William Davidson Foundation 
to apply for a $1,200,000 grant over two years to support tech-based work at TechTown that includes 
student entrepreneurship efforts at WSU through the Innovation Studio. This is an evolution from their 
original invitation to support the MedHealth Cluster.  
 
We had the opportunity to steward current funders including General Motors and the Michigan Economic 
Development Corporation and cultivate prospective donors like Fiat Chrysler Automobiles at the DTX 
Launch Detroit program pitch competition on August 9. This flagship 10-week accelerator for college 
students, including those recent graduates, to test their tech-based business ideas.  
 
BLOCKS 
A shift in priority by the Ford Motor Company Fund created an opportunity to engage the DTE Energy 
Foundation. To close the gap Ford left in our funding for neighborhood-based service to the Southwest 
community, the development and Blocks teams worked together to create a memorable cultivation lunch for 
members of the DTE Energy leadership at La Posada, a SWOT City client. Our board member and chair of 
the development committee, Steven Ambrose, has been an invaluable advocate and connector inside the 
company. We have been invited to submit an executive summary in the hopes of submitting a full 
application before their September board meeting.  If granted, this will be the last piece of support required 
to fully fund our Blocks programming. 
 
General Operations Support 
TechTown will reapply for funding from the New Economy Initiative at the $225,000 level. Anticipated 
reductions in NEI funding over time have forced TechTown to seek a more diversified funding base of 
support from corporations and foundations.  We had the opportunity to discuss our successes with those 
revenue streams with NEI staff recently. With help from their grantees, they are developing a 
comprehensive snapshot of their impact over the last decade to share with their consortium of funders. 
 
We have developed a plan to begin soliciting for annual fund donations by calendar year end to create a 
more sustainable foundation of support and to round out the funder diversification strategy. A key milestone 
in that plan is our annual fundraiser, Toast of the Town on October 18. We will leverage it to collect data 
from potential donors and begin a messaging campaign. We are on track to meet our gross revenue goal 
($175,000) for Toast of the Town.  
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Place-based Economic Development 
 
Woodward and Warren Park 
We are happy to report that our request to the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds managed by the 
Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan was granted at the $50,000 level. Plans continue to 
develop to celebrate the opening of the park. 
 
Industry Innovation Center (formerly NextEnergy) 
The NextEnergy Building acquisition has piqued the interest of the William Davidson Foundation under the 
heading of their Signature Spaces program. Wayne State University Alum, George Jacobsen, is visiting for 
a second time on August 31 to understand how the community will benefit from our plans to create a more 
inviting campus. 
 
 
Talent-based Economic Development 
 
Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 
We have formally requested support from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation to support Cohort IV. We 
expect feedback on our application soon as their board meets in September to discuss their end of year 
giving.  
 

Talent-based Economic Development  

Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 

Launched at Wayne State University in 2011, the Detroit Revitalization Fellows (DRF) places emerging urban 
leaders to stimulate progress in local organizations at the forefront of civic, community and economic 
development efforts across the city and region. This select group of doers engages in a rigorous two-year 
leadership development program while serving full-time at their host organizations. DRF has been made 
possible through the generosity of the Kresge Foundation, Ford Foundation, Hudson-Webber Foundation, 
Fred A. and Barbara M. Erb Family Foundation, Skillman Foundation, DTE Energy Foundation, the Max M. 
& Marjorie S. Fisher Foundation, the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation, the PwC Charitable 
Foundation, Rock Ventures and Wayne State University.  
 
The DRF IV launched in August 2017 with 19 new Fellows, 17 of whom remain in the program. Like previous 
cohorts, the DRF IV Fellows will engage in two years of cohort building, leadership development and 
meaningful work. However, this cohort will have a more intentional focus on applying a broad sustainability 
lens to revitalization in the civic, community and economic development landscape. This sustainability thread 
will be woven through monthly session programming. The leadership development will focus simultaneously 
on the cohort of Fellows collectively, as well as each Fellow individually, via a combination of 21 monthly 
group sessions, 3 study trips and significant investment in coaching and training for each Fellow individually.  
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The June session occurred on the 21st and 22nd and was dedicated to leadership development. The fellowship 
partnered with Organizational Agility Advisors for a two-day introduction and training on adaptive leadership. 
 
The July 2018 session took place on the 26th and 27th and focused on local government and civic innovation. 
Fellows learned about the structures and systems that govern the city of Detroit and developed a general 
understanding of the role and importance of and tools for civic innovation. 
 
Advisory Council: Neesha Modi, a program officer with The Kresge Foundation’s Detroit program, has 
replaced Bryan Hogle on the Advisory Council. Bryan transitioned off the Advisory Council after the June 
meeting. 
 
Cohort IV Budget: The DRF staff forecasts a $700,000 budget gap for Cohort IV. The program is actively 
seeking funding from new and existing partners. The fellowship submitted a $375,000 grant proposal to the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation in August. 
 
Alumni Engagement: The DRF staff has established an Alumni Council with 10 Fellows, three representing 
each cohort and one at-large alumna who is not Detroit-based. The council will serve as program 
ambassadors and help inform future alumni programming. 
 
Fellow Transition: The DRF staff transitioned Cohort IV Fellow Alaina Jackson to a new employer in July. 
She is now the new Program Director for Workforce and Talent Initiatives at the United Way for Southeastern 
Michigan.   
 
Staff Transition: Emily Miller relocated to California; however, she is working remotely for the program 
through mid-September while the staff assess its staffing needs. The Engagement Specialist position was 
posted and nearly 60 applications were received. Resumes are currently being reviewed to determine if there 
is an adequate applicant pool. 
 

Communications 

In Q2 2018, there were a total of 44 media hits on economic development topics, across 67 outlets, 
representing 10% of the university total. 

There were an additional 77 hits across 972 outlets for TechTown. 

Trending Topics: Detroit Urban Solutions/I2C (296 outlets), DPD Leadership Academy, Mike Ilitch School of 
Business/Avalon Bakery, PC Magazine piece on Detroit ft. TechTown 
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Business-based Economic Development 

 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The LABS team continues to work with General Motors (GM) and the Detroit Public School system, recently 
solidifying our October 2018 start date for the “Startup Engine Detroit” (newly filed trademark and multiple 
domain names) high school entrepreneurship program. Team members attended the national N.A.F. 
(National Academic Foundation) conference in Washington DC, the Wildfire Korda Method training program 
in Ohio and the United Way LinkedLearning Institute training in Detroit over the past couple of months. Each 
of these educational events were selected as a means of strengthening our level of preparedness, education 
and partnerships with key stakeholders as we approach program delivery. Importantly, we also secured our 
program co-facilitator for the program – Mr. Justin Cook, former DTX Launch Detroit graduate, high school 
counselor and edtech startup co-founder. The LABS team completed the college student DTX Launch Detroit 
program with 11 (of 12) graduating teams and an August 9th Showcase that awarded close to $20K in cash 
and prizes to winning teams. We look forward to transitioning a number of the graduating teams into our 
TechTown Business Incubation Center program.  

The TBIC (TechTown Business Incubation Center) program is currently supporting 12 TBIC clients. We are 
excited to see continued capitalization, customer revenues and team growth from clients such as OPNR, 
Mayfield Athletics, EnBiologics, RIZZARR and Detroit ENTO amongst others. The TechTown LABS Team 
continues to increase participants in our “Ask an Expert” program as well as the number of open office hour 
(OOH) engagements that we are delivering. There have been over 175 appointments held by a variety of 
experts at TechTown thus far in 2018 for the “Ask an Expert” program. Additionally, the team continues to 
participate and host events that amplify our value and impact in the community. Recent events include but 
are not limited to: HHS former CTO Susannah Fox speaking event, Entrepreneur’s Equity Roadmap session, 
Candid Conversations “Coding Through Barriers”, Road to Raising Capital in partnership with Invest Detroit, 
etc. Our team is proud to also announce that we have attracted the 2nd Annual InBIA e.Builders Forum to 
Detroit, Michigan in September 2018. The conference will bring approximately 150 ecosystem builders from 
around the country into Detroit for extensive and deep dialog surrounding advanced critical topics around 
building entrepreneurial ecosystems in underserved communities.  

The work of the MedHealth Innovation Cluster and its Steering Committee continues to focus on longer-term 
sustainability and growth. We have initiated planning for our 3rd Annual MedHealth Summit in 2019, continued 
preparation for 2018 Davidson and NEI grant proposals to continue support of the Cluster’s work, established 
a media partnership with Detroit Crain’s Business for promotion of the Commercialization Pathfinder and the 
upcoming MedHealth Summit and more.  

Our D&I focus for 2018 continues to focus in the areas of increasing the number of women participants in our 
work as well as entrepreneurs of color – Black and Hispanic specifically. An example of our work rests in the 
participants of DTX program where we had 8 female team members, more than any previous cohort. Our 
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most recent “Candid Conversation” event was on July 19th, titled “Coding Through Barriers” at TechTown 
where we welcomed people of all ages and backgrounds that shared the trait of being categorized as part of 
a vulnerable population, including those with disabilities. TechTown Detroit LABS also welcomed Jeff 
Ponders as a new member of the team. Jeff has a tremendous background as an entrepreneur within three 
startups, consultant and coach to a variety of early stage companies and led innovation strategy management 
within various media firms such as Leo Burnett, Walmart, Campbell’s and others.   

Thus far, 2018 has produced $1.5MK+ in revenue/investment for clients, 6 jobs have been created, 55+ 
companies served, and 13 new companies created. 

 

Place-based Economic Development 

New Addition to the Place-Based Team 

OED is pleased to welcome our newest Place-Based Initiatives Manager, Cornetta Lane. Cornetta joined 
the OED team on July 9, 2018 from her work as a community organizer in Detroit. Throughout the rest of 
2018, she will lead our economic development strategy work, further our porous border initiatives as well as 
revamp our critical conversations series, Detroit Orientation Institute.   

Economic Development Strategy  

OED has begun the process of developing a new strategic framework for economic development at WSU. 
The purpose of the project is to align the economic development goals with WSU’s priorities; gain insights 
to how WSU uses its assets to contribute to the local economy; inform the EDG’s work plan for the next 2, 
5, and 10 years; and better understand the needs of our “customers” and potential gaps. OED will complete 
the framework by the end of the year and will implement plans by early next year.   

Placemaking Initiatives 

Woodward and Warren Park: OED initially crowdfunded $50,000 to add sustainable landscaping, pop-up 
seating, shade sails and a WSU Placemaking/Detroit Experience Factory (DXF) satellite kiosk to 
Woodward and Warren Park. We recently secured an additional $50,000 for park improvements from the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds administered by the Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan. 
We also have a refined design, construction drawings and a bids. Park improvements will be made in Fall 
2018. 

Pop-Up Seating and Public Art: Our office placed our pop-up seating in plazas and courtyards across 
campus—including outside WSU’s new Industry Innovation Center (formerly the NextEnergy building)—for 
a 3rd year, with the goal of creating a more welcoming atmosphere. Additionally, we partnered with Rock 
Ventures to bring an engaging QL-NE art installation to Woodward and Warren Park. Passersby are 
encouraged to stand in place of the “I”. 

DIA Plaza & Midtown Cultural Connections: Our office is helping coordinate WSU participation in the 
DIA Plaza | Midtown Cultural Connections design competition, with the goal of improving neighborhood 
connectivity. We organized a focus group with WSU leadership in July, arranged for Midtown Detroit, Inc. to 
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engage students at FestiFall in Aug., and are partnering (along with Urban Studies and Planning) with U of 
M and CCS on an affiliated Student Design Summit in Fall 2018. 

Porous Borders 

Detroit Zone at FestiFall: Our office again partnered with the Dean of Students Office (DOSO) to curate a 
“Detroit Zone” at FestiFall. In previous years, the Detroit Zone featured 50-60 local businesses and 
organizations. In 2018, we focused instead on connecting the WSU community with 20-25 key 
organizations including: area cultural institutions; DDOT, SMART and MoGo (Detroit Bike Share); and 
WDET. 

Grow Detroit’s Young Talent: WSU again hosted 10 students through Grow Detroit’s Young Talent, a 
citywide summer jobs program employing more than 8,000 Detroiter’s ages 14-24. Our students worked in 
the Office of Economic Development, Office of Government and Community Affairs, College of Education 
and Honors College, and with WSU Special Events, TechTown and WDET 101.9-FM. 

Midtown Communications: Our office continues to participate in orientations, open houses and resource 
fairs, sharing information about living, shopping, dining and getting around in Midtown with WSU students 
and employees. We are currently updating our Midtown Experience presentation and brochure as well as 
our Midtown Business Guide.  

Transportation & Mobility 

Wayne Rides: OED is again partnering with DOSO and WSU Parking and Transportation on a shared 
Transportation Ambassador (TA) position during the 2018-19 academic year. The TA position is designed 
to help familiarize WSU students and employees with local transportation and mobility options including 
DDOT, SMART, QLINE and MoGo—with much of the work branded as WayneRides. Key responsibilities 
include coordinating events, holding office hours, giving presentations and participating in campus resource 
fairs. 

Center for Nonprofit Support 

In December of 2017, TechTown Detroit was awarded a three year grant from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. 
Foundation in the amount of $4.75 million to launch the Center for Nonprofit Support at 6568 Woodward 
Avenue, just five blocks from the current TechTown building. Partners in the launch of the Center include 
the Michigan Nonprofit Association and Michigan Community Resources locally, as well as Community 
Wealth Partners nationally. Detroit’s nonprofit community is both diverse and expansive, addressing the 
myriad needs and opportunities across southeast Michigan with relevant and impactful programming. 
However, many of these nonprofit organizations struggle to sustain themselves and fight a constant uphill 
battle to keep their doors open and invest in their staffs’ long-term development. At the same time, 
countless opportunities for nonprofits in our region to partner, leverage efforts and deepen their impact go 
unrealized, either for lack of knowledge of one another’s work or lack of capacity to solidify connections. 
Through the establishment of a Nonprofit Center for Support, the Foundation and TechTown will meet 
these challenges of our nonprofit sector head-on.  

Construction on the new space began in May, and will be completed by fall 2018 for a soft opening in 
November and piloted programming throughout the rest of the year. The Center’s first Executive Director, 
Allandra Bulger, joined the TechTown team in May. Throughout the rest of 2018, she will continue to lead 
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the development of Center programming, hire a team to manage its work with her and build strong 
partnerships to support its success.  

Development 

The Economic Development Group at Wayne State University has been actively pursuing funding in the 
three areas of focus—Business, Place and Talent—while formalizing operations for the team including 
standardizing recognition and developing portfolios with moves management tracking. 
 
 
Business-Based Economic Development Fundraising 
 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The most exciting development in this area is an invitation received from the William Davidson Foundation 
to apply for a $1,200,000 grant over two years to support tech-based work at TechTown that includes 
student entrepreneurship efforts at WSU through the Innovation Studio. This is an evolution from their 
original invitation to support the MedHealth Cluster.  
 
We had the opportunity to steward current funders including General Motors and the Michigan Economic 
Development Corporation and cultivate prospective donors like Fiat Chrysler Automobiles at the DTX 
Launch Detroit program pitch competition on August 9. This flagship 10-week accelerator for college 
students, including those recent graduates, to test their tech-based business ideas.  
 
BLOCKS 
A shift in priority by the Ford Motor Company Fund created an opportunity to engage the DTE Energy 
Foundation. To close the gap Ford left in our funding for neighborhood-based service to the Southwest 
community, the development and Blocks teams worked together to create a memorable cultivation lunch for 
members of the DTE Energy leadership at La Posada, a SWOT City client. Our board member and chair of 
the development committee, Steven Ambrose, has been an invaluable advocate and connector inside the 
company. We have been invited to submit an executive summary in the hopes of submitting a full 
application before their September board meeting.  If granted, this will be the last piece of support required 
to fully fund our Blocks programming. 
 
General Operations Support 
TechTown will reapply for funding from the New Economy Initiative at the $225,000 level. Anticipated 
reductions in NEI funding over time have forced TechTown to seek a more diversified funding base of 
support from corporations and foundations.  We had the opportunity to discuss our successes with those 
revenue streams with NEI staff recently. With help from their grantees, they are developing a 
comprehensive snapshot of their impact over the last decade to share with their consortium of funders. 
 
We have developed a plan to begin soliciting for annual fund donations by calendar year end to create a 
more sustainable foundation of support and to round out the funder diversification strategy. A key milestone 
in that plan is our annual fundraiser, Toast of the Town on October 18. We will leverage it to collect data 
from potential donors and begin a messaging campaign. We are on track to meet our gross revenue goal 
($175,000) for Toast of the Town.  
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Place-based Economic Development 
 
Woodward and Warren Park 
We are happy to report that our request to the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds managed by the 
Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan was granted at the $50,000 level. Plans continue to 
develop to celebrate the opening of the park. 
 
Industry Innovation Center (formerly NextEnergy) 
The NextEnergy Building acquisition has piqued the interest of the William Davidson Foundation under the 
heading of their Signature Spaces program. Wayne State University Alum, George Jacobsen, is visiting for 
a second time on August 31 to understand how the community will benefit from our plans to create a more 
inviting campus. 
 
 
Talent-based Economic Development 
 
Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 
We have formally requested support from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation to support Cohort IV. We 
expect feedback on our application soon as their board meets in September to discuss their end of year 
giving.  
 

Talent-based Economic Development  

Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 

Launched at Wayne State University in 2011, the Detroit Revitalization Fellows (DRF) places emerging urban 
leaders to stimulate progress in local organizations at the forefront of civic, community and economic 
development efforts across the city and region. This select group of doers engages in a rigorous two-year 
leadership development program while serving full-time at their host organizations. DRF has been made 
possible through the generosity of the Kresge Foundation, Ford Foundation, Hudson-Webber Foundation, 
Fred A. and Barbara M. Erb Family Foundation, Skillman Foundation, DTE Energy Foundation, the Max M. 
& Marjorie S. Fisher Foundation, the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation, the PwC Charitable 
Foundation, Rock Ventures and Wayne State University.  
 
The DRF IV launched in August 2017 with 19 new Fellows, 17 of whom remain in the program. Like previous 
cohorts, the DRF IV Fellows will engage in two years of cohort building, leadership development and 
meaningful work. However, this cohort will have a more intentional focus on applying a broad sustainability 
lens to revitalization in the civic, community and economic development landscape. This sustainability thread 
will be woven through monthly session programming. The leadership development will focus simultaneously 
on the cohort of Fellows collectively, as well as each Fellow individually, via a combination of 21 monthly 
group sessions, 3 study trips and significant investment in coaching and training for each Fellow individually.  
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The June session occurred on the 21st and 22nd and was dedicated to leadership development. The fellowship 
partnered with Organizational Agility Advisors for a two-day introduction and training on adaptive leadership. 
 
The July 2018 session took place on the 26th and 27th and focused on local government and civic innovation. 
Fellows learned about the structures and systems that govern the city of Detroit and developed a general 
understanding of the role and importance of and tools for civic innovation. 
 
Advisory Council: Neesha Modi, a program officer with The Kresge Foundation’s Detroit program, has 
replaced Bryan Hogle on the Advisory Council. Bryan transitioned off the Advisory Council after the June 
meeting. 
 
Cohort IV Budget: The DRF staff forecasts a $700,000 budget gap for Cohort IV. The program is actively 
seeking funding from new and existing partners. The fellowship submitted a $375,000 grant proposal to the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation in August. 
 
Alumni Engagement: The DRF staff has established an Alumni Council with 10 Fellows, three representing 
each cohort and one at-large alumna who is not Detroit-based. The council will serve as program 
ambassadors and help inform future alumni programming. 
 
Fellow Transition: The DRF staff transitioned Cohort IV Fellow Alaina Jackson to a new employer in July. 
She is now the new Program Director for Workforce and Talent Initiatives at the United Way for Southeastern 
Michigan.   
 
Staff Transition: Emily Miller relocated to California; however, she is working remotely for the program 
through mid-September while the staff assess its staffing needs. The Engagement Specialist position was 
posted and nearly 60 applications were received. Resumes are currently being reviewed to determine if there 
is an adequate applicant pool. 
 

Communications 

In Q2 2018, there were a total of 44 media hits on economic development topics, across 67 outlets, 
representing 10% of the university total. 

There were an additional 77 hits across 972 outlets for TechTown. 

Trending Topics: Detroit Urban Solutions/I2C (296 outlets), DPD Leadership Academy, Mike Ilitch School of 
Business/Avalon Bakery, PC Magazine piece on Detroit ft. TechTown 
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Business-based Economic Development 

 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The LABS team continues to work with General Motors (GM) and the Detroit Public School system, recently 
solidifying our October 2018 start date for the “Startup Engine Detroit” (newly filed trademark and multiple 
domain names) high school entrepreneurship program. Team members attended the national N.A.F. 
(National Academic Foundation) conference in Washington DC, the Wildfire Korda Method training program 
in Ohio and the United Way LinkedLearning Institute training in Detroit over the past couple of months. Each 
of these educational events were selected as a means of strengthening our level of preparedness, education 
and partnerships with key stakeholders as we approach program delivery. Importantly, we also secured our 
program co-facilitator for the program – Mr. Justin Cook, former DTX Launch Detroit graduate, high school 
counselor and edtech startup co-founder. The LABS team completed the college student DTX Launch Detroit 
program with 11 (of 12) graduating teams and an August 9th Showcase that awarded close to $20K in cash 
and prizes to winning teams. We look forward to transitioning a number of the graduating teams into our 
TechTown Business Incubation Center program.  

The TBIC (TechTown Business Incubation Center) program is currently supporting 12 TBIC clients. We are 
excited to see continued capitalization, customer revenues and team growth from clients such as OPNR, 
Mayfield Athletics, EnBiologics, RIZZARR and Detroit ENTO amongst others. The TechTown LABS Team 
continues to increase participants in our “Ask an Expert” program as well as the number of open office hour 
(OOH) engagements that we are delivering. There have been over 175 appointments held by a variety of 
experts at TechTown thus far in 2018 for the “Ask an Expert” program. Additionally, the team continues to 
participate and host events that amplify our value and impact in the community. Recent events include but 
are not limited to: HHS former CTO Susannah Fox speaking event, Entrepreneur’s Equity Roadmap session, 
Candid Conversations “Coding Through Barriers”, Road to Raising Capital in partnership with Invest Detroit, 
etc. Our team is proud to also announce that we have attracted the 2nd Annual InBIA e.Builders Forum to 
Detroit, Michigan in September 2018. The conference will bring approximately 150 ecosystem builders from 
around the country into Detroit for extensive and deep dialog surrounding advanced critical topics around 
building entrepreneurial ecosystems in underserved communities.  

The work of the MedHealth Innovation Cluster and its Steering Committee continues to focus on longer-term 
sustainability and growth. We have initiated planning for our 3rd Annual MedHealth Summit in 2019, continued 
preparation for 2018 Davidson and NEI grant proposals to continue support of the Cluster’s work, established 
a media partnership with Detroit Crain’s Business for promotion of the Commercialization Pathfinder and the 
upcoming MedHealth Summit and more.  

Our D&I focus for 2018 continues to focus in the areas of increasing the number of women participants in our 
work as well as entrepreneurs of color – Black and Hispanic specifically. An example of our work rests in the 
participants of DTX program where we had 8 female team members, more than any previous cohort. Our 
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most recent “Candid Conversation” event was on July 19th, titled “Coding Through Barriers” at TechTown 
where we welcomed people of all ages and backgrounds that shared the trait of being categorized as part of 
a vulnerable population, including those with disabilities. TechTown Detroit LABS also welcomed Jeff 
Ponders as a new member of the team. Jeff has a tremendous background as an entrepreneur within three 
startups, consultant and coach to a variety of early stage companies and led innovation strategy management 
within various media firms such as Leo Burnett, Walmart, Campbell’s and others.   

Thus far, 2018 has produced $1.5MK+ in revenue/investment for clients, 6 jobs have been created, 55+ 
companies served, and 13 new companies created. 

 

Place-based Economic Development 

New Addition to the Place-Based Team 

OED is pleased to welcome our newest Place-Based Initiatives Manager, Cornetta Lane. Cornetta joined 
the OED team on July 9, 2018 from her work as a community organizer in Detroit. Throughout the rest of 
2018, she will lead our economic development strategy work, further our porous border initiatives as well as 
revamp our critical conversations series, Detroit Orientation Institute.   

Economic Development Strategy  

OED has begun the process of developing a new strategic framework for economic development at WSU. 
The purpose of the project is to align the economic development goals with WSU’s priorities; gain insights 
to how WSU uses its assets to contribute to the local economy; inform the EDG’s work plan for the next 2, 
5, and 10 years; and better understand the needs of our “customers” and potential gaps. OED will complete 
the framework by the end of the year and will implement plans by early next year.   

Placemaking Initiatives 

Woodward and Warren Park: OED initially crowdfunded $50,000 to add sustainable landscaping, pop-up 
seating, shade sails and a WSU Placemaking/Detroit Experience Factory (DXF) satellite kiosk to 
Woodward and Warren Park. We recently secured an additional $50,000 for park improvements from the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds administered by the Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan. 
We also have a refined design, construction drawings and a bids. Park improvements will be made in Fall 
2018. 

Pop-Up Seating and Public Art: Our office placed our pop-up seating in plazas and courtyards across 
campus—including outside WSU’s new Industry Innovation Center (formerly the NextEnergy building)—for 
a 3rd year, with the goal of creating a more welcoming atmosphere. Additionally, we partnered with Rock 
Ventures to bring an engaging QL-NE art installation to Woodward and Warren Park. Passersby are 
encouraged to stand in place of the “I”. 

DIA Plaza & Midtown Cultural Connections: Our office is helping coordinate WSU participation in the 
DIA Plaza | Midtown Cultural Connections design competition, with the goal of improving neighborhood 
connectivity. We organized a focus group with WSU leadership in July, arranged for Midtown Detroit, Inc. to 
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engage students at FestiFall in Aug., and are partnering (along with Urban Studies and Planning) with U of 
M and CCS on an affiliated Student Design Summit in Fall 2018. 

Porous Borders 

Detroit Zone at FestiFall: Our office again partnered with the Dean of Students Office (DOSO) to curate a 
“Detroit Zone” at FestiFall. In previous years, the Detroit Zone featured 50-60 local businesses and 
organizations. In 2018, we focused instead on connecting the WSU community with 20-25 key 
organizations including: area cultural institutions; DDOT, SMART and MoGo (Detroit Bike Share); and 
WDET. 

Grow Detroit’s Young Talent: WSU again hosted 10 students through Grow Detroit’s Young Talent, a 
citywide summer jobs program employing more than 8,000 Detroiter’s ages 14-24. Our students worked in 
the Office of Economic Development, Office of Government and Community Affairs, College of Education 
and Honors College, and with WSU Special Events, TechTown and WDET 101.9-FM. 

Midtown Communications: Our office continues to participate in orientations, open houses and resource 
fairs, sharing information about living, shopping, dining and getting around in Midtown with WSU students 
and employees. We are currently updating our Midtown Experience presentation and brochure as well as 
our Midtown Business Guide.  

Transportation & Mobility 

Wayne Rides: OED is again partnering with DOSO and WSU Parking and Transportation on a shared 
Transportation Ambassador (TA) position during the 2018-19 academic year. The TA position is designed 
to help familiarize WSU students and employees with local transportation and mobility options including 
DDOT, SMART, QLINE and MoGo—with much of the work branded as WayneRides. Key responsibilities 
include coordinating events, holding office hours, giving presentations and participating in campus resource 
fairs. 

Center for Nonprofit Support 

In December of 2017, TechTown Detroit was awarded a three year grant from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. 
Foundation in the amount of $4.75 million to launch the Center for Nonprofit Support at 6568 Woodward 
Avenue, just five blocks from the current TechTown building. Partners in the launch of the Center include 
the Michigan Nonprofit Association and Michigan Community Resources locally, as well as Community 
Wealth Partners nationally. Detroit’s nonprofit community is both diverse and expansive, addressing the 
myriad needs and opportunities across southeast Michigan with relevant and impactful programming. 
However, many of these nonprofit organizations struggle to sustain themselves and fight a constant uphill 
battle to keep their doors open and invest in their staffs’ long-term development. At the same time, 
countless opportunities for nonprofits in our region to partner, leverage efforts and deepen their impact go 
unrealized, either for lack of knowledge of one another’s work or lack of capacity to solidify connections. 
Through the establishment of a Nonprofit Center for Support, the Foundation and TechTown will meet 
these challenges of our nonprofit sector head-on.  

Construction on the new space began in May, and will be completed by fall 2018 for a soft opening in 
November and piloted programming throughout the rest of the year. The Center’s first Executive Director, 
Allandra Bulger, joined the TechTown team in May. Throughout the rest of 2018, she will continue to lead 
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the development of Center programming, hire a team to manage its work with her and build strong 
partnerships to support its success.  

Development 

The Economic Development Group at Wayne State University has been actively pursuing funding in the 
three areas of focus—Business, Place and Talent—while formalizing operations for the team including 
standardizing recognition and developing portfolios with moves management tracking. 
 
 
Business-Based Economic Development Fundraising 
 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The most exciting development in this area is an invitation received from the William Davidson Foundation 
to apply for a $1,200,000 grant over two years to support tech-based work at TechTown that includes 
student entrepreneurship efforts at WSU through the Innovation Studio. This is an evolution from their 
original invitation to support the MedHealth Cluster.  
 
We had the opportunity to steward current funders including General Motors and the Michigan Economic 
Development Corporation and cultivate prospective donors like Fiat Chrysler Automobiles at the DTX 
Launch Detroit program pitch competition on August 9. This flagship 10-week accelerator for college 
students, including those recent graduates, to test their tech-based business ideas.  
 
BLOCKS 
A shift in priority by the Ford Motor Company Fund created an opportunity to engage the DTE Energy 
Foundation. To close the gap Ford left in our funding for neighborhood-based service to the Southwest 
community, the development and Blocks teams worked together to create a memorable cultivation lunch for 
members of the DTE Energy leadership at La Posada, a SWOT City client. Our board member and chair of 
the development committee, Steven Ambrose, has been an invaluable advocate and connector inside the 
company. We have been invited to submit an executive summary in the hopes of submitting a full 
application before their September board meeting.  If granted, this will be the last piece of support required 
to fully fund our Blocks programming. 
 
General Operations Support 
TechTown will reapply for funding from the New Economy Initiative at the $225,000 level. Anticipated 
reductions in NEI funding over time have forced TechTown to seek a more diversified funding base of 
support from corporations and foundations.  We had the opportunity to discuss our successes with those 
revenue streams with NEI staff recently. With help from their grantees, they are developing a 
comprehensive snapshot of their impact over the last decade to share with their consortium of funders. 
 
We have developed a plan to begin soliciting for annual fund donations by calendar year end to create a 
more sustainable foundation of support and to round out the funder diversification strategy. A key milestone 
in that plan is our annual fundraiser, Toast of the Town on October 18. We will leverage it to collect data 
from potential donors and begin a messaging campaign. We are on track to meet our gross revenue goal 
($175,000) for Toast of the Town.  
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Place-based Economic Development 
 
Woodward and Warren Park 
We are happy to report that our request to the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds managed by the 
Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan was granted at the $50,000 level. Plans continue to 
develop to celebrate the opening of the park. 
 
Industry Innovation Center (formerly NextEnergy) 
The NextEnergy Building acquisition has piqued the interest of the William Davidson Foundation under the 
heading of their Signature Spaces program. Wayne State University Alum, George Jacobsen, is visiting for 
a second time on August 31 to understand how the community will benefit from our plans to create a more 
inviting campus. 
 
 
Talent-based Economic Development 
 
Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 
We have formally requested support from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation to support Cohort IV. We 
expect feedback on our application soon as their board meets in September to discuss their end of year 
giving.  
 

Talent-based Economic Development  

Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 

Launched at Wayne State University in 2011, the Detroit Revitalization Fellows (DRF) places emerging urban 
leaders to stimulate progress in local organizations at the forefront of civic, community and economic 
development efforts across the city and region. This select group of doers engages in a rigorous two-year 
leadership development program while serving full-time at their host organizations. DRF has been made 
possible through the generosity of the Kresge Foundation, Ford Foundation, Hudson-Webber Foundation, 
Fred A. and Barbara M. Erb Family Foundation, Skillman Foundation, DTE Energy Foundation, the Max M. 
& Marjorie S. Fisher Foundation, the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation, the PwC Charitable 
Foundation, Rock Ventures and Wayne State University.  
 
The DRF IV launched in August 2017 with 19 new Fellows, 17 of whom remain in the program. Like previous 
cohorts, the DRF IV Fellows will engage in two years of cohort building, leadership development and 
meaningful work. However, this cohort will have a more intentional focus on applying a broad sustainability 
lens to revitalization in the civic, community and economic development landscape. This sustainability thread 
will be woven through monthly session programming. The leadership development will focus simultaneously 
on the cohort of Fellows collectively, as well as each Fellow individually, via a combination of 21 monthly 
group sessions, 3 study trips and significant investment in coaching and training for each Fellow individually.  
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The June session occurred on the 21st and 22nd and was dedicated to leadership development. The fellowship 
partnered with Organizational Agility Advisors for a two-day introduction and training on adaptive leadership. 
 
The July 2018 session took place on the 26th and 27th and focused on local government and civic innovation. 
Fellows learned about the structures and systems that govern the city of Detroit and developed a general 
understanding of the role and importance of and tools for civic innovation. 
 
Advisory Council: Neesha Modi, a program officer with The Kresge Foundation’s Detroit program, has 
replaced Bryan Hogle on the Advisory Council. Bryan transitioned off the Advisory Council after the June 
meeting. 
 
Cohort IV Budget: The DRF staff forecasts a $700,000 budget gap for Cohort IV. The program is actively 
seeking funding from new and existing partners. The fellowship submitted a $375,000 grant proposal to the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation in August. 
 
Alumni Engagement: The DRF staff has established an Alumni Council with 10 Fellows, three representing 
each cohort and one at-large alumna who is not Detroit-based. The council will serve as program 
ambassadors and help inform future alumni programming. 
 
Fellow Transition: The DRF staff transitioned Cohort IV Fellow Alaina Jackson to a new employer in July. 
She is now the new Program Director for Workforce and Talent Initiatives at the United Way for Southeastern 
Michigan.   
 
Staff Transition: Emily Miller relocated to California; however, she is working remotely for the program 
through mid-September while the staff assess its staffing needs. The Engagement Specialist position was 
posted and nearly 60 applications were received. Resumes are currently being reviewed to determine if there 
is an adequate applicant pool. 
 

Communications 

In Q2 2018, there were a total of 44 media hits on economic development topics, across 67 outlets, 
representing 10% of the university total. 

There were an additional 77 hits across 972 outlets for TechTown. 

Trending Topics: Detroit Urban Solutions/I2C (296 outlets), DPD Leadership Academy, Mike Ilitch School of 
Business/Avalon Bakery, PC Magazine piece on Detroit ft. TechTown 
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Business-based Economic Development 

 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The LABS team continues to work with General Motors (GM) and the Detroit Public School system, recently 
solidifying our October 2018 start date for the “Startup Engine Detroit” (newly filed trademark and multiple 
domain names) high school entrepreneurship program. Team members attended the national N.A.F. 
(National Academic Foundation) conference in Washington DC, the Wildfire Korda Method training program 
in Ohio and the United Way LinkedLearning Institute training in Detroit over the past couple of months. Each 
of these educational events were selected as a means of strengthening our level of preparedness, education 
and partnerships with key stakeholders as we approach program delivery. Importantly, we also secured our 
program co-facilitator for the program – Mr. Justin Cook, former DTX Launch Detroit graduate, high school 
counselor and edtech startup co-founder. The LABS team completed the college student DTX Launch Detroit 
program with 11 (of 12) graduating teams and an August 9th Showcase that awarded close to $20K in cash 
and prizes to winning teams. We look forward to transitioning a number of the graduating teams into our 
TechTown Business Incubation Center program.  

The TBIC (TechTown Business Incubation Center) program is currently supporting 12 TBIC clients. We are 
excited to see continued capitalization, customer revenues and team growth from clients such as OPNR, 
Mayfield Athletics, EnBiologics, RIZZARR and Detroit ENTO amongst others. The TechTown LABS Team 
continues to increase participants in our “Ask an Expert” program as well as the number of open office hour 
(OOH) engagements that we are delivering. There have been over 175 appointments held by a variety of 
experts at TechTown thus far in 2018 for the “Ask an Expert” program. Additionally, the team continues to 
participate and host events that amplify our value and impact in the community. Recent events include but 
are not limited to: HHS former CTO Susannah Fox speaking event, Entrepreneur’s Equity Roadmap session, 
Candid Conversations “Coding Through Barriers”, Road to Raising Capital in partnership with Invest Detroit, 
etc. Our team is proud to also announce that we have attracted the 2nd Annual InBIA e.Builders Forum to 
Detroit, Michigan in September 2018. The conference will bring approximately 150 ecosystem builders from 
around the country into Detroit for extensive and deep dialog surrounding advanced critical topics around 
building entrepreneurial ecosystems in underserved communities.  

The work of the MedHealth Innovation Cluster and its Steering Committee continues to focus on longer-term 
sustainability and growth. We have initiated planning for our 3rd Annual MedHealth Summit in 2019, continued 
preparation for 2018 Davidson and NEI grant proposals to continue support of the Cluster’s work, established 
a media partnership with Detroit Crain’s Business for promotion of the Commercialization Pathfinder and the 
upcoming MedHealth Summit and more.  

Our D&I focus for 2018 continues to focus in the areas of increasing the number of women participants in our 
work as well as entrepreneurs of color – Black and Hispanic specifically. An example of our work rests in the 
participants of DTX program where we had 8 female team members, more than any previous cohort. Our 
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most recent “Candid Conversation” event was on July 19th, titled “Coding Through Barriers” at TechTown 
where we welcomed people of all ages and backgrounds that shared the trait of being categorized as part of 
a vulnerable population, including those with disabilities. TechTown Detroit LABS also welcomed Jeff 
Ponders as a new member of the team. Jeff has a tremendous background as an entrepreneur within three 
startups, consultant and coach to a variety of early stage companies and led innovation strategy management 
within various media firms such as Leo Burnett, Walmart, Campbell’s and others.   

Thus far, 2018 has produced $1.5MK+ in revenue/investment for clients, 6 jobs have been created, 55+ 
companies served, and 13 new companies created. 

 

Place-based Economic Development 

New Addition to the Place-Based Team 

OED is pleased to welcome our newest Place-Based Initiatives Manager, Cornetta Lane. Cornetta joined 
the OED team on July 9, 2018 from her work as a community organizer in Detroit. Throughout the rest of 
2018, she will lead our economic development strategy work, further our porous border initiatives as well as 
revamp our critical conversations series, Detroit Orientation Institute.   

Economic Development Strategy  

OED has begun the process of developing a new strategic framework for economic development at WSU. 
The purpose of the project is to align the economic development goals with WSU’s priorities; gain insights 
to how WSU uses its assets to contribute to the local economy; inform the EDG’s work plan for the next 2, 
5, and 10 years; and better understand the needs of our “customers” and potential gaps. OED will complete 
the framework by the end of the year and will implement plans by early next year.   

Placemaking Initiatives 

Woodward and Warren Park: OED initially crowdfunded $50,000 to add sustainable landscaping, pop-up 
seating, shade sails and a WSU Placemaking/Detroit Experience Factory (DXF) satellite kiosk to 
Woodward and Warren Park. We recently secured an additional $50,000 for park improvements from the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds administered by the Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan. 
We also have a refined design, construction drawings and a bids. Park improvements will be made in Fall 
2018. 

Pop-Up Seating and Public Art: Our office placed our pop-up seating in plazas and courtyards across 
campus—including outside WSU’s new Industry Innovation Center (formerly the NextEnergy building)—for 
a 3rd year, with the goal of creating a more welcoming atmosphere. Additionally, we partnered with Rock 
Ventures to bring an engaging QL-NE art installation to Woodward and Warren Park. Passersby are 
encouraged to stand in place of the “I”. 

DIA Plaza & Midtown Cultural Connections: Our office is helping coordinate WSU participation in the 
DIA Plaza | Midtown Cultural Connections design competition, with the goal of improving neighborhood 
connectivity. We organized a focus group with WSU leadership in July, arranged for Midtown Detroit, Inc. to 
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engage students at FestiFall in Aug., and are partnering (along with Urban Studies and Planning) with U of 
M and CCS on an affiliated Student Design Summit in Fall 2018. 

Porous Borders 

Detroit Zone at FestiFall: Our office again partnered with the Dean of Students Office (DOSO) to curate a 
“Detroit Zone” at FestiFall. In previous years, the Detroit Zone featured 50-60 local businesses and 
organizations. In 2018, we focused instead on connecting the WSU community with 20-25 key 
organizations including: area cultural institutions; DDOT, SMART and MoGo (Detroit Bike Share); and 
WDET. 

Grow Detroit’s Young Talent: WSU again hosted 10 students through Grow Detroit’s Young Talent, a 
citywide summer jobs program employing more than 8,000 Detroiter’s ages 14-24. Our students worked in 
the Office of Economic Development, Office of Government and Community Affairs, College of Education 
and Honors College, and with WSU Special Events, TechTown and WDET 101.9-FM. 

Midtown Communications: Our office continues to participate in orientations, open houses and resource 
fairs, sharing information about living, shopping, dining and getting around in Midtown with WSU students 
and employees. We are currently updating our Midtown Experience presentation and brochure as well as 
our Midtown Business Guide.  

Transportation & Mobility 

Wayne Rides: OED is again partnering with DOSO and WSU Parking and Transportation on a shared 
Transportation Ambassador (TA) position during the 2018-19 academic year. The TA position is designed 
to help familiarize WSU students and employees with local transportation and mobility options including 
DDOT, SMART, QLINE and MoGo—with much of the work branded as WayneRides. Key responsibilities 
include coordinating events, holding office hours, giving presentations and participating in campus resource 
fairs. 

Center for Nonprofit Support 

In December of 2017, TechTown Detroit was awarded a three year grant from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. 
Foundation in the amount of $4.75 million to launch the Center for Nonprofit Support at 6568 Woodward 
Avenue, just five blocks from the current TechTown building. Partners in the launch of the Center include 
the Michigan Nonprofit Association and Michigan Community Resources locally, as well as Community 
Wealth Partners nationally. Detroit’s nonprofit community is both diverse and expansive, addressing the 
myriad needs and opportunities across southeast Michigan with relevant and impactful programming. 
However, many of these nonprofit organizations struggle to sustain themselves and fight a constant uphill 
battle to keep their doors open and invest in their staffs’ long-term development. At the same time, 
countless opportunities for nonprofits in our region to partner, leverage efforts and deepen their impact go 
unrealized, either for lack of knowledge of one another’s work or lack of capacity to solidify connections. 
Through the establishment of a Nonprofit Center for Support, the Foundation and TechTown will meet 
these challenges of our nonprofit sector head-on.  

Construction on the new space began in May, and will be completed by fall 2018 for a soft opening in 
November and piloted programming throughout the rest of the year. The Center’s first Executive Director, 
Allandra Bulger, joined the TechTown team in May. Throughout the rest of 2018, she will continue to lead 
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the development of Center programming, hire a team to manage its work with her and build strong 
partnerships to support its success.  

Development 

The Economic Development Group at Wayne State University has been actively pursuing funding in the 
three areas of focus—Business, Place and Talent—while formalizing operations for the team including 
standardizing recognition and developing portfolios with moves management tracking. 
 
 
Business-Based Economic Development Fundraising 
 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The most exciting development in this area is an invitation received from the William Davidson Foundation 
to apply for a $1,200,000 grant over two years to support tech-based work at TechTown that includes 
student entrepreneurship efforts at WSU through the Innovation Studio. This is an evolution from their 
original invitation to support the MedHealth Cluster.  
 
We had the opportunity to steward current funders including General Motors and the Michigan Economic 
Development Corporation and cultivate prospective donors like Fiat Chrysler Automobiles at the DTX 
Launch Detroit program pitch competition on August 9. This flagship 10-week accelerator for college 
students, including those recent graduates, to test their tech-based business ideas.  
 
BLOCKS 
A shift in priority by the Ford Motor Company Fund created an opportunity to engage the DTE Energy 
Foundation. To close the gap Ford left in our funding for neighborhood-based service to the Southwest 
community, the development and Blocks teams worked together to create a memorable cultivation lunch for 
members of the DTE Energy leadership at La Posada, a SWOT City client. Our board member and chair of 
the development committee, Steven Ambrose, has been an invaluable advocate and connector inside the 
company. We have been invited to submit an executive summary in the hopes of submitting a full 
application before their September board meeting.  If granted, this will be the last piece of support required 
to fully fund our Blocks programming. 
 
General Operations Support 
TechTown will reapply for funding from the New Economy Initiative at the $225,000 level. Anticipated 
reductions in NEI funding over time have forced TechTown to seek a more diversified funding base of 
support from corporations and foundations.  We had the opportunity to discuss our successes with those 
revenue streams with NEI staff recently. With help from their grantees, they are developing a 
comprehensive snapshot of their impact over the last decade to share with their consortium of funders. 
 
We have developed a plan to begin soliciting for annual fund donations by calendar year end to create a 
more sustainable foundation of support and to round out the funder diversification strategy. A key milestone 
in that plan is our annual fundraiser, Toast of the Town on October 18. We will leverage it to collect data 
from potential donors and begin a messaging campaign. We are on track to meet our gross revenue goal 
($175,000) for Toast of the Town.  
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Place-based Economic Development 
 
Woodward and Warren Park 
We are happy to report that our request to the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds managed by the 
Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan was granted at the $50,000 level. Plans continue to 
develop to celebrate the opening of the park. 
 
Industry Innovation Center (formerly NextEnergy) 
The NextEnergy Building acquisition has piqued the interest of the William Davidson Foundation under the 
heading of their Signature Spaces program. Wayne State University Alum, George Jacobsen, is visiting for 
a second time on August 31 to understand how the community will benefit from our plans to create a more 
inviting campus. 
 
 
Talent-based Economic Development 
 
Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 
We have formally requested support from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation to support Cohort IV. We 
expect feedback on our application soon as their board meets in September to discuss their end of year 
giving.  
 

Talent-based Economic Development  

Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 

Launched at Wayne State University in 2011, the Detroit Revitalization Fellows (DRF) places emerging urban 
leaders to stimulate progress in local organizations at the forefront of civic, community and economic 
development efforts across the city and region. This select group of doers engages in a rigorous two-year 
leadership development program while serving full-time at their host organizations. DRF has been made 
possible through the generosity of the Kresge Foundation, Ford Foundation, Hudson-Webber Foundation, 
Fred A. and Barbara M. Erb Family Foundation, Skillman Foundation, DTE Energy Foundation, the Max M. 
& Marjorie S. Fisher Foundation, the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation, the PwC Charitable 
Foundation, Rock Ventures and Wayne State University.  
 
The DRF IV launched in August 2017 with 19 new Fellows, 17 of whom remain in the program. Like previous 
cohorts, the DRF IV Fellows will engage in two years of cohort building, leadership development and 
meaningful work. However, this cohort will have a more intentional focus on applying a broad sustainability 
lens to revitalization in the civic, community and economic development landscape. This sustainability thread 
will be woven through monthly session programming. The leadership development will focus simultaneously 
on the cohort of Fellows collectively, as well as each Fellow individually, via a combination of 21 monthly 
group sessions, 3 study trips and significant investment in coaching and training for each Fellow individually.  
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The June session occurred on the 21st and 22nd and was dedicated to leadership development. The fellowship 
partnered with Organizational Agility Advisors for a two-day introduction and training on adaptive leadership. 
 
The July 2018 session took place on the 26th and 27th and focused on local government and civic innovation. 
Fellows learned about the structures and systems that govern the city of Detroit and developed a general 
understanding of the role and importance of and tools for civic innovation. 
 
Advisory Council: Neesha Modi, a program officer with The Kresge Foundation’s Detroit program, has 
replaced Bryan Hogle on the Advisory Council. Bryan transitioned off the Advisory Council after the June 
meeting. 
 
Cohort IV Budget: The DRF staff forecasts a $700,000 budget gap for Cohort IV. The program is actively 
seeking funding from new and existing partners. The fellowship submitted a $375,000 grant proposal to the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation in August. 
 
Alumni Engagement: The DRF staff has established an Alumni Council with 10 Fellows, three representing 
each cohort and one at-large alumna who is not Detroit-based. The council will serve as program 
ambassadors and help inform future alumni programming. 
 
Fellow Transition: The DRF staff transitioned Cohort IV Fellow Alaina Jackson to a new employer in July. 
She is now the new Program Director for Workforce and Talent Initiatives at the United Way for Southeastern 
Michigan.   
 
Staff Transition: Emily Miller relocated to California; however, she is working remotely for the program 
through mid-September while the staff assess its staffing needs. The Engagement Specialist position was 
posted and nearly 60 applications were received. Resumes are currently being reviewed to determine if there 
is an adequate applicant pool. 
 

Communications 

In Q2 2018, there were a total of 44 media hits on economic development topics, across 67 outlets, 
representing 10% of the university total. 

There were an additional 77 hits across 972 outlets for TechTown. 

Trending Topics: Detroit Urban Solutions/I2C (296 outlets), DPD Leadership Academy, Mike Ilitch School of 
Business/Avalon Bakery, PC Magazine piece on Detroit ft. TechTown 
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Business-based Economic Development 

 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The LABS team continues to work with General Motors (GM) and the Detroit Public School system, recently 
solidifying our October 2018 start date for the “Startup Engine Detroit” (newly filed trademark and multiple 
domain names) high school entrepreneurship program. Team members attended the national N.A.F. 
(National Academic Foundation) conference in Washington DC, the Wildfire Korda Method training program 
in Ohio and the United Way LinkedLearning Institute training in Detroit over the past couple of months. Each 
of these educational events were selected as a means of strengthening our level of preparedness, education 
and partnerships with key stakeholders as we approach program delivery. Importantly, we also secured our 
program co-facilitator for the program – Mr. Justin Cook, former DTX Launch Detroit graduate, high school 
counselor and edtech startup co-founder. The LABS team completed the college student DTX Launch Detroit 
program with 11 (of 12) graduating teams and an August 9th Showcase that awarded close to $20K in cash 
and prizes to winning teams. We look forward to transitioning a number of the graduating teams into our 
TechTown Business Incubation Center program.  

The TBIC (TechTown Business Incubation Center) program is currently supporting 12 TBIC clients. We are 
excited to see continued capitalization, customer revenues and team growth from clients such as OPNR, 
Mayfield Athletics, EnBiologics, RIZZARR and Detroit ENTO amongst others. The TechTown LABS Team 
continues to increase participants in our “Ask an Expert” program as well as the number of open office hour 
(OOH) engagements that we are delivering. There have been over 175 appointments held by a variety of 
experts at TechTown thus far in 2018 for the “Ask an Expert” program. Additionally, the team continues to 
participate and host events that amplify our value and impact in the community. Recent events include but 
are not limited to: HHS former CTO Susannah Fox speaking event, Entrepreneur’s Equity Roadmap session, 
Candid Conversations “Coding Through Barriers”, Road to Raising Capital in partnership with Invest Detroit, 
etc. Our team is proud to also announce that we have attracted the 2nd Annual InBIA e.Builders Forum to 
Detroit, Michigan in September 2018. The conference will bring approximately 150 ecosystem builders from 
around the country into Detroit for extensive and deep dialog surrounding advanced critical topics around 
building entrepreneurial ecosystems in underserved communities.  

The work of the MedHealth Innovation Cluster and its Steering Committee continues to focus on longer-term 
sustainability and growth. We have initiated planning for our 3rd Annual MedHealth Summit in 2019, continued 
preparation for 2018 Davidson and NEI grant proposals to continue support of the Cluster’s work, established 
a media partnership with Detroit Crain’s Business for promotion of the Commercialization Pathfinder and the 
upcoming MedHealth Summit and more.  

Our D&I focus for 2018 continues to focus in the areas of increasing the number of women participants in our 
work as well as entrepreneurs of color – Black and Hispanic specifically. An example of our work rests in the 
participants of DTX program where we had 8 female team members, more than any previous cohort. Our 
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most recent “Candid Conversation” event was on July 19th, titled “Coding Through Barriers” at TechTown 
where we welcomed people of all ages and backgrounds that shared the trait of being categorized as part of 
a vulnerable population, including those with disabilities. TechTown Detroit LABS also welcomed Jeff 
Ponders as a new member of the team. Jeff has a tremendous background as an entrepreneur within three 
startups, consultant and coach to a variety of early stage companies and led innovation strategy management 
within various media firms such as Leo Burnett, Walmart, Campbell’s and others.   

Thus far, 2018 has produced $1.5MK+ in revenue/investment for clients, 6 jobs have been created, 55+ 
companies served, and 13 new companies created. 

 

Place-based Economic Development 

New Addition to the Place-Based Team 

OED is pleased to welcome our newest Place-Based Initiatives Manager, Cornetta Lane. Cornetta joined 
the OED team on July 9, 2018 from her work as a community organizer in Detroit. Throughout the rest of 
2018, she will lead our economic development strategy work, further our porous border initiatives as well as 
revamp our critical conversations series, Detroit Orientation Institute.   

Economic Development Strategy  

OED has begun the process of developing a new strategic framework for economic development at WSU. 
The purpose of the project is to align the economic development goals with WSU’s priorities; gain insights 
to how WSU uses its assets to contribute to the local economy; inform the EDG’s work plan for the next 2, 
5, and 10 years; and better understand the needs of our “customers” and potential gaps. OED will complete 
the framework by the end of the year and will implement plans by early next year.   

Placemaking Initiatives 

Woodward and Warren Park: OED initially crowdfunded $50,000 to add sustainable landscaping, pop-up 
seating, shade sails and a WSU Placemaking/Detroit Experience Factory (DXF) satellite kiosk to 
Woodward and Warren Park. We recently secured an additional $50,000 for park improvements from the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds administered by the Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan. 
We also have a refined design, construction drawings and a bids. Park improvements will be made in Fall 
2018. 

Pop-Up Seating and Public Art: Our office placed our pop-up seating in plazas and courtyards across 
campus—including outside WSU’s new Industry Innovation Center (formerly the NextEnergy building)—for 
a 3rd year, with the goal of creating a more welcoming atmosphere. Additionally, we partnered with Rock 
Ventures to bring an engaging QL-NE art installation to Woodward and Warren Park. Passersby are 
encouraged to stand in place of the “I”. 

DIA Plaza & Midtown Cultural Connections: Our office is helping coordinate WSU participation in the 
DIA Plaza | Midtown Cultural Connections design competition, with the goal of improving neighborhood 
connectivity. We organized a focus group with WSU leadership in July, arranged for Midtown Detroit, Inc. to 
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engage students at FestiFall in Aug., and are partnering (along with Urban Studies and Planning) with U of 
M and CCS on an affiliated Student Design Summit in Fall 2018. 

Porous Borders 

Detroit Zone at FestiFall: Our office again partnered with the Dean of Students Office (DOSO) to curate a 
“Detroit Zone” at FestiFall. In previous years, the Detroit Zone featured 50-60 local businesses and 
organizations. In 2018, we focused instead on connecting the WSU community with 20-25 key 
organizations including: area cultural institutions; DDOT, SMART and MoGo (Detroit Bike Share); and 
WDET. 

Grow Detroit’s Young Talent: WSU again hosted 10 students through Grow Detroit’s Young Talent, a 
citywide summer jobs program employing more than 8,000 Detroiter’s ages 14-24. Our students worked in 
the Office of Economic Development, Office of Government and Community Affairs, College of Education 
and Honors College, and with WSU Special Events, TechTown and WDET 101.9-FM. 

Midtown Communications: Our office continues to participate in orientations, open houses and resource 
fairs, sharing information about living, shopping, dining and getting around in Midtown with WSU students 
and employees. We are currently updating our Midtown Experience presentation and brochure as well as 
our Midtown Business Guide.  

Transportation & Mobility 

Wayne Rides: OED is again partnering with DOSO and WSU Parking and Transportation on a shared 
Transportation Ambassador (TA) position during the 2018-19 academic year. The TA position is designed 
to help familiarize WSU students and employees with local transportation and mobility options including 
DDOT, SMART, QLINE and MoGo—with much of the work branded as WayneRides. Key responsibilities 
include coordinating events, holding office hours, giving presentations and participating in campus resource 
fairs. 

Center for Nonprofit Support 

In December of 2017, TechTown Detroit was awarded a three year grant from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. 
Foundation in the amount of $4.75 million to launch the Center for Nonprofit Support at 6568 Woodward 
Avenue, just five blocks from the current TechTown building. Partners in the launch of the Center include 
the Michigan Nonprofit Association and Michigan Community Resources locally, as well as Community 
Wealth Partners nationally. Detroit’s nonprofit community is both diverse and expansive, addressing the 
myriad needs and opportunities across southeast Michigan with relevant and impactful programming. 
However, many of these nonprofit organizations struggle to sustain themselves and fight a constant uphill 
battle to keep their doors open and invest in their staffs’ long-term development. At the same time, 
countless opportunities for nonprofits in our region to partner, leverage efforts and deepen their impact go 
unrealized, either for lack of knowledge of one another’s work or lack of capacity to solidify connections. 
Through the establishment of a Nonprofit Center for Support, the Foundation and TechTown will meet 
these challenges of our nonprofit sector head-on.  

Construction on the new space began in May, and will be completed by fall 2018 for a soft opening in 
November and piloted programming throughout the rest of the year. The Center’s first Executive Director, 
Allandra Bulger, joined the TechTown team in May. Throughout the rest of 2018, she will continue to lead 
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the development of Center programming, hire a team to manage its work with her and build strong 
partnerships to support its success.  

Development 

The Economic Development Group at Wayne State University has been actively pursuing funding in the 
three areas of focus—Business, Place and Talent—while formalizing operations for the team including 
standardizing recognition and developing portfolios with moves management tracking. 
 
 
Business-Based Economic Development Fundraising 
 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The most exciting development in this area is an invitation received from the William Davidson Foundation 
to apply for a $1,200,000 grant over two years to support tech-based work at TechTown that includes 
student entrepreneurship efforts at WSU through the Innovation Studio. This is an evolution from their 
original invitation to support the MedHealth Cluster.  
 
We had the opportunity to steward current funders including General Motors and the Michigan Economic 
Development Corporation and cultivate prospective donors like Fiat Chrysler Automobiles at the DTX 
Launch Detroit program pitch competition on August 9. This flagship 10-week accelerator for college 
students, including those recent graduates, to test their tech-based business ideas.  
 
BLOCKS 
A shift in priority by the Ford Motor Company Fund created an opportunity to engage the DTE Energy 
Foundation. To close the gap Ford left in our funding for neighborhood-based service to the Southwest 
community, the development and Blocks teams worked together to create a memorable cultivation lunch for 
members of the DTE Energy leadership at La Posada, a SWOT City client. Our board member and chair of 
the development committee, Steven Ambrose, has been an invaluable advocate and connector inside the 
company. We have been invited to submit an executive summary in the hopes of submitting a full 
application before their September board meeting.  If granted, this will be the last piece of support required 
to fully fund our Blocks programming. 
 
General Operations Support 
TechTown will reapply for funding from the New Economy Initiative at the $225,000 level. Anticipated 
reductions in NEI funding over time have forced TechTown to seek a more diversified funding base of 
support from corporations and foundations.  We had the opportunity to discuss our successes with those 
revenue streams with NEI staff recently. With help from their grantees, they are developing a 
comprehensive snapshot of their impact over the last decade to share with their consortium of funders. 
 
We have developed a plan to begin soliciting for annual fund donations by calendar year end to create a 
more sustainable foundation of support and to round out the funder diversification strategy. A key milestone 
in that plan is our annual fundraiser, Toast of the Town on October 18. We will leverage it to collect data 
from potential donors and begin a messaging campaign. We are on track to meet our gross revenue goal 
($175,000) for Toast of the Town.  
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Place-based Economic Development 
 
Woodward and Warren Park 
We are happy to report that our request to the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds managed by the 
Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan was granted at the $50,000 level. Plans continue to 
develop to celebrate the opening of the park. 
 
Industry Innovation Center (formerly NextEnergy) 
The NextEnergy Building acquisition has piqued the interest of the William Davidson Foundation under the 
heading of their Signature Spaces program. Wayne State University Alum, George Jacobsen, is visiting for 
a second time on August 31 to understand how the community will benefit from our plans to create a more 
inviting campus. 
 
 
Talent-based Economic Development 
 
Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 
We have formally requested support from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation to support Cohort IV. We 
expect feedback on our application soon as their board meets in September to discuss their end of year 
giving.  
 

Talent-based Economic Development  

Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 

Launched at Wayne State University in 2011, the Detroit Revitalization Fellows (DRF) places emerging urban 
leaders to stimulate progress in local organizations at the forefront of civic, community and economic 
development efforts across the city and region. This select group of doers engages in a rigorous two-year 
leadership development program while serving full-time at their host organizations. DRF has been made 
possible through the generosity of the Kresge Foundation, Ford Foundation, Hudson-Webber Foundation, 
Fred A. and Barbara M. Erb Family Foundation, Skillman Foundation, DTE Energy Foundation, the Max M. 
& Marjorie S. Fisher Foundation, the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation, the PwC Charitable 
Foundation, Rock Ventures and Wayne State University.  
 
The DRF IV launched in August 2017 with 19 new Fellows, 17 of whom remain in the program. Like previous 
cohorts, the DRF IV Fellows will engage in two years of cohort building, leadership development and 
meaningful work. However, this cohort will have a more intentional focus on applying a broad sustainability 
lens to revitalization in the civic, community and economic development landscape. This sustainability thread 
will be woven through monthly session programming. The leadership development will focus simultaneously 
on the cohort of Fellows collectively, as well as each Fellow individually, via a combination of 21 monthly 
group sessions, 3 study trips and significant investment in coaching and training for each Fellow individually.  
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The June session occurred on the 21st and 22nd and was dedicated to leadership development. The fellowship 
partnered with Organizational Agility Advisors for a two-day introduction and training on adaptive leadership. 
 
The July 2018 session took place on the 26th and 27th and focused on local government and civic innovation. 
Fellows learned about the structures and systems that govern the city of Detroit and developed a general 
understanding of the role and importance of and tools for civic innovation. 
 
Advisory Council: Neesha Modi, a program officer with The Kresge Foundation’s Detroit program, has 
replaced Bryan Hogle on the Advisory Council. Bryan transitioned off the Advisory Council after the June 
meeting. 
 
Cohort IV Budget: The DRF staff forecasts a $700,000 budget gap for Cohort IV. The program is actively 
seeking funding from new and existing partners. The fellowship submitted a $375,000 grant proposal to the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation in August. 
 
Alumni Engagement: The DRF staff has established an Alumni Council with 10 Fellows, three representing 
each cohort and one at-large alumna who is not Detroit-based. The council will serve as program 
ambassadors and help inform future alumni programming. 
 
Fellow Transition: The DRF staff transitioned Cohort IV Fellow Alaina Jackson to a new employer in July. 
She is now the new Program Director for Workforce and Talent Initiatives at the United Way for Southeastern 
Michigan.   
 
Staff Transition: Emily Miller relocated to California; however, she is working remotely for the program 
through mid-September while the staff assess its staffing needs. The Engagement Specialist position was 
posted and nearly 60 applications were received. Resumes are currently being reviewed to determine if there 
is an adequate applicant pool. 
 

Communications 

In Q2 2018, there were a total of 44 media hits on economic development topics, across 67 outlets, 
representing 10% of the university total. 

There were an additional 77 hits across 972 outlets for TechTown. 

Trending Topics: Detroit Urban Solutions/I2C (296 outlets), DPD Leadership Academy, Mike Ilitch School of 
Business/Avalon Bakery, PC Magazine piece on Detroit ft. TechTown 
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Business-based Economic Development 

 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The LABS team continues to work with General Motors (GM) and the Detroit Public School system, recently 
solidifying our October 2018 start date for the “Startup Engine Detroit” (newly filed trademark and multiple 
domain names) high school entrepreneurship program. Team members attended the national N.A.F. 
(National Academic Foundation) conference in Washington DC, the Wildfire Korda Method training program 
in Ohio and the United Way LinkedLearning Institute training in Detroit over the past couple of months. Each 
of these educational events were selected as a means of strengthening our level of preparedness, education 
and partnerships with key stakeholders as we approach program delivery. Importantly, we also secured our 
program co-facilitator for the program – Mr. Justin Cook, former DTX Launch Detroit graduate, high school 
counselor and edtech startup co-founder. The LABS team completed the college student DTX Launch Detroit 
program with 11 (of 12) graduating teams and an August 9th Showcase that awarded close to $20K in cash 
and prizes to winning teams. We look forward to transitioning a number of the graduating teams into our 
TechTown Business Incubation Center program.  

The TBIC (TechTown Business Incubation Center) program is currently supporting 12 TBIC clients. We are 
excited to see continued capitalization, customer revenues and team growth from clients such as OPNR, 
Mayfield Athletics, EnBiologics, RIZZARR and Detroit ENTO amongst others. The TechTown LABS Team 
continues to increase participants in our “Ask an Expert” program as well as the number of open office hour 
(OOH) engagements that we are delivering. There have been over 175 appointments held by a variety of 
experts at TechTown thus far in 2018 for the “Ask an Expert” program. Additionally, the team continues to 
participate and host events that amplify our value and impact in the community. Recent events include but 
are not limited to: HHS former CTO Susannah Fox speaking event, Entrepreneur’s Equity Roadmap session, 
Candid Conversations “Coding Through Barriers”, Road to Raising Capital in partnership with Invest Detroit, 
etc. Our team is proud to also announce that we have attracted the 2nd Annual InBIA e.Builders Forum to 
Detroit, Michigan in September 2018. The conference will bring approximately 150 ecosystem builders from 
around the country into Detroit for extensive and deep dialog surrounding advanced critical topics around 
building entrepreneurial ecosystems in underserved communities.  

The work of the MedHealth Innovation Cluster and its Steering Committee continues to focus on longer-term 
sustainability and growth. We have initiated planning for our 3rd Annual MedHealth Summit in 2019, continued 
preparation for 2018 Davidson and NEI grant proposals to continue support of the Cluster’s work, established 
a media partnership with Detroit Crain’s Business for promotion of the Commercialization Pathfinder and the 
upcoming MedHealth Summit and more.  

Our D&I focus for 2018 continues to focus in the areas of increasing the number of women participants in our 
work as well as entrepreneurs of color – Black and Hispanic specifically. An example of our work rests in the 
participants of DTX program where we had 8 female team members, more than any previous cohort. Our 
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most recent “Candid Conversation” event was on July 19th, titled “Coding Through Barriers” at TechTown 
where we welcomed people of all ages and backgrounds that shared the trait of being categorized as part of 
a vulnerable population, including those with disabilities. TechTown Detroit LABS also welcomed Jeff 
Ponders as a new member of the team. Jeff has a tremendous background as an entrepreneur within three 
startups, consultant and coach to a variety of early stage companies and led innovation strategy management 
within various media firms such as Leo Burnett, Walmart, Campbell’s and others.   

Thus far, 2018 has produced $1.5MK+ in revenue/investment for clients, 6 jobs have been created, 55+ 
companies served, and 13 new companies created. 

 

Place-based Economic Development 

New Addition to the Place-Based Team 

OED is pleased to welcome our newest Place-Based Initiatives Manager, Cornetta Lane. Cornetta joined 
the OED team on July 9, 2018 from her work as a community organizer in Detroit. Throughout the rest of 
2018, she will lead our economic development strategy work, further our porous border initiatives as well as 
revamp our critical conversations series, Detroit Orientation Institute.   

Economic Development Strategy  

OED has begun the process of developing a new strategic framework for economic development at WSU. 
The purpose of the project is to align the economic development goals with WSU’s priorities; gain insights 
to how WSU uses its assets to contribute to the local economy; inform the EDG’s work plan for the next 2, 
5, and 10 years; and better understand the needs of our “customers” and potential gaps. OED will complete 
the framework by the end of the year and will implement plans by early next year.   

Placemaking Initiatives 

Woodward and Warren Park: OED initially crowdfunded $50,000 to add sustainable landscaping, pop-up 
seating, shade sails and a WSU Placemaking/Detroit Experience Factory (DXF) satellite kiosk to 
Woodward and Warren Park. We recently secured an additional $50,000 for park improvements from the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds administered by the Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan. 
We also have a refined design, construction drawings and a bids. Park improvements will be made in Fall 
2018. 

Pop-Up Seating and Public Art: Our office placed our pop-up seating in plazas and courtyards across 
campus—including outside WSU’s new Industry Innovation Center (formerly the NextEnergy building)—for 
a 3rd year, with the goal of creating a more welcoming atmosphere. Additionally, we partnered with Rock 
Ventures to bring an engaging QL-NE art installation to Woodward and Warren Park. Passersby are 
encouraged to stand in place of the “I”. 

DIA Plaza & Midtown Cultural Connections: Our office is helping coordinate WSU participation in the 
DIA Plaza | Midtown Cultural Connections design competition, with the goal of improving neighborhood 
connectivity. We organized a focus group with WSU leadership in July, arranged for Midtown Detroit, Inc. to 
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engage students at FestiFall in Aug., and are partnering (along with Urban Studies and Planning) with U of 
M and CCS on an affiliated Student Design Summit in Fall 2018. 

Porous Borders 

Detroit Zone at FestiFall: Our office again partnered with the Dean of Students Office (DOSO) to curate a 
“Detroit Zone” at FestiFall. In previous years, the Detroit Zone featured 50-60 local businesses and 
organizations. In 2018, we focused instead on connecting the WSU community with 20-25 key 
organizations including: area cultural institutions; DDOT, SMART and MoGo (Detroit Bike Share); and 
WDET. 

Grow Detroit’s Young Talent: WSU again hosted 10 students through Grow Detroit’s Young Talent, a 
citywide summer jobs program employing more than 8,000 Detroiter’s ages 14-24. Our students worked in 
the Office of Economic Development, Office of Government and Community Affairs, College of Education 
and Honors College, and with WSU Special Events, TechTown and WDET 101.9-FM. 

Midtown Communications: Our office continues to participate in orientations, open houses and resource 
fairs, sharing information about living, shopping, dining and getting around in Midtown with WSU students 
and employees. We are currently updating our Midtown Experience presentation and brochure as well as 
our Midtown Business Guide.  

Transportation & Mobility 

Wayne Rides: OED is again partnering with DOSO and WSU Parking and Transportation on a shared 
Transportation Ambassador (TA) position during the 2018-19 academic year. The TA position is designed 
to help familiarize WSU students and employees with local transportation and mobility options including 
DDOT, SMART, QLINE and MoGo—with much of the work branded as WayneRides. Key responsibilities 
include coordinating events, holding office hours, giving presentations and participating in campus resource 
fairs. 

Center for Nonprofit Support 

In December of 2017, TechTown Detroit was awarded a three year grant from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. 
Foundation in the amount of $4.75 million to launch the Center for Nonprofit Support at 6568 Woodward 
Avenue, just five blocks from the current TechTown building. Partners in the launch of the Center include 
the Michigan Nonprofit Association and Michigan Community Resources locally, as well as Community 
Wealth Partners nationally. Detroit’s nonprofit community is both diverse and expansive, addressing the 
myriad needs and opportunities across southeast Michigan with relevant and impactful programming. 
However, many of these nonprofit organizations struggle to sustain themselves and fight a constant uphill 
battle to keep their doors open and invest in their staffs’ long-term development. At the same time, 
countless opportunities for nonprofits in our region to partner, leverage efforts and deepen their impact go 
unrealized, either for lack of knowledge of one another’s work or lack of capacity to solidify connections. 
Through the establishment of a Nonprofit Center for Support, the Foundation and TechTown will meet 
these challenges of our nonprofit sector head-on.  

Construction on the new space began in May, and will be completed by fall 2018 for a soft opening in 
November and piloted programming throughout the rest of the year. The Center’s first Executive Director, 
Allandra Bulger, joined the TechTown team in May. Throughout the rest of 2018, she will continue to lead 
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the development of Center programming, hire a team to manage its work with her and build strong 
partnerships to support its success.  

Development 

The Economic Development Group at Wayne State University has been actively pursuing funding in the 
three areas of focus—Business, Place and Talent—while formalizing operations for the team including 
standardizing recognition and developing portfolios with moves management tracking. 
 
 
Business-Based Economic Development Fundraising 
 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The most exciting development in this area is an invitation received from the William Davidson Foundation 
to apply for a $1,200,000 grant over two years to support tech-based work at TechTown that includes 
student entrepreneurship efforts at WSU through the Innovation Studio. This is an evolution from their 
original invitation to support the MedHealth Cluster.  
 
We had the opportunity to steward current funders including General Motors and the Michigan Economic 
Development Corporation and cultivate prospective donors like Fiat Chrysler Automobiles at the DTX 
Launch Detroit program pitch competition on August 9. This flagship 10-week accelerator for college 
students, including those recent graduates, to test their tech-based business ideas.  
 
BLOCKS 
A shift in priority by the Ford Motor Company Fund created an opportunity to engage the DTE Energy 
Foundation. To close the gap Ford left in our funding for neighborhood-based service to the Southwest 
community, the development and Blocks teams worked together to create a memorable cultivation lunch for 
members of the DTE Energy leadership at La Posada, a SWOT City client. Our board member and chair of 
the development committee, Steven Ambrose, has been an invaluable advocate and connector inside the 
company. We have been invited to submit an executive summary in the hopes of submitting a full 
application before their September board meeting.  If granted, this will be the last piece of support required 
to fully fund our Blocks programming. 
 
General Operations Support 
TechTown will reapply for funding from the New Economy Initiative at the $225,000 level. Anticipated 
reductions in NEI funding over time have forced TechTown to seek a more diversified funding base of 
support from corporations and foundations.  We had the opportunity to discuss our successes with those 
revenue streams with NEI staff recently. With help from their grantees, they are developing a 
comprehensive snapshot of their impact over the last decade to share with their consortium of funders. 
 
We have developed a plan to begin soliciting for annual fund donations by calendar year end to create a 
more sustainable foundation of support and to round out the funder diversification strategy. A key milestone 
in that plan is our annual fundraiser, Toast of the Town on October 18. We will leverage it to collect data 
from potential donors and begin a messaging campaign. We are on track to meet our gross revenue goal 
($175,000) for Toast of the Town.  
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Place-based Economic Development 
 
Woodward and Warren Park 
We are happy to report that our request to the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds managed by the 
Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan was granted at the $50,000 level. Plans continue to 
develop to celebrate the opening of the park. 
 
Industry Innovation Center (formerly NextEnergy) 
The NextEnergy Building acquisition has piqued the interest of the William Davidson Foundation under the 
heading of their Signature Spaces program. Wayne State University Alum, George Jacobsen, is visiting for 
a second time on August 31 to understand how the community will benefit from our plans to create a more 
inviting campus. 
 
 
Talent-based Economic Development 
 
Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 
We have formally requested support from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation to support Cohort IV. We 
expect feedback on our application soon as their board meets in September to discuss their end of year 
giving.  
 

Talent-based Economic Development  

Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 

Launched at Wayne State University in 2011, the Detroit Revitalization Fellows (DRF) places emerging urban 
leaders to stimulate progress in local organizations at the forefront of civic, community and economic 
development efforts across the city and region. This select group of doers engages in a rigorous two-year 
leadership development program while serving full-time at their host organizations. DRF has been made 
possible through the generosity of the Kresge Foundation, Ford Foundation, Hudson-Webber Foundation, 
Fred A. and Barbara M. Erb Family Foundation, Skillman Foundation, DTE Energy Foundation, the Max M. 
& Marjorie S. Fisher Foundation, the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation, the PwC Charitable 
Foundation, Rock Ventures and Wayne State University.  
 
The DRF IV launched in August 2017 with 19 new Fellows, 17 of whom remain in the program. Like previous 
cohorts, the DRF IV Fellows will engage in two years of cohort building, leadership development and 
meaningful work. However, this cohort will have a more intentional focus on applying a broad sustainability 
lens to revitalization in the civic, community and economic development landscape. This sustainability thread 
will be woven through monthly session programming. The leadership development will focus simultaneously 
on the cohort of Fellows collectively, as well as each Fellow individually, via a combination of 21 monthly 
group sessions, 3 study trips and significant investment in coaching and training for each Fellow individually.  
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The June session occurred on the 21st and 22nd and was dedicated to leadership development. The fellowship 
partnered with Organizational Agility Advisors for a two-day introduction and training on adaptive leadership. 
 
The July 2018 session took place on the 26th and 27th and focused on local government and civic innovation. 
Fellows learned about the structures and systems that govern the city of Detroit and developed a general 
understanding of the role and importance of and tools for civic innovation. 
 
Advisory Council: Neesha Modi, a program officer with The Kresge Foundation’s Detroit program, has 
replaced Bryan Hogle on the Advisory Council. Bryan transitioned off the Advisory Council after the June 
meeting. 
 
Cohort IV Budget: The DRF staff forecasts a $700,000 budget gap for Cohort IV. The program is actively 
seeking funding from new and existing partners. The fellowship submitted a $375,000 grant proposal to the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation in August. 
 
Alumni Engagement: The DRF staff has established an Alumni Council with 10 Fellows, three representing 
each cohort and one at-large alumna who is not Detroit-based. The council will serve as program 
ambassadors and help inform future alumni programming. 
 
Fellow Transition: The DRF staff transitioned Cohort IV Fellow Alaina Jackson to a new employer in July. 
She is now the new Program Director for Workforce and Talent Initiatives at the United Way for Southeastern 
Michigan.   
 
Staff Transition: Emily Miller relocated to California; however, she is working remotely for the program 
through mid-September while the staff assess its staffing needs. The Engagement Specialist position was 
posted and nearly 60 applications were received. Resumes are currently being reviewed to determine if there 
is an adequate applicant pool. 
 

Communications 

In Q2 2018, there were a total of 44 media hits on economic development topics, across 67 outlets, 
representing 10% of the university total. 

There were an additional 77 hits across 972 outlets for TechTown. 

Trending Topics: Detroit Urban Solutions/I2C (296 outlets), DPD Leadership Academy, Mike Ilitch School of 
Business/Avalon Bakery, PC Magazine piece on Detroit ft. TechTown 
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Business-based Economic Development 

 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The LABS team continues to work with General Motors (GM) and the Detroit Public School system, recently 
solidifying our October 2018 start date for the “Startup Engine Detroit” (newly filed trademark and multiple 
domain names) high school entrepreneurship program. Team members attended the national N.A.F. 
(National Academic Foundation) conference in Washington DC, the Wildfire Korda Method training program 
in Ohio and the United Way LinkedLearning Institute training in Detroit over the past couple of months. Each 
of these educational events were selected as a means of strengthening our level of preparedness, education 
and partnerships with key stakeholders as we approach program delivery. Importantly, we also secured our 
program co-facilitator for the program – Mr. Justin Cook, former DTX Launch Detroit graduate, high school 
counselor and edtech startup co-founder. The LABS team completed the college student DTX Launch Detroit 
program with 11 (of 12) graduating teams and an August 9th Showcase that awarded close to $20K in cash 
and prizes to winning teams. We look forward to transitioning a number of the graduating teams into our 
TechTown Business Incubation Center program.  

The TBIC (TechTown Business Incubation Center) program is currently supporting 12 TBIC clients. We are 
excited to see continued capitalization, customer revenues and team growth from clients such as OPNR, 
Mayfield Athletics, EnBiologics, RIZZARR and Detroit ENTO amongst others. The TechTown LABS Team 
continues to increase participants in our “Ask an Expert” program as well as the number of open office hour 
(OOH) engagements that we are delivering. There have been over 175 appointments held by a variety of 
experts at TechTown thus far in 2018 for the “Ask an Expert” program. Additionally, the team continues to 
participate and host events that amplify our value and impact in the community. Recent events include but 
are not limited to: HHS former CTO Susannah Fox speaking event, Entrepreneur’s Equity Roadmap session, 
Candid Conversations “Coding Through Barriers”, Road to Raising Capital in partnership with Invest Detroit, 
etc. Our team is proud to also announce that we have attracted the 2nd Annual InBIA e.Builders Forum to 
Detroit, Michigan in September 2018. The conference will bring approximately 150 ecosystem builders from 
around the country into Detroit for extensive and deep dialog surrounding advanced critical topics around 
building entrepreneurial ecosystems in underserved communities.  

The work of the MedHealth Innovation Cluster and its Steering Committee continues to focus on longer-term 
sustainability and growth. We have initiated planning for our 3rd Annual MedHealth Summit in 2019, continued 
preparation for 2018 Davidson and NEI grant proposals to continue support of the Cluster’s work, established 
a media partnership with Detroit Crain’s Business for promotion of the Commercialization Pathfinder and the 
upcoming MedHealth Summit and more.  

Our D&I focus for 2018 continues to focus in the areas of increasing the number of women participants in our 
work as well as entrepreneurs of color – Black and Hispanic specifically. An example of our work rests in the 
participants of DTX program where we had 8 female team members, more than any previous cohort. Our 
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most recent “Candid Conversation” event was on July 19th, titled “Coding Through Barriers” at TechTown 
where we welcomed people of all ages and backgrounds that shared the trait of being categorized as part of 
a vulnerable population, including those with disabilities. TechTown Detroit LABS also welcomed Jeff 
Ponders as a new member of the team. Jeff has a tremendous background as an entrepreneur within three 
startups, consultant and coach to a variety of early stage companies and led innovation strategy management 
within various media firms such as Leo Burnett, Walmart, Campbell’s and others.   

Thus far, 2018 has produced $1.5MK+ in revenue/investment for clients, 6 jobs have been created, 55+ 
companies served, and 13 new companies created. 

 

Place-based Economic Development 

New Addition to the Place-Based Team 

OED is pleased to welcome our newest Place-Based Initiatives Manager, Cornetta Lane. Cornetta joined 
the OED team on July 9, 2018 from her work as a community organizer in Detroit. Throughout the rest of 
2018, she will lead our economic development strategy work, further our porous border initiatives as well as 
revamp our critical conversations series, Detroit Orientation Institute.   

Economic Development Strategy  

OED has begun the process of developing a new strategic framework for economic development at WSU. 
The purpose of the project is to align the economic development goals with WSU’s priorities; gain insights 
to how WSU uses its assets to contribute to the local economy; inform the EDG’s work plan for the next 2, 
5, and 10 years; and better understand the needs of our “customers” and potential gaps. OED will complete 
the framework by the end of the year and will implement plans by early next year.   

Placemaking Initiatives 

Woodward and Warren Park: OED initially crowdfunded $50,000 to add sustainable landscaping, pop-up 
seating, shade sails and a WSU Placemaking/Detroit Experience Factory (DXF) satellite kiosk to 
Woodward and Warren Park. We recently secured an additional $50,000 for park improvements from the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds administered by the Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan. 
We also have a refined design, construction drawings and a bids. Park improvements will be made in Fall 
2018. 

Pop-Up Seating and Public Art: Our office placed our pop-up seating in plazas and courtyards across 
campus—including outside WSU’s new Industry Innovation Center (formerly the NextEnergy building)—for 
a 3rd year, with the goal of creating a more welcoming atmosphere. Additionally, we partnered with Rock 
Ventures to bring an engaging QL-NE art installation to Woodward and Warren Park. Passersby are 
encouraged to stand in place of the “I”. 

DIA Plaza & Midtown Cultural Connections: Our office is helping coordinate WSU participation in the 
DIA Plaza | Midtown Cultural Connections design competition, with the goal of improving neighborhood 
connectivity. We organized a focus group with WSU leadership in July, arranged for Midtown Detroit, Inc. to 
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engage students at FestiFall in Aug., and are partnering (along with Urban Studies and Planning) with U of 
M and CCS on an affiliated Student Design Summit in Fall 2018. 

Porous Borders 

Detroit Zone at FestiFall: Our office again partnered with the Dean of Students Office (DOSO) to curate a 
“Detroit Zone” at FestiFall. In previous years, the Detroit Zone featured 50-60 local businesses and 
organizations. In 2018, we focused instead on connecting the WSU community with 20-25 key 
organizations including: area cultural institutions; DDOT, SMART and MoGo (Detroit Bike Share); and 
WDET. 

Grow Detroit’s Young Talent: WSU again hosted 10 students through Grow Detroit’s Young Talent, a 
citywide summer jobs program employing more than 8,000 Detroiter’s ages 14-24. Our students worked in 
the Office of Economic Development, Office of Government and Community Affairs, College of Education 
and Honors College, and with WSU Special Events, TechTown and WDET 101.9-FM. 

Midtown Communications: Our office continues to participate in orientations, open houses and resource 
fairs, sharing information about living, shopping, dining and getting around in Midtown with WSU students 
and employees. We are currently updating our Midtown Experience presentation and brochure as well as 
our Midtown Business Guide.  

Transportation & Mobility 

Wayne Rides: OED is again partnering with DOSO and WSU Parking and Transportation on a shared 
Transportation Ambassador (TA) position during the 2018-19 academic year. The TA position is designed 
to help familiarize WSU students and employees with local transportation and mobility options including 
DDOT, SMART, QLINE and MoGo—with much of the work branded as WayneRides. Key responsibilities 
include coordinating events, holding office hours, giving presentations and participating in campus resource 
fairs. 

Center for Nonprofit Support 

In December of 2017, TechTown Detroit was awarded a three year grant from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. 
Foundation in the amount of $4.75 million to launch the Center for Nonprofit Support at 6568 Woodward 
Avenue, just five blocks from the current TechTown building. Partners in the launch of the Center include 
the Michigan Nonprofit Association and Michigan Community Resources locally, as well as Community 
Wealth Partners nationally. Detroit’s nonprofit community is both diverse and expansive, addressing the 
myriad needs and opportunities across southeast Michigan with relevant and impactful programming. 
However, many of these nonprofit organizations struggle to sustain themselves and fight a constant uphill 
battle to keep their doors open and invest in their staffs’ long-term development. At the same time, 
countless opportunities for nonprofits in our region to partner, leverage efforts and deepen their impact go 
unrealized, either for lack of knowledge of one another’s work or lack of capacity to solidify connections. 
Through the establishment of a Nonprofit Center for Support, the Foundation and TechTown will meet 
these challenges of our nonprofit sector head-on.  

Construction on the new space began in May, and will be completed by fall 2018 for a soft opening in 
November and piloted programming throughout the rest of the year. The Center’s first Executive Director, 
Allandra Bulger, joined the TechTown team in May. Throughout the rest of 2018, she will continue to lead 
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the development of Center programming, hire a team to manage its work with her and build strong 
partnerships to support its success.  

Development 

The Economic Development Group at Wayne State University has been actively pursuing funding in the 
three areas of focus—Business, Place and Talent—while formalizing operations for the team including 
standardizing recognition and developing portfolios with moves management tracking. 
 
 
Business-Based Economic Development Fundraising 
 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The most exciting development in this area is an invitation received from the William Davidson Foundation 
to apply for a $1,200,000 grant over two years to support tech-based work at TechTown that includes 
student entrepreneurship efforts at WSU through the Innovation Studio. This is an evolution from their 
original invitation to support the MedHealth Cluster.  
 
We had the opportunity to steward current funders including General Motors and the Michigan Economic 
Development Corporation and cultivate prospective donors like Fiat Chrysler Automobiles at the DTX 
Launch Detroit program pitch competition on August 9. This flagship 10-week accelerator for college 
students, including those recent graduates, to test their tech-based business ideas.  
 
BLOCKS 
A shift in priority by the Ford Motor Company Fund created an opportunity to engage the DTE Energy 
Foundation. To close the gap Ford left in our funding for neighborhood-based service to the Southwest 
community, the development and Blocks teams worked together to create a memorable cultivation lunch for 
members of the DTE Energy leadership at La Posada, a SWOT City client. Our board member and chair of 
the development committee, Steven Ambrose, has been an invaluable advocate and connector inside the 
company. We have been invited to submit an executive summary in the hopes of submitting a full 
application before their September board meeting.  If granted, this will be the last piece of support required 
to fully fund our Blocks programming. 
 
General Operations Support 
TechTown will reapply for funding from the New Economy Initiative at the $225,000 level. Anticipated 
reductions in NEI funding over time have forced TechTown to seek a more diversified funding base of 
support from corporations and foundations.  We had the opportunity to discuss our successes with those 
revenue streams with NEI staff recently. With help from their grantees, they are developing a 
comprehensive snapshot of their impact over the last decade to share with their consortium of funders. 
 
We have developed a plan to begin soliciting for annual fund donations by calendar year end to create a 
more sustainable foundation of support and to round out the funder diversification strategy. A key milestone 
in that plan is our annual fundraiser, Toast of the Town on October 18. We will leverage it to collect data 
from potential donors and begin a messaging campaign. We are on track to meet our gross revenue goal 
($175,000) for Toast of the Town.  
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Place-based Economic Development 
 
Woodward and Warren Park 
We are happy to report that our request to the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds managed by the 
Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan was granted at the $50,000 level. Plans continue to 
develop to celebrate the opening of the park. 
 
Industry Innovation Center (formerly NextEnergy) 
The NextEnergy Building acquisition has piqued the interest of the William Davidson Foundation under the 
heading of their Signature Spaces program. Wayne State University Alum, George Jacobsen, is visiting for 
a second time on August 31 to understand how the community will benefit from our plans to create a more 
inviting campus. 
 
 
Talent-based Economic Development 
 
Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 
We have formally requested support from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation to support Cohort IV. We 
expect feedback on our application soon as their board meets in September to discuss their end of year 
giving.  
 

Talent-based Economic Development  

Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 

Launched at Wayne State University in 2011, the Detroit Revitalization Fellows (DRF) places emerging urban 
leaders to stimulate progress in local organizations at the forefront of civic, community and economic 
development efforts across the city and region. This select group of doers engages in a rigorous two-year 
leadership development program while serving full-time at their host organizations. DRF has been made 
possible through the generosity of the Kresge Foundation, Ford Foundation, Hudson-Webber Foundation, 
Fred A. and Barbara M. Erb Family Foundation, Skillman Foundation, DTE Energy Foundation, the Max M. 
& Marjorie S. Fisher Foundation, the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation, the PwC Charitable 
Foundation, Rock Ventures and Wayne State University.  
 
The DRF IV launched in August 2017 with 19 new Fellows, 17 of whom remain in the program. Like previous 
cohorts, the DRF IV Fellows will engage in two years of cohort building, leadership development and 
meaningful work. However, this cohort will have a more intentional focus on applying a broad sustainability 
lens to revitalization in the civic, community and economic development landscape. This sustainability thread 
will be woven through monthly session programming. The leadership development will focus simultaneously 
on the cohort of Fellows collectively, as well as each Fellow individually, via a combination of 21 monthly 
group sessions, 3 study trips and significant investment in coaching and training for each Fellow individually.  
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The June session occurred on the 21st and 22nd and was dedicated to leadership development. The fellowship 
partnered with Organizational Agility Advisors for a two-day introduction and training on adaptive leadership. 
 
The July 2018 session took place on the 26th and 27th and focused on local government and civic innovation. 
Fellows learned about the structures and systems that govern the city of Detroit and developed a general 
understanding of the role and importance of and tools for civic innovation. 
 
Advisory Council: Neesha Modi, a program officer with The Kresge Foundation’s Detroit program, has 
replaced Bryan Hogle on the Advisory Council. Bryan transitioned off the Advisory Council after the June 
meeting. 
 
Cohort IV Budget: The DRF staff forecasts a $700,000 budget gap for Cohort IV. The program is actively 
seeking funding from new and existing partners. The fellowship submitted a $375,000 grant proposal to the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation in August. 
 
Alumni Engagement: The DRF staff has established an Alumni Council with 10 Fellows, three representing 
each cohort and one at-large alumna who is not Detroit-based. The council will serve as program 
ambassadors and help inform future alumni programming. 
 
Fellow Transition: The DRF staff transitioned Cohort IV Fellow Alaina Jackson to a new employer in July. 
She is now the new Program Director for Workforce and Talent Initiatives at the United Way for Southeastern 
Michigan.   
 
Staff Transition: Emily Miller relocated to California; however, she is working remotely for the program 
through mid-September while the staff assess its staffing needs. The Engagement Specialist position was 
posted and nearly 60 applications were received. Resumes are currently being reviewed to determine if there 
is an adequate applicant pool. 
 

Communications 

In Q2 2018, there were a total of 44 media hits on economic development topics, across 67 outlets, 
representing 10% of the university total. 

There were an additional 77 hits across 972 outlets for TechTown. 

Trending Topics: Detroit Urban Solutions/I2C (296 outlets), DPD Leadership Academy, Mike Ilitch School of 
Business/Avalon Bakery, PC Magazine piece on Detroit ft. TechTown 
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Business-based Economic Development 

 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The LABS team continues to work with General Motors (GM) and the Detroit Public School system, recently 
solidifying our October 2018 start date for the “Startup Engine Detroit” (newly filed trademark and multiple 
domain names) high school entrepreneurship program. Team members attended the national N.A.F. 
(National Academic Foundation) conference in Washington DC, the Wildfire Korda Method training program 
in Ohio and the United Way LinkedLearning Institute training in Detroit over the past couple of months. Each 
of these educational events were selected as a means of strengthening our level of preparedness, education 
and partnerships with key stakeholders as we approach program delivery. Importantly, we also secured our 
program co-facilitator for the program – Mr. Justin Cook, former DTX Launch Detroit graduate, high school 
counselor and edtech startup co-founder. The LABS team completed the college student DTX Launch Detroit 
program with 11 (of 12) graduating teams and an August 9th Showcase that awarded close to $20K in cash 
and prizes to winning teams. We look forward to transitioning a number of the graduating teams into our 
TechTown Business Incubation Center program.  

The TBIC (TechTown Business Incubation Center) program is currently supporting 12 TBIC clients. We are 
excited to see continued capitalization, customer revenues and team growth from clients such as OPNR, 
Mayfield Athletics, EnBiologics, RIZZARR and Detroit ENTO amongst others. The TechTown LABS Team 
continues to increase participants in our “Ask an Expert” program as well as the number of open office hour 
(OOH) engagements that we are delivering. There have been over 175 appointments held by a variety of 
experts at TechTown thus far in 2018 for the “Ask an Expert” program. Additionally, the team continues to 
participate and host events that amplify our value and impact in the community. Recent events include but 
are not limited to: HHS former CTO Susannah Fox speaking event, Entrepreneur’s Equity Roadmap session, 
Candid Conversations “Coding Through Barriers”, Road to Raising Capital in partnership with Invest Detroit, 
etc. Our team is proud to also announce that we have attracted the 2nd Annual InBIA e.Builders Forum to 
Detroit, Michigan in September 2018. The conference will bring approximately 150 ecosystem builders from 
around the country into Detroit for extensive and deep dialog surrounding advanced critical topics around 
building entrepreneurial ecosystems in underserved communities.  

The work of the MedHealth Innovation Cluster and its Steering Committee continues to focus on longer-term 
sustainability and growth. We have initiated planning for our 3rd Annual MedHealth Summit in 2019, continued 
preparation for 2018 Davidson and NEI grant proposals to continue support of the Cluster’s work, established 
a media partnership with Detroit Crain’s Business for promotion of the Commercialization Pathfinder and the 
upcoming MedHealth Summit and more.  

Our D&I focus for 2018 continues to focus in the areas of increasing the number of women participants in our 
work as well as entrepreneurs of color – Black and Hispanic specifically. An example of our work rests in the 
participants of DTX program where we had 8 female team members, more than any previous cohort. Our 
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most recent “Candid Conversation” event was on July 19th, titled “Coding Through Barriers” at TechTown 
where we welcomed people of all ages and backgrounds that shared the trait of being categorized as part of 
a vulnerable population, including those with disabilities. TechTown Detroit LABS also welcomed Jeff 
Ponders as a new member of the team. Jeff has a tremendous background as an entrepreneur within three 
startups, consultant and coach to a variety of early stage companies and led innovation strategy management 
within various media firms such as Leo Burnett, Walmart, Campbell’s and others.   

Thus far, 2018 has produced $1.5MK+ in revenue/investment for clients, 6 jobs have been created, 55+ 
companies served, and 13 new companies created. 

 

Place-based Economic Development 

New Addition to the Place-Based Team 

OED is pleased to welcome our newest Place-Based Initiatives Manager, Cornetta Lane. Cornetta joined 
the OED team on July 9, 2018 from her work as a community organizer in Detroit. Throughout the rest of 
2018, she will lead our economic development strategy work, further our porous border initiatives as well as 
revamp our critical conversations series, Detroit Orientation Institute.   

Economic Development Strategy  

OED has begun the process of developing a new strategic framework for economic development at WSU. 
The purpose of the project is to align the economic development goals with WSU’s priorities; gain insights 
to how WSU uses its assets to contribute to the local economy; inform the EDG’s work plan for the next 2, 
5, and 10 years; and better understand the needs of our “customers” and potential gaps. OED will complete 
the framework by the end of the year and will implement plans by early next year.   

Placemaking Initiatives 

Woodward and Warren Park: OED initially crowdfunded $50,000 to add sustainable landscaping, pop-up 
seating, shade sails and a WSU Placemaking/Detroit Experience Factory (DXF) satellite kiosk to 
Woodward and Warren Park. We recently secured an additional $50,000 for park improvements from the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds administered by the Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan. 
We also have a refined design, construction drawings and a bids. Park improvements will be made in Fall 
2018. 

Pop-Up Seating and Public Art: Our office placed our pop-up seating in plazas and courtyards across 
campus—including outside WSU’s new Industry Innovation Center (formerly the NextEnergy building)—for 
a 3rd year, with the goal of creating a more welcoming atmosphere. Additionally, we partnered with Rock 
Ventures to bring an engaging QL-NE art installation to Woodward and Warren Park. Passersby are 
encouraged to stand in place of the “I”. 

DIA Plaza & Midtown Cultural Connections: Our office is helping coordinate WSU participation in the 
DIA Plaza | Midtown Cultural Connections design competition, with the goal of improving neighborhood 
connectivity. We organized a focus group with WSU leadership in July, arranged for Midtown Detroit, Inc. to 
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engage students at FestiFall in Aug., and are partnering (along with Urban Studies and Planning) with U of 
M and CCS on an affiliated Student Design Summit in Fall 2018. 

Porous Borders 

Detroit Zone at FestiFall: Our office again partnered with the Dean of Students Office (DOSO) to curate a 
“Detroit Zone” at FestiFall. In previous years, the Detroit Zone featured 50-60 local businesses and 
organizations. In 2018, we focused instead on connecting the WSU community with 20-25 key 
organizations including: area cultural institutions; DDOT, SMART and MoGo (Detroit Bike Share); and 
WDET. 

Grow Detroit’s Young Talent: WSU again hosted 10 students through Grow Detroit’s Young Talent, a 
citywide summer jobs program employing more than 8,000 Detroiter’s ages 14-24. Our students worked in 
the Office of Economic Development, Office of Government and Community Affairs, College of Education 
and Honors College, and with WSU Special Events, TechTown and WDET 101.9-FM. 

Midtown Communications: Our office continues to participate in orientations, open houses and resource 
fairs, sharing information about living, shopping, dining and getting around in Midtown with WSU students 
and employees. We are currently updating our Midtown Experience presentation and brochure as well as 
our Midtown Business Guide.  

Transportation & Mobility 

Wayne Rides: OED is again partnering with DOSO and WSU Parking and Transportation on a shared 
Transportation Ambassador (TA) position during the 2018-19 academic year. The TA position is designed 
to help familiarize WSU students and employees with local transportation and mobility options including 
DDOT, SMART, QLINE and MoGo—with much of the work branded as WayneRides. Key responsibilities 
include coordinating events, holding office hours, giving presentations and participating in campus resource 
fairs. 

Center for Nonprofit Support 

In December of 2017, TechTown Detroit was awarded a three year grant from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. 
Foundation in the amount of $4.75 million to launch the Center for Nonprofit Support at 6568 Woodward 
Avenue, just five blocks from the current TechTown building. Partners in the launch of the Center include 
the Michigan Nonprofit Association and Michigan Community Resources locally, as well as Community 
Wealth Partners nationally. Detroit’s nonprofit community is both diverse and expansive, addressing the 
myriad needs and opportunities across southeast Michigan with relevant and impactful programming. 
However, many of these nonprofit organizations struggle to sustain themselves and fight a constant uphill 
battle to keep their doors open and invest in their staffs’ long-term development. At the same time, 
countless opportunities for nonprofits in our region to partner, leverage efforts and deepen their impact go 
unrealized, either for lack of knowledge of one another’s work or lack of capacity to solidify connections. 
Through the establishment of a Nonprofit Center for Support, the Foundation and TechTown will meet 
these challenges of our nonprofit sector head-on.  

Construction on the new space began in May, and will be completed by fall 2018 for a soft opening in 
November and piloted programming throughout the rest of the year. The Center’s first Executive Director, 
Allandra Bulger, joined the TechTown team in May. Throughout the rest of 2018, she will continue to lead 
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the development of Center programming, hire a team to manage its work with her and build strong 
partnerships to support its success.  

Development 

The Economic Development Group at Wayne State University has been actively pursuing funding in the 
three areas of focus—Business, Place and Talent—while formalizing operations for the team including 
standardizing recognition and developing portfolios with moves management tracking. 
 
 
Business-Based Economic Development Fundraising 
 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The most exciting development in this area is an invitation received from the William Davidson Foundation 
to apply for a $1,200,000 grant over two years to support tech-based work at TechTown that includes 
student entrepreneurship efforts at WSU through the Innovation Studio. This is an evolution from their 
original invitation to support the MedHealth Cluster.  
 
We had the opportunity to steward current funders including General Motors and the Michigan Economic 
Development Corporation and cultivate prospective donors like Fiat Chrysler Automobiles at the DTX 
Launch Detroit program pitch competition on August 9. This flagship 10-week accelerator for college 
students, including those recent graduates, to test their tech-based business ideas.  
 
BLOCKS 
A shift in priority by the Ford Motor Company Fund created an opportunity to engage the DTE Energy 
Foundation. To close the gap Ford left in our funding for neighborhood-based service to the Southwest 
community, the development and Blocks teams worked together to create a memorable cultivation lunch for 
members of the DTE Energy leadership at La Posada, a SWOT City client. Our board member and chair of 
the development committee, Steven Ambrose, has been an invaluable advocate and connector inside the 
company. We have been invited to submit an executive summary in the hopes of submitting a full 
application before their September board meeting.  If granted, this will be the last piece of support required 
to fully fund our Blocks programming. 
 
General Operations Support 
TechTown will reapply for funding from the New Economy Initiative at the $225,000 level. Anticipated 
reductions in NEI funding over time have forced TechTown to seek a more diversified funding base of 
support from corporations and foundations.  We had the opportunity to discuss our successes with those 
revenue streams with NEI staff recently. With help from their grantees, they are developing a 
comprehensive snapshot of their impact over the last decade to share with their consortium of funders. 
 
We have developed a plan to begin soliciting for annual fund donations by calendar year end to create a 
more sustainable foundation of support and to round out the funder diversification strategy. A key milestone 
in that plan is our annual fundraiser, Toast of the Town on October 18. We will leverage it to collect data 
from potential donors and begin a messaging campaign. We are on track to meet our gross revenue goal 
($175,000) for Toast of the Town.  
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Place-based Economic Development 
 
Woodward and Warren Park 
We are happy to report that our request to the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds managed by the 
Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan was granted at the $50,000 level. Plans continue to 
develop to celebrate the opening of the park. 
 
Industry Innovation Center (formerly NextEnergy) 
The NextEnergy Building acquisition has piqued the interest of the William Davidson Foundation under the 
heading of their Signature Spaces program. Wayne State University Alum, George Jacobsen, is visiting for 
a second time on August 31 to understand how the community will benefit from our plans to create a more 
inviting campus. 
 
 
Talent-based Economic Development 
 
Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 
We have formally requested support from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation to support Cohort IV. We 
expect feedback on our application soon as their board meets in September to discuss their end of year 
giving.  
 

Talent-based Economic Development  

Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 

Launched at Wayne State University in 2011, the Detroit Revitalization Fellows (DRF) places emerging urban 
leaders to stimulate progress in local organizations at the forefront of civic, community and economic 
development efforts across the city and region. This select group of doers engages in a rigorous two-year 
leadership development program while serving full-time at their host organizations. DRF has been made 
possible through the generosity of the Kresge Foundation, Ford Foundation, Hudson-Webber Foundation, 
Fred A. and Barbara M. Erb Family Foundation, Skillman Foundation, DTE Energy Foundation, the Max M. 
& Marjorie S. Fisher Foundation, the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation, the PwC Charitable 
Foundation, Rock Ventures and Wayne State University.  
 
The DRF IV launched in August 2017 with 19 new Fellows, 17 of whom remain in the program. Like previous 
cohorts, the DRF IV Fellows will engage in two years of cohort building, leadership development and 
meaningful work. However, this cohort will have a more intentional focus on applying a broad sustainability 
lens to revitalization in the civic, community and economic development landscape. This sustainability thread 
will be woven through monthly session programming. The leadership development will focus simultaneously 
on the cohort of Fellows collectively, as well as each Fellow individually, via a combination of 21 monthly 
group sessions, 3 study trips and significant investment in coaching and training for each Fellow individually.  
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The June session occurred on the 21st and 22nd and was dedicated to leadership development. The fellowship 
partnered with Organizational Agility Advisors for a two-day introduction and training on adaptive leadership. 
 
The July 2018 session took place on the 26th and 27th and focused on local government and civic innovation. 
Fellows learned about the structures and systems that govern the city of Detroit and developed a general 
understanding of the role and importance of and tools for civic innovation. 
 
Advisory Council: Neesha Modi, a program officer with The Kresge Foundation’s Detroit program, has 
replaced Bryan Hogle on the Advisory Council. Bryan transitioned off the Advisory Council after the June 
meeting. 
 
Cohort IV Budget: The DRF staff forecasts a $700,000 budget gap for Cohort IV. The program is actively 
seeking funding from new and existing partners. The fellowship submitted a $375,000 grant proposal to the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation in August. 
 
Alumni Engagement: The DRF staff has established an Alumni Council with 10 Fellows, three representing 
each cohort and one at-large alumna who is not Detroit-based. The council will serve as program 
ambassadors and help inform future alumni programming. 
 
Fellow Transition: The DRF staff transitioned Cohort IV Fellow Alaina Jackson to a new employer in July. 
She is now the new Program Director for Workforce and Talent Initiatives at the United Way for Southeastern 
Michigan.   
 
Staff Transition: Emily Miller relocated to California; however, she is working remotely for the program 
through mid-September while the staff assess its staffing needs. The Engagement Specialist position was 
posted and nearly 60 applications were received. Resumes are currently being reviewed to determine if there 
is an adequate applicant pool. 
 

Communications 

In Q2 2018, there were a total of 44 media hits on economic development topics, across 67 outlets, 
representing 10% of the university total. 

There were an additional 77 hits across 972 outlets for TechTown. 

Trending Topics: Detroit Urban Solutions/I2C (296 outlets), DPD Leadership Academy, Mike Ilitch School of 
Business/Avalon Bakery, PC Magazine piece on Detroit ft. TechTown 
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Business-based Economic Development 

 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The LABS team continues to work with General Motors (GM) and the Detroit Public School system, recently 
solidifying our October 2018 start date for the “Startup Engine Detroit” (newly filed trademark and multiple 
domain names) high school entrepreneurship program. Team members attended the national N.A.F. 
(National Academic Foundation) conference in Washington DC, the Wildfire Korda Method training program 
in Ohio and the United Way LinkedLearning Institute training in Detroit over the past couple of months. Each 
of these educational events were selected as a means of strengthening our level of preparedness, education 
and partnerships with key stakeholders as we approach program delivery. Importantly, we also secured our 
program co-facilitator for the program – Mr. Justin Cook, former DTX Launch Detroit graduate, high school 
counselor and edtech startup co-founder. The LABS team completed the college student DTX Launch Detroit 
program with 11 (of 12) graduating teams and an August 9th Showcase that awarded close to $20K in cash 
and prizes to winning teams. We look forward to transitioning a number of the graduating teams into our 
TechTown Business Incubation Center program.  

The TBIC (TechTown Business Incubation Center) program is currently supporting 12 TBIC clients. We are 
excited to see continued capitalization, customer revenues and team growth from clients such as OPNR, 
Mayfield Athletics, EnBiologics, RIZZARR and Detroit ENTO amongst others. The TechTown LABS Team 
continues to increase participants in our “Ask an Expert” program as well as the number of open office hour 
(OOH) engagements that we are delivering. There have been over 175 appointments held by a variety of 
experts at TechTown thus far in 2018 for the “Ask an Expert” program. Additionally, the team continues to 
participate and host events that amplify our value and impact in the community. Recent events include but 
are not limited to: HHS former CTO Susannah Fox speaking event, Entrepreneur’s Equity Roadmap session, 
Candid Conversations “Coding Through Barriers”, Road to Raising Capital in partnership with Invest Detroit, 
etc. Our team is proud to also announce that we have attracted the 2nd Annual InBIA e.Builders Forum to 
Detroit, Michigan in September 2018. The conference will bring approximately 150 ecosystem builders from 
around the country into Detroit for extensive and deep dialog surrounding advanced critical topics around 
building entrepreneurial ecosystems in underserved communities.  

The work of the MedHealth Innovation Cluster and its Steering Committee continues to focus on longer-term 
sustainability and growth. We have initiated planning for our 3rd Annual MedHealth Summit in 2019, continued 
preparation for 2018 Davidson and NEI grant proposals to continue support of the Cluster’s work, established 
a media partnership with Detroit Crain’s Business for promotion of the Commercialization Pathfinder and the 
upcoming MedHealth Summit and more.  

Our D&I focus for 2018 continues to focus in the areas of increasing the number of women participants in our 
work as well as entrepreneurs of color – Black and Hispanic specifically. An example of our work rests in the 
participants of DTX program where we had 8 female team members, more than any previous cohort. Our 
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most recent “Candid Conversation” event was on July 19th, titled “Coding Through Barriers” at TechTown 
where we welcomed people of all ages and backgrounds that shared the trait of being categorized as part of 
a vulnerable population, including those with disabilities. TechTown Detroit LABS also welcomed Jeff 
Ponders as a new member of the team. Jeff has a tremendous background as an entrepreneur within three 
startups, consultant and coach to a variety of early stage companies and led innovation strategy management 
within various media firms such as Leo Burnett, Walmart, Campbell’s and others.   

Thus far, 2018 has produced $1.5MK+ in revenue/investment for clients, 6 jobs have been created, 55+ 
companies served, and 13 new companies created. 

 

Place-based Economic Development 

New Addition to the Place-Based Team 

OED is pleased to welcome our newest Place-Based Initiatives Manager, Cornetta Lane. Cornetta joined 
the OED team on July 9, 2018 from her work as a community organizer in Detroit. Throughout the rest of 
2018, she will lead our economic development strategy work, further our porous border initiatives as well as 
revamp our critical conversations series, Detroit Orientation Institute.   

Economic Development Strategy  

OED has begun the process of developing a new strategic framework for economic development at WSU. 
The purpose of the project is to align the economic development goals with WSU’s priorities; gain insights 
to how WSU uses its assets to contribute to the local economy; inform the EDG’s work plan for the next 2, 
5, and 10 years; and better understand the needs of our “customers” and potential gaps. OED will complete 
the framework by the end of the year and will implement plans by early next year.   

Placemaking Initiatives 

Woodward and Warren Park: OED initially crowdfunded $50,000 to add sustainable landscaping, pop-up 
seating, shade sails and a WSU Placemaking/Detroit Experience Factory (DXF) satellite kiosk to 
Woodward and Warren Park. We recently secured an additional $50,000 for park improvements from the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds administered by the Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan. 
We also have a refined design, construction drawings and a bids. Park improvements will be made in Fall 
2018. 

Pop-Up Seating and Public Art: Our office placed our pop-up seating in plazas and courtyards across 
campus—including outside WSU’s new Industry Innovation Center (formerly the NextEnergy building)—for 
a 3rd year, with the goal of creating a more welcoming atmosphere. Additionally, we partnered with Rock 
Ventures to bring an engaging QL-NE art installation to Woodward and Warren Park. Passersby are 
encouraged to stand in place of the “I”. 

DIA Plaza & Midtown Cultural Connections: Our office is helping coordinate WSU participation in the 
DIA Plaza | Midtown Cultural Connections design competition, with the goal of improving neighborhood 
connectivity. We organized a focus group with WSU leadership in July, arranged for Midtown Detroit, Inc. to 
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engage students at FestiFall in Aug., and are partnering (along with Urban Studies and Planning) with U of 
M and CCS on an affiliated Student Design Summit in Fall 2018. 

Porous Borders 

Detroit Zone at FestiFall: Our office again partnered with the Dean of Students Office (DOSO) to curate a 
“Detroit Zone” at FestiFall. In previous years, the Detroit Zone featured 50-60 local businesses and 
organizations. In 2018, we focused instead on connecting the WSU community with 20-25 key 
organizations including: area cultural institutions; DDOT, SMART and MoGo (Detroit Bike Share); and 
WDET. 

Grow Detroit’s Young Talent: WSU again hosted 10 students through Grow Detroit’s Young Talent, a 
citywide summer jobs program employing more than 8,000 Detroiter’s ages 14-24. Our students worked in 
the Office of Economic Development, Office of Government and Community Affairs, College of Education 
and Honors College, and with WSU Special Events, TechTown and WDET 101.9-FM. 

Midtown Communications: Our office continues to participate in orientations, open houses and resource 
fairs, sharing information about living, shopping, dining and getting around in Midtown with WSU students 
and employees. We are currently updating our Midtown Experience presentation and brochure as well as 
our Midtown Business Guide.  

Transportation & Mobility 

Wayne Rides: OED is again partnering with DOSO and WSU Parking and Transportation on a shared 
Transportation Ambassador (TA) position during the 2018-19 academic year. The TA position is designed 
to help familiarize WSU students and employees with local transportation and mobility options including 
DDOT, SMART, QLINE and MoGo—with much of the work branded as WayneRides. Key responsibilities 
include coordinating events, holding office hours, giving presentations and participating in campus resource 
fairs. 

Center for Nonprofit Support 

In December of 2017, TechTown Detroit was awarded a three year grant from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. 
Foundation in the amount of $4.75 million to launch the Center for Nonprofit Support at 6568 Woodward 
Avenue, just five blocks from the current TechTown building. Partners in the launch of the Center include 
the Michigan Nonprofit Association and Michigan Community Resources locally, as well as Community 
Wealth Partners nationally. Detroit’s nonprofit community is both diverse and expansive, addressing the 
myriad needs and opportunities across southeast Michigan with relevant and impactful programming. 
However, many of these nonprofit organizations struggle to sustain themselves and fight a constant uphill 
battle to keep their doors open and invest in their staffs’ long-term development. At the same time, 
countless opportunities for nonprofits in our region to partner, leverage efforts and deepen their impact go 
unrealized, either for lack of knowledge of one another’s work or lack of capacity to solidify connections. 
Through the establishment of a Nonprofit Center for Support, the Foundation and TechTown will meet 
these challenges of our nonprofit sector head-on.  

Construction on the new space began in May, and will be completed by fall 2018 for a soft opening in 
November and piloted programming throughout the rest of the year. The Center’s first Executive Director, 
Allandra Bulger, joined the TechTown team in May. Throughout the rest of 2018, she will continue to lead 
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the development of Center programming, hire a team to manage its work with her and build strong 
partnerships to support its success.  

Development 

The Economic Development Group at Wayne State University has been actively pursuing funding in the 
three areas of focus—Business, Place and Talent—while formalizing operations for the team including 
standardizing recognition and developing portfolios with moves management tracking. 
 
 
Business-Based Economic Development Fundraising 
 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The most exciting development in this area is an invitation received from the William Davidson Foundation 
to apply for a $1,200,000 grant over two years to support tech-based work at TechTown that includes 
student entrepreneurship efforts at WSU through the Innovation Studio. This is an evolution from their 
original invitation to support the MedHealth Cluster.  
 
We had the opportunity to steward current funders including General Motors and the Michigan Economic 
Development Corporation and cultivate prospective donors like Fiat Chrysler Automobiles at the DTX 
Launch Detroit program pitch competition on August 9. This flagship 10-week accelerator for college 
students, including those recent graduates, to test their tech-based business ideas.  
 
BLOCKS 
A shift in priority by the Ford Motor Company Fund created an opportunity to engage the DTE Energy 
Foundation. To close the gap Ford left in our funding for neighborhood-based service to the Southwest 
community, the development and Blocks teams worked together to create a memorable cultivation lunch for 
members of the DTE Energy leadership at La Posada, a SWOT City client. Our board member and chair of 
the development committee, Steven Ambrose, has been an invaluable advocate and connector inside the 
company. We have been invited to submit an executive summary in the hopes of submitting a full 
application before their September board meeting.  If granted, this will be the last piece of support required 
to fully fund our Blocks programming. 
 
General Operations Support 
TechTown will reapply for funding from the New Economy Initiative at the $225,000 level. Anticipated 
reductions in NEI funding over time have forced TechTown to seek a more diversified funding base of 
support from corporations and foundations.  We had the opportunity to discuss our successes with those 
revenue streams with NEI staff recently. With help from their grantees, they are developing a 
comprehensive snapshot of their impact over the last decade to share with their consortium of funders. 
 
We have developed a plan to begin soliciting for annual fund donations by calendar year end to create a 
more sustainable foundation of support and to round out the funder diversification strategy. A key milestone 
in that plan is our annual fundraiser, Toast of the Town on October 18. We will leverage it to collect data 
from potential donors and begin a messaging campaign. We are on track to meet our gross revenue goal 
($175,000) for Toast of the Town.  
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Place-based Economic Development 
 
Woodward and Warren Park 
We are happy to report that our request to the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds managed by the 
Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan was granted at the $50,000 level. Plans continue to 
develop to celebrate the opening of the park. 
 
Industry Innovation Center (formerly NextEnergy) 
The NextEnergy Building acquisition has piqued the interest of the William Davidson Foundation under the 
heading of their Signature Spaces program. Wayne State University Alum, George Jacobsen, is visiting for 
a second time on August 31 to understand how the community will benefit from our plans to create a more 
inviting campus. 
 
 
Talent-based Economic Development 
 
Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 
We have formally requested support from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation to support Cohort IV. We 
expect feedback on our application soon as their board meets in September to discuss their end of year 
giving.  
 

Talent-based Economic Development  

Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 

Launched at Wayne State University in 2011, the Detroit Revitalization Fellows (DRF) places emerging urban 
leaders to stimulate progress in local organizations at the forefront of civic, community and economic 
development efforts across the city and region. This select group of doers engages in a rigorous two-year 
leadership development program while serving full-time at their host organizations. DRF has been made 
possible through the generosity of the Kresge Foundation, Ford Foundation, Hudson-Webber Foundation, 
Fred A. and Barbara M. Erb Family Foundation, Skillman Foundation, DTE Energy Foundation, the Max M. 
& Marjorie S. Fisher Foundation, the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation, the PwC Charitable 
Foundation, Rock Ventures and Wayne State University.  
 
The DRF IV launched in August 2017 with 19 new Fellows, 17 of whom remain in the program. Like previous 
cohorts, the DRF IV Fellows will engage in two years of cohort building, leadership development and 
meaningful work. However, this cohort will have a more intentional focus on applying a broad sustainability 
lens to revitalization in the civic, community and economic development landscape. This sustainability thread 
will be woven through monthly session programming. The leadership development will focus simultaneously 
on the cohort of Fellows collectively, as well as each Fellow individually, via a combination of 21 monthly 
group sessions, 3 study trips and significant investment in coaching and training for each Fellow individually.  
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The June session occurred on the 21st and 22nd and was dedicated to leadership development. The fellowship 
partnered with Organizational Agility Advisors for a two-day introduction and training on adaptive leadership. 
 
The July 2018 session took place on the 26th and 27th and focused on local government and civic innovation. 
Fellows learned about the structures and systems that govern the city of Detroit and developed a general 
understanding of the role and importance of and tools for civic innovation. 
 
Advisory Council: Neesha Modi, a program officer with The Kresge Foundation’s Detroit program, has 
replaced Bryan Hogle on the Advisory Council. Bryan transitioned off the Advisory Council after the June 
meeting. 
 
Cohort IV Budget: The DRF staff forecasts a $700,000 budget gap for Cohort IV. The program is actively 
seeking funding from new and existing partners. The fellowship submitted a $375,000 grant proposal to the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation in August. 
 
Alumni Engagement: The DRF staff has established an Alumni Council with 10 Fellows, three representing 
each cohort and one at-large alumna who is not Detroit-based. The council will serve as program 
ambassadors and help inform future alumni programming. 
 
Fellow Transition: The DRF staff transitioned Cohort IV Fellow Alaina Jackson to a new employer in July. 
She is now the new Program Director for Workforce and Talent Initiatives at the United Way for Southeastern 
Michigan.   
 
Staff Transition: Emily Miller relocated to California; however, she is working remotely for the program 
through mid-September while the staff assess its staffing needs. The Engagement Specialist position was 
posted and nearly 60 applications were received. Resumes are currently being reviewed to determine if there 
is an adequate applicant pool. 
 

Communications 

In Q2 2018, there were a total of 44 media hits on economic development topics, across 67 outlets, 
representing 10% of the university total. 

There were an additional 77 hits across 972 outlets for TechTown. 

Trending Topics: Detroit Urban Solutions/I2C (296 outlets), DPD Leadership Academy, Mike Ilitch School of 
Business/Avalon Bakery, PC Magazine piece on Detroit ft. TechTown 
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Business-based Economic Development 

 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The LABS team continues to work with General Motors (GM) and the Detroit Public School system, recently 
solidifying our October 2018 start date for the “Startup Engine Detroit” (newly filed trademark and multiple 
domain names) high school entrepreneurship program. Team members attended the national N.A.F. 
(National Academic Foundation) conference in Washington DC, the Wildfire Korda Method training program 
in Ohio and the United Way LinkedLearning Institute training in Detroit over the past couple of months. Each 
of these educational events were selected as a means of strengthening our level of preparedness, education 
and partnerships with key stakeholders as we approach program delivery. Importantly, we also secured our 
program co-facilitator for the program – Mr. Justin Cook, former DTX Launch Detroit graduate, high school 
counselor and edtech startup co-founder. The LABS team completed the college student DTX Launch Detroit 
program with 11 (of 12) graduating teams and an August 9th Showcase that awarded close to $20K in cash 
and prizes to winning teams. We look forward to transitioning a number of the graduating teams into our 
TechTown Business Incubation Center program.  

The TBIC (TechTown Business Incubation Center) program is currently supporting 12 TBIC clients. We are 
excited to see continued capitalization, customer revenues and team growth from clients such as OPNR, 
Mayfield Athletics, EnBiologics, RIZZARR and Detroit ENTO amongst others. The TechTown LABS Team 
continues to increase participants in our “Ask an Expert” program as well as the number of open office hour 
(OOH) engagements that we are delivering. There have been over 175 appointments held by a variety of 
experts at TechTown thus far in 2018 for the “Ask an Expert” program. Additionally, the team continues to 
participate and host events that amplify our value and impact in the community. Recent events include but 
are not limited to: HHS former CTO Susannah Fox speaking event, Entrepreneur’s Equity Roadmap session, 
Candid Conversations “Coding Through Barriers”, Road to Raising Capital in partnership with Invest Detroit, 
etc. Our team is proud to also announce that we have attracted the 2nd Annual InBIA e.Builders Forum to 
Detroit, Michigan in September 2018. The conference will bring approximately 150 ecosystem builders from 
around the country into Detroit for extensive and deep dialog surrounding advanced critical topics around 
building entrepreneurial ecosystems in underserved communities.  

The work of the MedHealth Innovation Cluster and its Steering Committee continues to focus on longer-term 
sustainability and growth. We have initiated planning for our 3rd Annual MedHealth Summit in 2019, continued 
preparation for 2018 Davidson and NEI grant proposals to continue support of the Cluster’s work, established 
a media partnership with Detroit Crain’s Business for promotion of the Commercialization Pathfinder and the 
upcoming MedHealth Summit and more.  

Our D&I focus for 2018 continues to focus in the areas of increasing the number of women participants in our 
work as well as entrepreneurs of color – Black and Hispanic specifically. An example of our work rests in the 
participants of DTX program where we had 8 female team members, more than any previous cohort. Our 
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most recent “Candid Conversation” event was on July 19th, titled “Coding Through Barriers” at TechTown 
where we welcomed people of all ages and backgrounds that shared the trait of being categorized as part of 
a vulnerable population, including those with disabilities. TechTown Detroit LABS also welcomed Jeff 
Ponders as a new member of the team. Jeff has a tremendous background as an entrepreneur within three 
startups, consultant and coach to a variety of early stage companies and led innovation strategy management 
within various media firms such as Leo Burnett, Walmart, Campbell’s and others.   

Thus far, 2018 has produced $1.5MK+ in revenue/investment for clients, 6 jobs have been created, 55+ 
companies served, and 13 new companies created. 

 

Place-based Economic Development 

New Addition to the Place-Based Team 

OED is pleased to welcome our newest Place-Based Initiatives Manager, Cornetta Lane. Cornetta joined 
the OED team on July 9, 2018 from her work as a community organizer in Detroit. Throughout the rest of 
2018, she will lead our economic development strategy work, further our porous border initiatives as well as 
revamp our critical conversations series, Detroit Orientation Institute.   

Economic Development Strategy  

OED has begun the process of developing a new strategic framework for economic development at WSU. 
The purpose of the project is to align the economic development goals with WSU’s priorities; gain insights 
to how WSU uses its assets to contribute to the local economy; inform the EDG’s work plan for the next 2, 
5, and 10 years; and better understand the needs of our “customers” and potential gaps. OED will complete 
the framework by the end of the year and will implement plans by early next year.   

Placemaking Initiatives 

Woodward and Warren Park: OED initially crowdfunded $50,000 to add sustainable landscaping, pop-up 
seating, shade sails and a WSU Placemaking/Detroit Experience Factory (DXF) satellite kiosk to 
Woodward and Warren Park. We recently secured an additional $50,000 for park improvements from the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds administered by the Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan. 
We also have a refined design, construction drawings and a bids. Park improvements will be made in Fall 
2018. 

Pop-Up Seating and Public Art: Our office placed our pop-up seating in plazas and courtyards across 
campus—including outside WSU’s new Industry Innovation Center (formerly the NextEnergy building)—for 
a 3rd year, with the goal of creating a more welcoming atmosphere. Additionally, we partnered with Rock 
Ventures to bring an engaging QL-NE art installation to Woodward and Warren Park. Passersby are 
encouraged to stand in place of the “I”. 

DIA Plaza & Midtown Cultural Connections: Our office is helping coordinate WSU participation in the 
DIA Plaza | Midtown Cultural Connections design competition, with the goal of improving neighborhood 
connectivity. We organized a focus group with WSU leadership in July, arranged for Midtown Detroit, Inc. to 
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engage students at FestiFall in Aug., and are partnering (along with Urban Studies and Planning) with U of 
M and CCS on an affiliated Student Design Summit in Fall 2018. 

Porous Borders 

Detroit Zone at FestiFall: Our office again partnered with the Dean of Students Office (DOSO) to curate a 
“Detroit Zone” at FestiFall. In previous years, the Detroit Zone featured 50-60 local businesses and 
organizations. In 2018, we focused instead on connecting the WSU community with 20-25 key 
organizations including: area cultural institutions; DDOT, SMART and MoGo (Detroit Bike Share); and 
WDET. 

Grow Detroit’s Young Talent: WSU again hosted 10 students through Grow Detroit’s Young Talent, a 
citywide summer jobs program employing more than 8,000 Detroiter’s ages 14-24. Our students worked in 
the Office of Economic Development, Office of Government and Community Affairs, College of Education 
and Honors College, and with WSU Special Events, TechTown and WDET 101.9-FM. 

Midtown Communications: Our office continues to participate in orientations, open houses and resource 
fairs, sharing information about living, shopping, dining and getting around in Midtown with WSU students 
and employees. We are currently updating our Midtown Experience presentation and brochure as well as 
our Midtown Business Guide.  

Transportation & Mobility 

Wayne Rides: OED is again partnering with DOSO and WSU Parking and Transportation on a shared 
Transportation Ambassador (TA) position during the 2018-19 academic year. The TA position is designed 
to help familiarize WSU students and employees with local transportation and mobility options including 
DDOT, SMART, QLINE and MoGo—with much of the work branded as WayneRides. Key responsibilities 
include coordinating events, holding office hours, giving presentations and participating in campus resource 
fairs. 

Center for Nonprofit Support 

In December of 2017, TechTown Detroit was awarded a three year grant from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. 
Foundation in the amount of $4.75 million to launch the Center for Nonprofit Support at 6568 Woodward 
Avenue, just five blocks from the current TechTown building. Partners in the launch of the Center include 
the Michigan Nonprofit Association and Michigan Community Resources locally, as well as Community 
Wealth Partners nationally. Detroit’s nonprofit community is both diverse and expansive, addressing the 
myriad needs and opportunities across southeast Michigan with relevant and impactful programming. 
However, many of these nonprofit organizations struggle to sustain themselves and fight a constant uphill 
battle to keep their doors open and invest in their staffs’ long-term development. At the same time, 
countless opportunities for nonprofits in our region to partner, leverage efforts and deepen their impact go 
unrealized, either for lack of knowledge of one another’s work or lack of capacity to solidify connections. 
Through the establishment of a Nonprofit Center for Support, the Foundation and TechTown will meet 
these challenges of our nonprofit sector head-on.  

Construction on the new space began in May, and will be completed by fall 2018 for a soft opening in 
November and piloted programming throughout the rest of the year. The Center’s first Executive Director, 
Allandra Bulger, joined the TechTown team in May. Throughout the rest of 2018, she will continue to lead 
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the development of Center programming, hire a team to manage its work with her and build strong 
partnerships to support its success.  

Development 

The Economic Development Group at Wayne State University has been actively pursuing funding in the 
three areas of focus—Business, Place and Talent—while formalizing operations for the team including 
standardizing recognition and developing portfolios with moves management tracking. 
 
 
Business-Based Economic Development Fundraising 
 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The most exciting development in this area is an invitation received from the William Davidson Foundation 
to apply for a $1,200,000 grant over two years to support tech-based work at TechTown that includes 
student entrepreneurship efforts at WSU through the Innovation Studio. This is an evolution from their 
original invitation to support the MedHealth Cluster.  
 
We had the opportunity to steward current funders including General Motors and the Michigan Economic 
Development Corporation and cultivate prospective donors like Fiat Chrysler Automobiles at the DTX 
Launch Detroit program pitch competition on August 9. This flagship 10-week accelerator for college 
students, including those recent graduates, to test their tech-based business ideas.  
 
BLOCKS 
A shift in priority by the Ford Motor Company Fund created an opportunity to engage the DTE Energy 
Foundation. To close the gap Ford left in our funding for neighborhood-based service to the Southwest 
community, the development and Blocks teams worked together to create a memorable cultivation lunch for 
members of the DTE Energy leadership at La Posada, a SWOT City client. Our board member and chair of 
the development committee, Steven Ambrose, has been an invaluable advocate and connector inside the 
company. We have been invited to submit an executive summary in the hopes of submitting a full 
application before their September board meeting.  If granted, this will be the last piece of support required 
to fully fund our Blocks programming. 
 
General Operations Support 
TechTown will reapply for funding from the New Economy Initiative at the $225,000 level. Anticipated 
reductions in NEI funding over time have forced TechTown to seek a more diversified funding base of 
support from corporations and foundations.  We had the opportunity to discuss our successes with those 
revenue streams with NEI staff recently. With help from their grantees, they are developing a 
comprehensive snapshot of their impact over the last decade to share with their consortium of funders. 
 
We have developed a plan to begin soliciting for annual fund donations by calendar year end to create a 
more sustainable foundation of support and to round out the funder diversification strategy. A key milestone 
in that plan is our annual fundraiser, Toast of the Town on October 18. We will leverage it to collect data 
from potential donors and begin a messaging campaign. We are on track to meet our gross revenue goal 
($175,000) for Toast of the Town.  
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Place-based Economic Development 
 
Woodward and Warren Park 
We are happy to report that our request to the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds managed by the 
Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan was granted at the $50,000 level. Plans continue to 
develop to celebrate the opening of the park. 
 
Industry Innovation Center (formerly NextEnergy) 
The NextEnergy Building acquisition has piqued the interest of the William Davidson Foundation under the 
heading of their Signature Spaces program. Wayne State University Alum, George Jacobsen, is visiting for 
a second time on August 31 to understand how the community will benefit from our plans to create a more 
inviting campus. 
 
 
Talent-based Economic Development 
 
Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 
We have formally requested support from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation to support Cohort IV. We 
expect feedback on our application soon as their board meets in September to discuss their end of year 
giving.  
 

Talent-based Economic Development  

Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 

Launched at Wayne State University in 2011, the Detroit Revitalization Fellows (DRF) places emerging urban 
leaders to stimulate progress in local organizations at the forefront of civic, community and economic 
development efforts across the city and region. This select group of doers engages in a rigorous two-year 
leadership development program while serving full-time at their host organizations. DRF has been made 
possible through the generosity of the Kresge Foundation, Ford Foundation, Hudson-Webber Foundation, 
Fred A. and Barbara M. Erb Family Foundation, Skillman Foundation, DTE Energy Foundation, the Max M. 
& Marjorie S. Fisher Foundation, the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation, the PwC Charitable 
Foundation, Rock Ventures and Wayne State University.  
 
The DRF IV launched in August 2017 with 19 new Fellows, 17 of whom remain in the program. Like previous 
cohorts, the DRF IV Fellows will engage in two years of cohort building, leadership development and 
meaningful work. However, this cohort will have a more intentional focus on applying a broad sustainability 
lens to revitalization in the civic, community and economic development landscape. This sustainability thread 
will be woven through monthly session programming. The leadership development will focus simultaneously 
on the cohort of Fellows collectively, as well as each Fellow individually, via a combination of 21 monthly 
group sessions, 3 study trips and significant investment in coaching and training for each Fellow individually.  
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The June session occurred on the 21st and 22nd and was dedicated to leadership development. The fellowship 
partnered with Organizational Agility Advisors for a two-day introduction and training on adaptive leadership. 
 
The July 2018 session took place on the 26th and 27th and focused on local government and civic innovation. 
Fellows learned about the structures and systems that govern the city of Detroit and developed a general 
understanding of the role and importance of and tools for civic innovation. 
 
Advisory Council: Neesha Modi, a program officer with The Kresge Foundation’s Detroit program, has 
replaced Bryan Hogle on the Advisory Council. Bryan transitioned off the Advisory Council after the June 
meeting. 
 
Cohort IV Budget: The DRF staff forecasts a $700,000 budget gap for Cohort IV. The program is actively 
seeking funding from new and existing partners. The fellowship submitted a $375,000 grant proposal to the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation in August. 
 
Alumni Engagement: The DRF staff has established an Alumni Council with 10 Fellows, three representing 
each cohort and one at-large alumna who is not Detroit-based. The council will serve as program 
ambassadors and help inform future alumni programming. 
 
Fellow Transition: The DRF staff transitioned Cohort IV Fellow Alaina Jackson to a new employer in July. 
She is now the new Program Director for Workforce and Talent Initiatives at the United Way for Southeastern 
Michigan.   
 
Staff Transition: Emily Miller relocated to California; however, she is working remotely for the program 
through mid-September while the staff assess its staffing needs. The Engagement Specialist position was 
posted and nearly 60 applications were received. Resumes are currently being reviewed to determine if there 
is an adequate applicant pool. 
 

Communications 

In Q2 2018, there were a total of 44 media hits on economic development topics, across 67 outlets, 
representing 10% of the university total. 

There were an additional 77 hits across 972 outlets for TechTown. 

Trending Topics: Detroit Urban Solutions/I2C (296 outlets), DPD Leadership Academy, Mike Ilitch School of 
Business/Avalon Bakery, PC Magazine piece on Detroit ft. TechTown 
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Business-based Economic Development 

 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The LABS team continues to work with General Motors (GM) and the Detroit Public School system, recently 
solidifying our October 2018 start date for the “Startup Engine Detroit” (newly filed trademark and multiple 
domain names) high school entrepreneurship program. Team members attended the national N.A.F. 
(National Academic Foundation) conference in Washington DC, the Wildfire Korda Method training program 
in Ohio and the United Way LinkedLearning Institute training in Detroit over the past couple of months. Each 
of these educational events were selected as a means of strengthening our level of preparedness, education 
and partnerships with key stakeholders as we approach program delivery. Importantly, we also secured our 
program co-facilitator for the program – Mr. Justin Cook, former DTX Launch Detroit graduate, high school 
counselor and edtech startup co-founder. The LABS team completed the college student DTX Launch Detroit 
program with 11 (of 12) graduating teams and an August 9th Showcase that awarded close to $20K in cash 
and prizes to winning teams. We look forward to transitioning a number of the graduating teams into our 
TechTown Business Incubation Center program.  

The TBIC (TechTown Business Incubation Center) program is currently supporting 12 TBIC clients. We are 
excited to see continued capitalization, customer revenues and team growth from clients such as OPNR, 
Mayfield Athletics, EnBiologics, RIZZARR and Detroit ENTO amongst others. The TechTown LABS Team 
continues to increase participants in our “Ask an Expert” program as well as the number of open office hour 
(OOH) engagements that we are delivering. There have been over 175 appointments held by a variety of 
experts at TechTown thus far in 2018 for the “Ask an Expert” program. Additionally, the team continues to 
participate and host events that amplify our value and impact in the community. Recent events include but 
are not limited to: HHS former CTO Susannah Fox speaking event, Entrepreneur’s Equity Roadmap session, 
Candid Conversations “Coding Through Barriers”, Road to Raising Capital in partnership with Invest Detroit, 
etc. Our team is proud to also announce that we have attracted the 2nd Annual InBIA e.Builders Forum to 
Detroit, Michigan in September 2018. The conference will bring approximately 150 ecosystem builders from 
around the country into Detroit for extensive and deep dialog surrounding advanced critical topics around 
building entrepreneurial ecosystems in underserved communities.  

The work of the MedHealth Innovation Cluster and its Steering Committee continues to focus on longer-term 
sustainability and growth. We have initiated planning for our 3rd Annual MedHealth Summit in 2019, continued 
preparation for 2018 Davidson and NEI grant proposals to continue support of the Cluster’s work, established 
a media partnership with Detroit Crain’s Business for promotion of the Commercialization Pathfinder and the 
upcoming MedHealth Summit and more.  

Our D&I focus for 2018 continues to focus in the areas of increasing the number of women participants in our 
work as well as entrepreneurs of color – Black and Hispanic specifically. An example of our work rests in the 
participants of DTX program where we had 8 female team members, more than any previous cohort. Our 
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most recent “Candid Conversation” event was on July 19th, titled “Coding Through Barriers” at TechTown 
where we welcomed people of all ages and backgrounds that shared the trait of being categorized as part of 
a vulnerable population, including those with disabilities. TechTown Detroit LABS also welcomed Jeff 
Ponders as a new member of the team. Jeff has a tremendous background as an entrepreneur within three 
startups, consultant and coach to a variety of early stage companies and led innovation strategy management 
within various media firms such as Leo Burnett, Walmart, Campbell’s and others.   

Thus far, 2018 has produced $1.5MK+ in revenue/investment for clients, 6 jobs have been created, 55+ 
companies served, and 13 new companies created. 

 

Place-based Economic Development 

New Addition to the Place-Based Team 

OED is pleased to welcome our newest Place-Based Initiatives Manager, Cornetta Lane. Cornetta joined 
the OED team on July 9, 2018 from her work as a community organizer in Detroit. Throughout the rest of 
2018, she will lead our economic development strategy work, further our porous border initiatives as well as 
revamp our critical conversations series, Detroit Orientation Institute.   

Economic Development Strategy  

OED has begun the process of developing a new strategic framework for economic development at WSU. 
The purpose of the project is to align the economic development goals with WSU’s priorities; gain insights 
to how WSU uses its assets to contribute to the local economy; inform the EDG’s work plan for the next 2, 
5, and 10 years; and better understand the needs of our “customers” and potential gaps. OED will complete 
the framework by the end of the year and will implement plans by early next year.   

Placemaking Initiatives 

Woodward and Warren Park: OED initially crowdfunded $50,000 to add sustainable landscaping, pop-up 
seating, shade sails and a WSU Placemaking/Detroit Experience Factory (DXF) satellite kiosk to 
Woodward and Warren Park. We recently secured an additional $50,000 for park improvements from the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds administered by the Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan. 
We also have a refined design, construction drawings and a bids. Park improvements will be made in Fall 
2018. 

Pop-Up Seating and Public Art: Our office placed our pop-up seating in plazas and courtyards across 
campus—including outside WSU’s new Industry Innovation Center (formerly the NextEnergy building)—for 
a 3rd year, with the goal of creating a more welcoming atmosphere. Additionally, we partnered with Rock 
Ventures to bring an engaging QL-NE art installation to Woodward and Warren Park. Passersby are 
encouraged to stand in place of the “I”. 

DIA Plaza & Midtown Cultural Connections: Our office is helping coordinate WSU participation in the 
DIA Plaza | Midtown Cultural Connections design competition, with the goal of improving neighborhood 
connectivity. We organized a focus group with WSU leadership in July, arranged for Midtown Detroit, Inc. to 
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engage students at FestiFall in Aug., and are partnering (along with Urban Studies and Planning) with U of 
M and CCS on an affiliated Student Design Summit in Fall 2018. 

Porous Borders 

Detroit Zone at FestiFall: Our office again partnered with the Dean of Students Office (DOSO) to curate a 
“Detroit Zone” at FestiFall. In previous years, the Detroit Zone featured 50-60 local businesses and 
organizations. In 2018, we focused instead on connecting the WSU community with 20-25 key 
organizations including: area cultural institutions; DDOT, SMART and MoGo (Detroit Bike Share); and 
WDET. 

Grow Detroit’s Young Talent: WSU again hosted 10 students through Grow Detroit’s Young Talent, a 
citywide summer jobs program employing more than 8,000 Detroiter’s ages 14-24. Our students worked in 
the Office of Economic Development, Office of Government and Community Affairs, College of Education 
and Honors College, and with WSU Special Events, TechTown and WDET 101.9-FM. 

Midtown Communications: Our office continues to participate in orientations, open houses and resource 
fairs, sharing information about living, shopping, dining and getting around in Midtown with WSU students 
and employees. We are currently updating our Midtown Experience presentation and brochure as well as 
our Midtown Business Guide.  

Transportation & Mobility 

Wayne Rides: OED is again partnering with DOSO and WSU Parking and Transportation on a shared 
Transportation Ambassador (TA) position during the 2018-19 academic year. The TA position is designed 
to help familiarize WSU students and employees with local transportation and mobility options including 
DDOT, SMART, QLINE and MoGo—with much of the work branded as WayneRides. Key responsibilities 
include coordinating events, holding office hours, giving presentations and participating in campus resource 
fairs. 

Center for Nonprofit Support 

In December of 2017, TechTown Detroit was awarded a three year grant from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. 
Foundation in the amount of $4.75 million to launch the Center for Nonprofit Support at 6568 Woodward 
Avenue, just five blocks from the current TechTown building. Partners in the launch of the Center include 
the Michigan Nonprofit Association and Michigan Community Resources locally, as well as Community 
Wealth Partners nationally. Detroit’s nonprofit community is both diverse and expansive, addressing the 
myriad needs and opportunities across southeast Michigan with relevant and impactful programming. 
However, many of these nonprofit organizations struggle to sustain themselves and fight a constant uphill 
battle to keep their doors open and invest in their staffs’ long-term development. At the same time, 
countless opportunities for nonprofits in our region to partner, leverage efforts and deepen their impact go 
unrealized, either for lack of knowledge of one another’s work or lack of capacity to solidify connections. 
Through the establishment of a Nonprofit Center for Support, the Foundation and TechTown will meet 
these challenges of our nonprofit sector head-on.  

Construction on the new space began in May, and will be completed by fall 2018 for a soft opening in 
November and piloted programming throughout the rest of the year. The Center’s first Executive Director, 
Allandra Bulger, joined the TechTown team in May. Throughout the rest of 2018, she will continue to lead 
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the development of Center programming, hire a team to manage its work with her and build strong 
partnerships to support its success.  

Development 

The Economic Development Group at Wayne State University has been actively pursuing funding in the 
three areas of focus—Business, Place and Talent—while formalizing operations for the team including 
standardizing recognition and developing portfolios with moves management tracking. 
 
 
Business-Based Economic Development Fundraising 
 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The most exciting development in this area is an invitation received from the William Davidson Foundation 
to apply for a $1,200,000 grant over two years to support tech-based work at TechTown that includes 
student entrepreneurship efforts at WSU through the Innovation Studio. This is an evolution from their 
original invitation to support the MedHealth Cluster.  
 
We had the opportunity to steward current funders including General Motors and the Michigan Economic 
Development Corporation and cultivate prospective donors like Fiat Chrysler Automobiles at the DTX 
Launch Detroit program pitch competition on August 9. This flagship 10-week accelerator for college 
students, including those recent graduates, to test their tech-based business ideas.  
 
BLOCKS 
A shift in priority by the Ford Motor Company Fund created an opportunity to engage the DTE Energy 
Foundation. To close the gap Ford left in our funding for neighborhood-based service to the Southwest 
community, the development and Blocks teams worked together to create a memorable cultivation lunch for 
members of the DTE Energy leadership at La Posada, a SWOT City client. Our board member and chair of 
the development committee, Steven Ambrose, has been an invaluable advocate and connector inside the 
company. We have been invited to submit an executive summary in the hopes of submitting a full 
application before their September board meeting.  If granted, this will be the last piece of support required 
to fully fund our Blocks programming. 
 
General Operations Support 
TechTown will reapply for funding from the New Economy Initiative at the $225,000 level. Anticipated 
reductions in NEI funding over time have forced TechTown to seek a more diversified funding base of 
support from corporations and foundations.  We had the opportunity to discuss our successes with those 
revenue streams with NEI staff recently. With help from their grantees, they are developing a 
comprehensive snapshot of their impact over the last decade to share with their consortium of funders. 
 
We have developed a plan to begin soliciting for annual fund donations by calendar year end to create a 
more sustainable foundation of support and to round out the funder diversification strategy. A key milestone 
in that plan is our annual fundraiser, Toast of the Town on October 18. We will leverage it to collect data 
from potential donors and begin a messaging campaign. We are on track to meet our gross revenue goal 
($175,000) for Toast of the Town.  
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Place-based Economic Development 
 
Woodward and Warren Park 
We are happy to report that our request to the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds managed by the 
Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan was granted at the $50,000 level. Plans continue to 
develop to celebrate the opening of the park. 
 
Industry Innovation Center (formerly NextEnergy) 
The NextEnergy Building acquisition has piqued the interest of the William Davidson Foundation under the 
heading of their Signature Spaces program. Wayne State University Alum, George Jacobsen, is visiting for 
a second time on August 31 to understand how the community will benefit from our plans to create a more 
inviting campus. 
 
 
Talent-based Economic Development 
 
Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 
We have formally requested support from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation to support Cohort IV. We 
expect feedback on our application soon as their board meets in September to discuss their end of year 
giving.  
 

Talent-based Economic Development  

Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 

Launched at Wayne State University in 2011, the Detroit Revitalization Fellows (DRF) places emerging urban 
leaders to stimulate progress in local organizations at the forefront of civic, community and economic 
development efforts across the city and region. This select group of doers engages in a rigorous two-year 
leadership development program while serving full-time at their host organizations. DRF has been made 
possible through the generosity of the Kresge Foundation, Ford Foundation, Hudson-Webber Foundation, 
Fred A. and Barbara M. Erb Family Foundation, Skillman Foundation, DTE Energy Foundation, the Max M. 
& Marjorie S. Fisher Foundation, the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation, the PwC Charitable 
Foundation, Rock Ventures and Wayne State University.  
 
The DRF IV launched in August 2017 with 19 new Fellows, 17 of whom remain in the program. Like previous 
cohorts, the DRF IV Fellows will engage in two years of cohort building, leadership development and 
meaningful work. However, this cohort will have a more intentional focus on applying a broad sustainability 
lens to revitalization in the civic, community and economic development landscape. This sustainability thread 
will be woven through monthly session programming. The leadership development will focus simultaneously 
on the cohort of Fellows collectively, as well as each Fellow individually, via a combination of 21 monthly 
group sessions, 3 study trips and significant investment in coaching and training for each Fellow individually.  
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The June session occurred on the 21st and 22nd and was dedicated to leadership development. The fellowship 
partnered with Organizational Agility Advisors for a two-day introduction and training on adaptive leadership. 
 
The July 2018 session took place on the 26th and 27th and focused on local government and civic innovation. 
Fellows learned about the structures and systems that govern the city of Detroit and developed a general 
understanding of the role and importance of and tools for civic innovation. 
 
Advisory Council: Neesha Modi, a program officer with The Kresge Foundation’s Detroit program, has 
replaced Bryan Hogle on the Advisory Council. Bryan transitioned off the Advisory Council after the June 
meeting. 
 
Cohort IV Budget: The DRF staff forecasts a $700,000 budget gap for Cohort IV. The program is actively 
seeking funding from new and existing partners. The fellowship submitted a $375,000 grant proposal to the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation in August. 
 
Alumni Engagement: The DRF staff has established an Alumni Council with 10 Fellows, three representing 
each cohort and one at-large alumna who is not Detroit-based. The council will serve as program 
ambassadors and help inform future alumni programming. 
 
Fellow Transition: The DRF staff transitioned Cohort IV Fellow Alaina Jackson to a new employer in July. 
She is now the new Program Director for Workforce and Talent Initiatives at the United Way for Southeastern 
Michigan.   
 
Staff Transition: Emily Miller relocated to California; however, she is working remotely for the program 
through mid-September while the staff assess its staffing needs. The Engagement Specialist position was 
posted and nearly 60 applications were received. Resumes are currently being reviewed to determine if there 
is an adequate applicant pool. 
 

Communications 

In Q2 2018, there were a total of 44 media hits on economic development topics, across 67 outlets, 
representing 10% of the university total. 

There were an additional 77 hits across 972 outlets for TechTown. 

Trending Topics: Detroit Urban Solutions/I2C (296 outlets), DPD Leadership Academy, Mike Ilitch School of 
Business/Avalon Bakery, PC Magazine piece on Detroit ft. TechTown 
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Business-based Economic Development 

 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The LABS team continues to work with General Motors (GM) and the Detroit Public School system, recently 
solidifying our October 2018 start date for the “Startup Engine Detroit” (newly filed trademark and multiple 
domain names) high school entrepreneurship program. Team members attended the national N.A.F. 
(National Academic Foundation) conference in Washington DC, the Wildfire Korda Method training program 
in Ohio and the United Way LinkedLearning Institute training in Detroit over the past couple of months. Each 
of these educational events were selected as a means of strengthening our level of preparedness, education 
and partnerships with key stakeholders as we approach program delivery. Importantly, we also secured our 
program co-facilitator for the program – Mr. Justin Cook, former DTX Launch Detroit graduate, high school 
counselor and edtech startup co-founder. The LABS team completed the college student DTX Launch Detroit 
program with 11 (of 12) graduating teams and an August 9th Showcase that awarded close to $20K in cash 
and prizes to winning teams. We look forward to transitioning a number of the graduating teams into our 
TechTown Business Incubation Center program.  

The TBIC (TechTown Business Incubation Center) program is currently supporting 12 TBIC clients. We are 
excited to see continued capitalization, customer revenues and team growth from clients such as OPNR, 
Mayfield Athletics, EnBiologics, RIZZARR and Detroit ENTO amongst others. The TechTown LABS Team 
continues to increase participants in our “Ask an Expert” program as well as the number of open office hour 
(OOH) engagements that we are delivering. There have been over 175 appointments held by a variety of 
experts at TechTown thus far in 2018 for the “Ask an Expert” program. Additionally, the team continues to 
participate and host events that amplify our value and impact in the community. Recent events include but 
are not limited to: HHS former CTO Susannah Fox speaking event, Entrepreneur’s Equity Roadmap session, 
Candid Conversations “Coding Through Barriers”, Road to Raising Capital in partnership with Invest Detroit, 
etc. Our team is proud to also announce that we have attracted the 2nd Annual InBIA e.Builders Forum to 
Detroit, Michigan in September 2018. The conference will bring approximately 150 ecosystem builders from 
around the country into Detroit for extensive and deep dialog surrounding advanced critical topics around 
building entrepreneurial ecosystems in underserved communities.  

The work of the MedHealth Innovation Cluster and its Steering Committee continues to focus on longer-term 
sustainability and growth. We have initiated planning for our 3rd Annual MedHealth Summit in 2019, continued 
preparation for 2018 Davidson and NEI grant proposals to continue support of the Cluster’s work, established 
a media partnership with Detroit Crain’s Business for promotion of the Commercialization Pathfinder and the 
upcoming MedHealth Summit and more.  

Our D&I focus for 2018 continues to focus in the areas of increasing the number of women participants in our 
work as well as entrepreneurs of color – Black and Hispanic specifically. An example of our work rests in the 
participants of DTX program where we had 8 female team members, more than any previous cohort. Our 
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most recent “Candid Conversation” event was on July 19th, titled “Coding Through Barriers” at TechTown 
where we welcomed people of all ages and backgrounds that shared the trait of being categorized as part of 
a vulnerable population, including those with disabilities. TechTown Detroit LABS also welcomed Jeff 
Ponders as a new member of the team. Jeff has a tremendous background as an entrepreneur within three 
startups, consultant and coach to a variety of early stage companies and led innovation strategy management 
within various media firms such as Leo Burnett, Walmart, Campbell’s and others.   

Thus far, 2018 has produced $1.5MK+ in revenue/investment for clients, 6 jobs have been created, 55+ 
companies served, and 13 new companies created. 

 

Place-based Economic Development 

New Addition to the Place-Based Team 

OED is pleased to welcome our newest Place-Based Initiatives Manager, Cornetta Lane. Cornetta joined 
the OED team on July 9, 2018 from her work as a community organizer in Detroit. Throughout the rest of 
2018, she will lead our economic development strategy work, further our porous border initiatives as well as 
revamp our critical conversations series, Detroit Orientation Institute.   

Economic Development Strategy  

OED has begun the process of developing a new strategic framework for economic development at WSU. 
The purpose of the project is to align the economic development goals with WSU’s priorities; gain insights 
to how WSU uses its assets to contribute to the local economy; inform the EDG’s work plan for the next 2, 
5, and 10 years; and better understand the needs of our “customers” and potential gaps. OED will complete 
the framework by the end of the year and will implement plans by early next year.   

Placemaking Initiatives 

Woodward and Warren Park: OED initially crowdfunded $50,000 to add sustainable landscaping, pop-up 
seating, shade sails and a WSU Placemaking/Detroit Experience Factory (DXF) satellite kiosk to 
Woodward and Warren Park. We recently secured an additional $50,000 for park improvements from the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds administered by the Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan. 
We also have a refined design, construction drawings and a bids. Park improvements will be made in Fall 
2018. 

Pop-Up Seating and Public Art: Our office placed our pop-up seating in plazas and courtyards across 
campus—including outside WSU’s new Industry Innovation Center (formerly the NextEnergy building)—for 
a 3rd year, with the goal of creating a more welcoming atmosphere. Additionally, we partnered with Rock 
Ventures to bring an engaging QL-NE art installation to Woodward and Warren Park. Passersby are 
encouraged to stand in place of the “I”. 

DIA Plaza & Midtown Cultural Connections: Our office is helping coordinate WSU participation in the 
DIA Plaza | Midtown Cultural Connections design competition, with the goal of improving neighborhood 
connectivity. We organized a focus group with WSU leadership in July, arranged for Midtown Detroit, Inc. to 
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engage students at FestiFall in Aug., and are partnering (along with Urban Studies and Planning) with U of 
M and CCS on an affiliated Student Design Summit in Fall 2018. 

Porous Borders 

Detroit Zone at FestiFall: Our office again partnered with the Dean of Students Office (DOSO) to curate a 
“Detroit Zone” at FestiFall. In previous years, the Detroit Zone featured 50-60 local businesses and 
organizations. In 2018, we focused instead on connecting the WSU community with 20-25 key 
organizations including: area cultural institutions; DDOT, SMART and MoGo (Detroit Bike Share); and 
WDET. 

Grow Detroit’s Young Talent: WSU again hosted 10 students through Grow Detroit’s Young Talent, a 
citywide summer jobs program employing more than 8,000 Detroiter’s ages 14-24. Our students worked in 
the Office of Economic Development, Office of Government and Community Affairs, College of Education 
and Honors College, and with WSU Special Events, TechTown and WDET 101.9-FM. 

Midtown Communications: Our office continues to participate in orientations, open houses and resource 
fairs, sharing information about living, shopping, dining and getting around in Midtown with WSU students 
and employees. We are currently updating our Midtown Experience presentation and brochure as well as 
our Midtown Business Guide.  

Transportation & Mobility 

Wayne Rides: OED is again partnering with DOSO and WSU Parking and Transportation on a shared 
Transportation Ambassador (TA) position during the 2018-19 academic year. The TA position is designed 
to help familiarize WSU students and employees with local transportation and mobility options including 
DDOT, SMART, QLINE and MoGo—with much of the work branded as WayneRides. Key responsibilities 
include coordinating events, holding office hours, giving presentations and participating in campus resource 
fairs. 

Center for Nonprofit Support 

In December of 2017, TechTown Detroit was awarded a three year grant from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. 
Foundation in the amount of $4.75 million to launch the Center for Nonprofit Support at 6568 Woodward 
Avenue, just five blocks from the current TechTown building. Partners in the launch of the Center include 
the Michigan Nonprofit Association and Michigan Community Resources locally, as well as Community 
Wealth Partners nationally. Detroit’s nonprofit community is both diverse and expansive, addressing the 
myriad needs and opportunities across southeast Michigan with relevant and impactful programming. 
However, many of these nonprofit organizations struggle to sustain themselves and fight a constant uphill 
battle to keep their doors open and invest in their staffs’ long-term development. At the same time, 
countless opportunities for nonprofits in our region to partner, leverage efforts and deepen their impact go 
unrealized, either for lack of knowledge of one another’s work or lack of capacity to solidify connections. 
Through the establishment of a Nonprofit Center for Support, the Foundation and TechTown will meet 
these challenges of our nonprofit sector head-on.  

Construction on the new space began in May, and will be completed by fall 2018 for a soft opening in 
November and piloted programming throughout the rest of the year. The Center’s first Executive Director, 
Allandra Bulger, joined the TechTown team in May. Throughout the rest of 2018, she will continue to lead 
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the development of Center programming, hire a team to manage its work with her and build strong 
partnerships to support its success.  

Development 

The Economic Development Group at Wayne State University has been actively pursuing funding in the 
three areas of focus—Business, Place and Talent—while formalizing operations for the team including 
standardizing recognition and developing portfolios with moves management tracking. 
 
 
Business-Based Economic Development Fundraising 
 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The most exciting development in this area is an invitation received from the William Davidson Foundation 
to apply for a $1,200,000 grant over two years to support tech-based work at TechTown that includes 
student entrepreneurship efforts at WSU through the Innovation Studio. This is an evolution from their 
original invitation to support the MedHealth Cluster.  
 
We had the opportunity to steward current funders including General Motors and the Michigan Economic 
Development Corporation and cultivate prospective donors like Fiat Chrysler Automobiles at the DTX 
Launch Detroit program pitch competition on August 9. This flagship 10-week accelerator for college 
students, including those recent graduates, to test their tech-based business ideas.  
 
BLOCKS 
A shift in priority by the Ford Motor Company Fund created an opportunity to engage the DTE Energy 
Foundation. To close the gap Ford left in our funding for neighborhood-based service to the Southwest 
community, the development and Blocks teams worked together to create a memorable cultivation lunch for 
members of the DTE Energy leadership at La Posada, a SWOT City client. Our board member and chair of 
the development committee, Steven Ambrose, has been an invaluable advocate and connector inside the 
company. We have been invited to submit an executive summary in the hopes of submitting a full 
application before their September board meeting.  If granted, this will be the last piece of support required 
to fully fund our Blocks programming. 
 
General Operations Support 
TechTown will reapply for funding from the New Economy Initiative at the $225,000 level. Anticipated 
reductions in NEI funding over time have forced TechTown to seek a more diversified funding base of 
support from corporations and foundations.  We had the opportunity to discuss our successes with those 
revenue streams with NEI staff recently. With help from their grantees, they are developing a 
comprehensive snapshot of their impact over the last decade to share with their consortium of funders. 
 
We have developed a plan to begin soliciting for annual fund donations by calendar year end to create a 
more sustainable foundation of support and to round out the funder diversification strategy. A key milestone 
in that plan is our annual fundraiser, Toast of the Town on October 18. We will leverage it to collect data 
from potential donors and begin a messaging campaign. We are on track to meet our gross revenue goal 
($175,000) for Toast of the Town.  
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Place-based Economic Development 
 
Woodward and Warren Park 
We are happy to report that our request to the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds managed by the 
Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan was granted at the $50,000 level. Plans continue to 
develop to celebrate the opening of the park. 
 
Industry Innovation Center (formerly NextEnergy) 
The NextEnergy Building acquisition has piqued the interest of the William Davidson Foundation under the 
heading of their Signature Spaces program. Wayne State University Alum, George Jacobsen, is visiting for 
a second time on August 31 to understand how the community will benefit from our plans to create a more 
inviting campus. 
 
 
Talent-based Economic Development 
 
Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 
We have formally requested support from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation to support Cohort IV. We 
expect feedback on our application soon as their board meets in September to discuss their end of year 
giving.  
 

Talent-based Economic Development  

Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 

Launched at Wayne State University in 2011, the Detroit Revitalization Fellows (DRF) places emerging urban 
leaders to stimulate progress in local organizations at the forefront of civic, community and economic 
development efforts across the city and region. This select group of doers engages in a rigorous two-year 
leadership development program while serving full-time at their host organizations. DRF has been made 
possible through the generosity of the Kresge Foundation, Ford Foundation, Hudson-Webber Foundation, 
Fred A. and Barbara M. Erb Family Foundation, Skillman Foundation, DTE Energy Foundation, the Max M. 
& Marjorie S. Fisher Foundation, the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation, the PwC Charitable 
Foundation, Rock Ventures and Wayne State University.  
 
The DRF IV launched in August 2017 with 19 new Fellows, 17 of whom remain in the program. Like previous 
cohorts, the DRF IV Fellows will engage in two years of cohort building, leadership development and 
meaningful work. However, this cohort will have a more intentional focus on applying a broad sustainability 
lens to revitalization in the civic, community and economic development landscape. This sustainability thread 
will be woven through monthly session programming. The leadership development will focus simultaneously 
on the cohort of Fellows collectively, as well as each Fellow individually, via a combination of 21 monthly 
group sessions, 3 study trips and significant investment in coaching and training for each Fellow individually.  
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The June session occurred on the 21st and 22nd and was dedicated to leadership development. The fellowship 
partnered with Organizational Agility Advisors for a two-day introduction and training on adaptive leadership. 
 
The July 2018 session took place on the 26th and 27th and focused on local government and civic innovation. 
Fellows learned about the structures and systems that govern the city of Detroit and developed a general 
understanding of the role and importance of and tools for civic innovation. 
 
Advisory Council: Neesha Modi, a program officer with The Kresge Foundation’s Detroit program, has 
replaced Bryan Hogle on the Advisory Council. Bryan transitioned off the Advisory Council after the June 
meeting. 
 
Cohort IV Budget: The DRF staff forecasts a $700,000 budget gap for Cohort IV. The program is actively 
seeking funding from new and existing partners. The fellowship submitted a $375,000 grant proposal to the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation in August. 
 
Alumni Engagement: The DRF staff has established an Alumni Council with 10 Fellows, three representing 
each cohort and one at-large alumna who is not Detroit-based. The council will serve as program 
ambassadors and help inform future alumni programming. 
 
Fellow Transition: The DRF staff transitioned Cohort IV Fellow Alaina Jackson to a new employer in July. 
She is now the new Program Director for Workforce and Talent Initiatives at the United Way for Southeastern 
Michigan.   
 
Staff Transition: Emily Miller relocated to California; however, she is working remotely for the program 
through mid-September while the staff assess its staffing needs. The Engagement Specialist position was 
posted and nearly 60 applications were received. Resumes are currently being reviewed to determine if there 
is an adequate applicant pool. 
 

Communications 

In Q2 2018, there were a total of 44 media hits on economic development topics, across 67 outlets, 
representing 10% of the university total. 

There were an additional 77 hits across 972 outlets for TechTown. 

Trending Topics: Detroit Urban Solutions/I2C (296 outlets), DPD Leadership Academy, Mike Ilitch School of 
Business/Avalon Bakery, PC Magazine piece on Detroit ft. TechTown 
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Business-based Economic Development 

 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The LABS team continues to work with General Motors (GM) and the Detroit Public School system, recently 
solidifying our October 2018 start date for the “Startup Engine Detroit” (newly filed trademark and multiple 
domain names) high school entrepreneurship program. Team members attended the national N.A.F. 
(National Academic Foundation) conference in Washington DC, the Wildfire Korda Method training program 
in Ohio and the United Way LinkedLearning Institute training in Detroit over the past couple of months. Each 
of these educational events were selected as a means of strengthening our level of preparedness, education 
and partnerships with key stakeholders as we approach program delivery. Importantly, we also secured our 
program co-facilitator for the program – Mr. Justin Cook, former DTX Launch Detroit graduate, high school 
counselor and edtech startup co-founder. The LABS team completed the college student DTX Launch Detroit 
program with 11 (of 12) graduating teams and an August 9th Showcase that awarded close to $20K in cash 
and prizes to winning teams. We look forward to transitioning a number of the graduating teams into our 
TechTown Business Incubation Center program.  

The TBIC (TechTown Business Incubation Center) program is currently supporting 12 TBIC clients. We are 
excited to see continued capitalization, customer revenues and team growth from clients such as OPNR, 
Mayfield Athletics, EnBiologics, RIZZARR and Detroit ENTO amongst others. The TechTown LABS Team 
continues to increase participants in our “Ask an Expert” program as well as the number of open office hour 
(OOH) engagements that we are delivering. There have been over 175 appointments held by a variety of 
experts at TechTown thus far in 2018 for the “Ask an Expert” program. Additionally, the team continues to 
participate and host events that amplify our value and impact in the community. Recent events include but 
are not limited to: HHS former CTO Susannah Fox speaking event, Entrepreneur’s Equity Roadmap session, 
Candid Conversations “Coding Through Barriers”, Road to Raising Capital in partnership with Invest Detroit, 
etc. Our team is proud to also announce that we have attracted the 2nd Annual InBIA e.Builders Forum to 
Detroit, Michigan in September 2018. The conference will bring approximately 150 ecosystem builders from 
around the country into Detroit for extensive and deep dialog surrounding advanced critical topics around 
building entrepreneurial ecosystems in underserved communities.  

The work of the MedHealth Innovation Cluster and its Steering Committee continues to focus on longer-term 
sustainability and growth. We have initiated planning for our 3rd Annual MedHealth Summit in 2019, continued 
preparation for 2018 Davidson and NEI grant proposals to continue support of the Cluster’s work, established 
a media partnership with Detroit Crain’s Business for promotion of the Commercialization Pathfinder and the 
upcoming MedHealth Summit and more.  

Our D&I focus for 2018 continues to focus in the areas of increasing the number of women participants in our 
work as well as entrepreneurs of color – Black and Hispanic specifically. An example of our work rests in the 
participants of DTX program where we had 8 female team members, more than any previous cohort. Our 
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most recent “Candid Conversation” event was on July 19th, titled “Coding Through Barriers” at TechTown 
where we welcomed people of all ages and backgrounds that shared the trait of being categorized as part of 
a vulnerable population, including those with disabilities. TechTown Detroit LABS also welcomed Jeff 
Ponders as a new member of the team. Jeff has a tremendous background as an entrepreneur within three 
startups, consultant and coach to a variety of early stage companies and led innovation strategy management 
within various media firms such as Leo Burnett, Walmart, Campbell’s and others.   

Thus far, 2018 has produced $1.5MK+ in revenue/investment for clients, 6 jobs have been created, 55+ 
companies served, and 13 new companies created. 

 

Place-based Economic Development 

New Addition to the Place-Based Team 

OED is pleased to welcome our newest Place-Based Initiatives Manager, Cornetta Lane. Cornetta joined 
the OED team on July 9, 2018 from her work as a community organizer in Detroit. Throughout the rest of 
2018, she will lead our economic development strategy work, further our porous border initiatives as well as 
revamp our critical conversations series, Detroit Orientation Institute.   

Economic Development Strategy  

OED has begun the process of developing a new strategic framework for economic development at WSU. 
The purpose of the project is to align the economic development goals with WSU’s priorities; gain insights 
to how WSU uses its assets to contribute to the local economy; inform the EDG’s work plan for the next 2, 
5, and 10 years; and better understand the needs of our “customers” and potential gaps. OED will complete 
the framework by the end of the year and will implement plans by early next year.   

Placemaking Initiatives 

Woodward and Warren Park: OED initially crowdfunded $50,000 to add sustainable landscaping, pop-up 
seating, shade sails and a WSU Placemaking/Detroit Experience Factory (DXF) satellite kiosk to 
Woodward and Warren Park. We recently secured an additional $50,000 for park improvements from the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds administered by the Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan. 
We also have a refined design, construction drawings and a bids. Park improvements will be made in Fall 
2018. 

Pop-Up Seating and Public Art: Our office placed our pop-up seating in plazas and courtyards across 
campus—including outside WSU’s new Industry Innovation Center (formerly the NextEnergy building)—for 
a 3rd year, with the goal of creating a more welcoming atmosphere. Additionally, we partnered with Rock 
Ventures to bring an engaging QL-NE art installation to Woodward and Warren Park. Passersby are 
encouraged to stand in place of the “I”. 

DIA Plaza & Midtown Cultural Connections: Our office is helping coordinate WSU participation in the 
DIA Plaza | Midtown Cultural Connections design competition, with the goal of improving neighborhood 
connectivity. We organized a focus group with WSU leadership in July, arranged for Midtown Detroit, Inc. to 
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engage students at FestiFall in Aug., and are partnering (along with Urban Studies and Planning) with U of 
M and CCS on an affiliated Student Design Summit in Fall 2018. 

Porous Borders 

Detroit Zone at FestiFall: Our office again partnered with the Dean of Students Office (DOSO) to curate a 
“Detroit Zone” at FestiFall. In previous years, the Detroit Zone featured 50-60 local businesses and 
organizations. In 2018, we focused instead on connecting the WSU community with 20-25 key 
organizations including: area cultural institutions; DDOT, SMART and MoGo (Detroit Bike Share); and 
WDET. 

Grow Detroit’s Young Talent: WSU again hosted 10 students through Grow Detroit’s Young Talent, a 
citywide summer jobs program employing more than 8,000 Detroiter’s ages 14-24. Our students worked in 
the Office of Economic Development, Office of Government and Community Affairs, College of Education 
and Honors College, and with WSU Special Events, TechTown and WDET 101.9-FM. 

Midtown Communications: Our office continues to participate in orientations, open houses and resource 
fairs, sharing information about living, shopping, dining and getting around in Midtown with WSU students 
and employees. We are currently updating our Midtown Experience presentation and brochure as well as 
our Midtown Business Guide.  

Transportation & Mobility 

Wayne Rides: OED is again partnering with DOSO and WSU Parking and Transportation on a shared 
Transportation Ambassador (TA) position during the 2018-19 academic year. The TA position is designed 
to help familiarize WSU students and employees with local transportation and mobility options including 
DDOT, SMART, QLINE and MoGo—with much of the work branded as WayneRides. Key responsibilities 
include coordinating events, holding office hours, giving presentations and participating in campus resource 
fairs. 

Center for Nonprofit Support 

In December of 2017, TechTown Detroit was awarded a three year grant from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. 
Foundation in the amount of $4.75 million to launch the Center for Nonprofit Support at 6568 Woodward 
Avenue, just five blocks from the current TechTown building. Partners in the launch of the Center include 
the Michigan Nonprofit Association and Michigan Community Resources locally, as well as Community 
Wealth Partners nationally. Detroit’s nonprofit community is both diverse and expansive, addressing the 
myriad needs and opportunities across southeast Michigan with relevant and impactful programming. 
However, many of these nonprofit organizations struggle to sustain themselves and fight a constant uphill 
battle to keep their doors open and invest in their staffs’ long-term development. At the same time, 
countless opportunities for nonprofits in our region to partner, leverage efforts and deepen their impact go 
unrealized, either for lack of knowledge of one another’s work or lack of capacity to solidify connections. 
Through the establishment of a Nonprofit Center for Support, the Foundation and TechTown will meet 
these challenges of our nonprofit sector head-on.  

Construction on the new space began in May, and will be completed by fall 2018 for a soft opening in 
November and piloted programming throughout the rest of the year. The Center’s first Executive Director, 
Allandra Bulger, joined the TechTown team in May. Throughout the rest of 2018, she will continue to lead 
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the development of Center programming, hire a team to manage its work with her and build strong 
partnerships to support its success.  

Development 

The Economic Development Group at Wayne State University has been actively pursuing funding in the 
three areas of focus—Business, Place and Talent—while formalizing operations for the team including 
standardizing recognition and developing portfolios with moves management tracking. 
 
 
Business-Based Economic Development Fundraising 
 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The most exciting development in this area is an invitation received from the William Davidson Foundation 
to apply for a $1,200,000 grant over two years to support tech-based work at TechTown that includes 
student entrepreneurship efforts at WSU through the Innovation Studio. This is an evolution from their 
original invitation to support the MedHealth Cluster.  
 
We had the opportunity to steward current funders including General Motors and the Michigan Economic 
Development Corporation and cultivate prospective donors like Fiat Chrysler Automobiles at the DTX 
Launch Detroit program pitch competition on August 9. This flagship 10-week accelerator for college 
students, including those recent graduates, to test their tech-based business ideas.  
 
BLOCKS 
A shift in priority by the Ford Motor Company Fund created an opportunity to engage the DTE Energy 
Foundation. To close the gap Ford left in our funding for neighborhood-based service to the Southwest 
community, the development and Blocks teams worked together to create a memorable cultivation lunch for 
members of the DTE Energy leadership at La Posada, a SWOT City client. Our board member and chair of 
the development committee, Steven Ambrose, has been an invaluable advocate and connector inside the 
company. We have been invited to submit an executive summary in the hopes of submitting a full 
application before their September board meeting.  If granted, this will be the last piece of support required 
to fully fund our Blocks programming. 
 
General Operations Support 
TechTown will reapply for funding from the New Economy Initiative at the $225,000 level. Anticipated 
reductions in NEI funding over time have forced TechTown to seek a more diversified funding base of 
support from corporations and foundations.  We had the opportunity to discuss our successes with those 
revenue streams with NEI staff recently. With help from their grantees, they are developing a 
comprehensive snapshot of their impact over the last decade to share with their consortium of funders. 
 
We have developed a plan to begin soliciting for annual fund donations by calendar year end to create a 
more sustainable foundation of support and to round out the funder diversification strategy. A key milestone 
in that plan is our annual fundraiser, Toast of the Town on October 18. We will leverage it to collect data 
from potential donors and begin a messaging campaign. We are on track to meet our gross revenue goal 
($175,000) for Toast of the Town.  
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Place-based Economic Development 
 
Woodward and Warren Park 
We are happy to report that our request to the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds managed by the 
Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan was granted at the $50,000 level. Plans continue to 
develop to celebrate the opening of the park. 
 
Industry Innovation Center (formerly NextEnergy) 
The NextEnergy Building acquisition has piqued the interest of the William Davidson Foundation under the 
heading of their Signature Spaces program. Wayne State University Alum, George Jacobsen, is visiting for 
a second time on August 31 to understand how the community will benefit from our plans to create a more 
inviting campus. 
 
 
Talent-based Economic Development 
 
Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 
We have formally requested support from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation to support Cohort IV. We 
expect feedback on our application soon as their board meets in September to discuss their end of year 
giving.  
 

Talent-based Economic Development  

Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 

Launched at Wayne State University in 2011, the Detroit Revitalization Fellows (DRF) places emerging urban 
leaders to stimulate progress in local organizations at the forefront of civic, community and economic 
development efforts across the city and region. This select group of doers engages in a rigorous two-year 
leadership development program while serving full-time at their host organizations. DRF has been made 
possible through the generosity of the Kresge Foundation, Ford Foundation, Hudson-Webber Foundation, 
Fred A. and Barbara M. Erb Family Foundation, Skillman Foundation, DTE Energy Foundation, the Max M. 
& Marjorie S. Fisher Foundation, the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation, the PwC Charitable 
Foundation, Rock Ventures and Wayne State University.  
 
The DRF IV launched in August 2017 with 19 new Fellows, 17 of whom remain in the program. Like previous 
cohorts, the DRF IV Fellows will engage in two years of cohort building, leadership development and 
meaningful work. However, this cohort will have a more intentional focus on applying a broad sustainability 
lens to revitalization in the civic, community and economic development landscape. This sustainability thread 
will be woven through monthly session programming. The leadership development will focus simultaneously 
on the cohort of Fellows collectively, as well as each Fellow individually, via a combination of 21 monthly 
group sessions, 3 study trips and significant investment in coaching and training for each Fellow individually.  
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The June session occurred on the 21st and 22nd and was dedicated to leadership development. The fellowship 
partnered with Organizational Agility Advisors for a two-day introduction and training on adaptive leadership. 
 
The July 2018 session took place on the 26th and 27th and focused on local government and civic innovation. 
Fellows learned about the structures and systems that govern the city of Detroit and developed a general 
understanding of the role and importance of and tools for civic innovation. 
 
Advisory Council: Neesha Modi, a program officer with The Kresge Foundation’s Detroit program, has 
replaced Bryan Hogle on the Advisory Council. Bryan transitioned off the Advisory Council after the June 
meeting. 
 
Cohort IV Budget: The DRF staff forecasts a $700,000 budget gap for Cohort IV. The program is actively 
seeking funding from new and existing partners. The fellowship submitted a $375,000 grant proposal to the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation in August. 
 
Alumni Engagement: The DRF staff has established an Alumni Council with 10 Fellows, three representing 
each cohort and one at-large alumna who is not Detroit-based. The council will serve as program 
ambassadors and help inform future alumni programming. 
 
Fellow Transition: The DRF staff transitioned Cohort IV Fellow Alaina Jackson to a new employer in July. 
She is now the new Program Director for Workforce and Talent Initiatives at the United Way for Southeastern 
Michigan.   
 
Staff Transition: Emily Miller relocated to California; however, she is working remotely for the program 
through mid-September while the staff assess its staffing needs. The Engagement Specialist position was 
posted and nearly 60 applications were received. Resumes are currently being reviewed to determine if there 
is an adequate applicant pool. 
 

Communications 

In Q2 2018, there were a total of 44 media hits on economic development topics, across 67 outlets, 
representing 10% of the university total. 

There were an additional 77 hits across 972 outlets for TechTown. 

Trending Topics: Detroit Urban Solutions/I2C (296 outlets), DPD Leadership Academy, Mike Ilitch School of 
Business/Avalon Bakery, PC Magazine piece on Detroit ft. TechTown 
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Business-based Economic Development 

 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The LABS team continues to work with General Motors (GM) and the Detroit Public School system, recently 
solidifying our October 2018 start date for the “Startup Engine Detroit” (newly filed trademark and multiple 
domain names) high school entrepreneurship program. Team members attended the national N.A.F. 
(National Academic Foundation) conference in Washington DC, the Wildfire Korda Method training program 
in Ohio and the United Way LinkedLearning Institute training in Detroit over the past couple of months. Each 
of these educational events were selected as a means of strengthening our level of preparedness, education 
and partnerships with key stakeholders as we approach program delivery. Importantly, we also secured our 
program co-facilitator for the program – Mr. Justin Cook, former DTX Launch Detroit graduate, high school 
counselor and edtech startup co-founder. The LABS team completed the college student DTX Launch Detroit 
program with 11 (of 12) graduating teams and an August 9th Showcase that awarded close to $20K in cash 
and prizes to winning teams. We look forward to transitioning a number of the graduating teams into our 
TechTown Business Incubation Center program.  

The TBIC (TechTown Business Incubation Center) program is currently supporting 12 TBIC clients. We are 
excited to see continued capitalization, customer revenues and team growth from clients such as OPNR, 
Mayfield Athletics, EnBiologics, RIZZARR and Detroit ENTO amongst others. The TechTown LABS Team 
continues to increase participants in our “Ask an Expert” program as well as the number of open office hour 
(OOH) engagements that we are delivering. There have been over 175 appointments held by a variety of 
experts at TechTown thus far in 2018 for the “Ask an Expert” program. Additionally, the team continues to 
participate and host events that amplify our value and impact in the community. Recent events include but 
are not limited to: HHS former CTO Susannah Fox speaking event, Entrepreneur’s Equity Roadmap session, 
Candid Conversations “Coding Through Barriers”, Road to Raising Capital in partnership with Invest Detroit, 
etc. Our team is proud to also announce that we have attracted the 2nd Annual InBIA e.Builders Forum to 
Detroit, Michigan in September 2018. The conference will bring approximately 150 ecosystem builders from 
around the country into Detroit for extensive and deep dialog surrounding advanced critical topics around 
building entrepreneurial ecosystems in underserved communities.  

The work of the MedHealth Innovation Cluster and its Steering Committee continues to focus on longer-term 
sustainability and growth. We have initiated planning for our 3rd Annual MedHealth Summit in 2019, continued 
preparation for 2018 Davidson and NEI grant proposals to continue support of the Cluster’s work, established 
a media partnership with Detroit Crain’s Business for promotion of the Commercialization Pathfinder and the 
upcoming MedHealth Summit and more.  

Our D&I focus for 2018 continues to focus in the areas of increasing the number of women participants in our 
work as well as entrepreneurs of color – Black and Hispanic specifically. An example of our work rests in the 
participants of DTX program where we had 8 female team members, more than any previous cohort. Our 
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most recent “Candid Conversation” event was on July 19th, titled “Coding Through Barriers” at TechTown 
where we welcomed people of all ages and backgrounds that shared the trait of being categorized as part of 
a vulnerable population, including those with disabilities. TechTown Detroit LABS also welcomed Jeff 
Ponders as a new member of the team. Jeff has a tremendous background as an entrepreneur within three 
startups, consultant and coach to a variety of early stage companies and led innovation strategy management 
within various media firms such as Leo Burnett, Walmart, Campbell’s and others.   

Thus far, 2018 has produced $1.5MK+ in revenue/investment for clients, 6 jobs have been created, 55+ 
companies served, and 13 new companies created. 

 

Place-based Economic Development 

New Addition to the Place-Based Team 

OED is pleased to welcome our newest Place-Based Initiatives Manager, Cornetta Lane. Cornetta joined 
the OED team on July 9, 2018 from her work as a community organizer in Detroit. Throughout the rest of 
2018, she will lead our economic development strategy work, further our porous border initiatives as well as 
revamp our critical conversations series, Detroit Orientation Institute.   

Economic Development Strategy  

OED has begun the process of developing a new strategic framework for economic development at WSU. 
The purpose of the project is to align the economic development goals with WSU’s priorities; gain insights 
to how WSU uses its assets to contribute to the local economy; inform the EDG’s work plan for the next 2, 
5, and 10 years; and better understand the needs of our “customers” and potential gaps. OED will complete 
the framework by the end of the year and will implement plans by early next year.   

Placemaking Initiatives 

Woodward and Warren Park: OED initially crowdfunded $50,000 to add sustainable landscaping, pop-up 
seating, shade sails and a WSU Placemaking/Detroit Experience Factory (DXF) satellite kiosk to 
Woodward and Warren Park. We recently secured an additional $50,000 for park improvements from the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds administered by the Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan. 
We also have a refined design, construction drawings and a bids. Park improvements will be made in Fall 
2018. 

Pop-Up Seating and Public Art: Our office placed our pop-up seating in plazas and courtyards across 
campus—including outside WSU’s new Industry Innovation Center (formerly the NextEnergy building)—for 
a 3rd year, with the goal of creating a more welcoming atmosphere. Additionally, we partnered with Rock 
Ventures to bring an engaging QL-NE art installation to Woodward and Warren Park. Passersby are 
encouraged to stand in place of the “I”. 

DIA Plaza & Midtown Cultural Connections: Our office is helping coordinate WSU participation in the 
DIA Plaza | Midtown Cultural Connections design competition, with the goal of improving neighborhood 
connectivity. We organized a focus group with WSU leadership in July, arranged for Midtown Detroit, Inc. to 
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engage students at FestiFall in Aug., and are partnering (along with Urban Studies and Planning) with U of 
M and CCS on an affiliated Student Design Summit in Fall 2018. 

Porous Borders 

Detroit Zone at FestiFall: Our office again partnered with the Dean of Students Office (DOSO) to curate a 
“Detroit Zone” at FestiFall. In previous years, the Detroit Zone featured 50-60 local businesses and 
organizations. In 2018, we focused instead on connecting the WSU community with 20-25 key 
organizations including: area cultural institutions; DDOT, SMART and MoGo (Detroit Bike Share); and 
WDET. 

Grow Detroit’s Young Talent: WSU again hosted 10 students through Grow Detroit’s Young Talent, a 
citywide summer jobs program employing more than 8,000 Detroiter’s ages 14-24. Our students worked in 
the Office of Economic Development, Office of Government and Community Affairs, College of Education 
and Honors College, and with WSU Special Events, TechTown and WDET 101.9-FM. 

Midtown Communications: Our office continues to participate in orientations, open houses and resource 
fairs, sharing information about living, shopping, dining and getting around in Midtown with WSU students 
and employees. We are currently updating our Midtown Experience presentation and brochure as well as 
our Midtown Business Guide.  

Transportation & Mobility 

Wayne Rides: OED is again partnering with DOSO and WSU Parking and Transportation on a shared 
Transportation Ambassador (TA) position during the 2018-19 academic year. The TA position is designed 
to help familiarize WSU students and employees with local transportation and mobility options including 
DDOT, SMART, QLINE and MoGo—with much of the work branded as WayneRides. Key responsibilities 
include coordinating events, holding office hours, giving presentations and participating in campus resource 
fairs. 

Center for Nonprofit Support 

In December of 2017, TechTown Detroit was awarded a three year grant from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. 
Foundation in the amount of $4.75 million to launch the Center for Nonprofit Support at 6568 Woodward 
Avenue, just five blocks from the current TechTown building. Partners in the launch of the Center include 
the Michigan Nonprofit Association and Michigan Community Resources locally, as well as Community 
Wealth Partners nationally. Detroit’s nonprofit community is both diverse and expansive, addressing the 
myriad needs and opportunities across southeast Michigan with relevant and impactful programming. 
However, many of these nonprofit organizations struggle to sustain themselves and fight a constant uphill 
battle to keep their doors open and invest in their staffs’ long-term development. At the same time, 
countless opportunities for nonprofits in our region to partner, leverage efforts and deepen their impact go 
unrealized, either for lack of knowledge of one another’s work or lack of capacity to solidify connections. 
Through the establishment of a Nonprofit Center for Support, the Foundation and TechTown will meet 
these challenges of our nonprofit sector head-on.  

Construction on the new space began in May, and will be completed by fall 2018 for a soft opening in 
November and piloted programming throughout the rest of the year. The Center’s first Executive Director, 
Allandra Bulger, joined the TechTown team in May. Throughout the rest of 2018, she will continue to lead 
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the development of Center programming, hire a team to manage its work with her and build strong 
partnerships to support its success.  

Development 

The Economic Development Group at Wayne State University has been actively pursuing funding in the 
three areas of focus—Business, Place and Talent—while formalizing operations for the team including 
standardizing recognition and developing portfolios with moves management tracking. 
 
 
Business-Based Economic Development Fundraising 
 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The most exciting development in this area is an invitation received from the William Davidson Foundation 
to apply for a $1,200,000 grant over two years to support tech-based work at TechTown that includes 
student entrepreneurship efforts at WSU through the Innovation Studio. This is an evolution from their 
original invitation to support the MedHealth Cluster.  
 
We had the opportunity to steward current funders including General Motors and the Michigan Economic 
Development Corporation and cultivate prospective donors like Fiat Chrysler Automobiles at the DTX 
Launch Detroit program pitch competition on August 9. This flagship 10-week accelerator for college 
students, including those recent graduates, to test their tech-based business ideas.  
 
BLOCKS 
A shift in priority by the Ford Motor Company Fund created an opportunity to engage the DTE Energy 
Foundation. To close the gap Ford left in our funding for neighborhood-based service to the Southwest 
community, the development and Blocks teams worked together to create a memorable cultivation lunch for 
members of the DTE Energy leadership at La Posada, a SWOT City client. Our board member and chair of 
the development committee, Steven Ambrose, has been an invaluable advocate and connector inside the 
company. We have been invited to submit an executive summary in the hopes of submitting a full 
application before their September board meeting.  If granted, this will be the last piece of support required 
to fully fund our Blocks programming. 
 
General Operations Support 
TechTown will reapply for funding from the New Economy Initiative at the $225,000 level. Anticipated 
reductions in NEI funding over time have forced TechTown to seek a more diversified funding base of 
support from corporations and foundations.  We had the opportunity to discuss our successes with those 
revenue streams with NEI staff recently. With help from their grantees, they are developing a 
comprehensive snapshot of their impact over the last decade to share with their consortium of funders. 
 
We have developed a plan to begin soliciting for annual fund donations by calendar year end to create a 
more sustainable foundation of support and to round out the funder diversification strategy. A key milestone 
in that plan is our annual fundraiser, Toast of the Town on October 18. We will leverage it to collect data 
from potential donors and begin a messaging campaign. We are on track to meet our gross revenue goal 
($175,000) for Toast of the Town.  
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Place-based Economic Development 
 
Woodward and Warren Park 
We are happy to report that our request to the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds managed by the 
Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan was granted at the $50,000 level. Plans continue to 
develop to celebrate the opening of the park. 
 
Industry Innovation Center (formerly NextEnergy) 
The NextEnergy Building acquisition has piqued the interest of the William Davidson Foundation under the 
heading of their Signature Spaces program. Wayne State University Alum, George Jacobsen, is visiting for 
a second time on August 31 to understand how the community will benefit from our plans to create a more 
inviting campus. 
 
 
Talent-based Economic Development 
 
Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 
We have formally requested support from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation to support Cohort IV. We 
expect feedback on our application soon as their board meets in September to discuss their end of year 
giving.  
 

Talent-based Economic Development  

Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 

Launched at Wayne State University in 2011, the Detroit Revitalization Fellows (DRF) places emerging urban 
leaders to stimulate progress in local organizations at the forefront of civic, community and economic 
development efforts across the city and region. This select group of doers engages in a rigorous two-year 
leadership development program while serving full-time at their host organizations. DRF has been made 
possible through the generosity of the Kresge Foundation, Ford Foundation, Hudson-Webber Foundation, 
Fred A. and Barbara M. Erb Family Foundation, Skillman Foundation, DTE Energy Foundation, the Max M. 
& Marjorie S. Fisher Foundation, the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation, the PwC Charitable 
Foundation, Rock Ventures and Wayne State University.  
 
The DRF IV launched in August 2017 with 19 new Fellows, 17 of whom remain in the program. Like previous 
cohorts, the DRF IV Fellows will engage in two years of cohort building, leadership development and 
meaningful work. However, this cohort will have a more intentional focus on applying a broad sustainability 
lens to revitalization in the civic, community and economic development landscape. This sustainability thread 
will be woven through monthly session programming. The leadership development will focus simultaneously 
on the cohort of Fellows collectively, as well as each Fellow individually, via a combination of 21 monthly 
group sessions, 3 study trips and significant investment in coaching and training for each Fellow individually.  
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The June session occurred on the 21st and 22nd and was dedicated to leadership development. The fellowship 
partnered with Organizational Agility Advisors for a two-day introduction and training on adaptive leadership. 
 
The July 2018 session took place on the 26th and 27th and focused on local government and civic innovation. 
Fellows learned about the structures and systems that govern the city of Detroit and developed a general 
understanding of the role and importance of and tools for civic innovation. 
 
Advisory Council: Neesha Modi, a program officer with The Kresge Foundation’s Detroit program, has 
replaced Bryan Hogle on the Advisory Council. Bryan transitioned off the Advisory Council after the June 
meeting. 
 
Cohort IV Budget: The DRF staff forecasts a $700,000 budget gap for Cohort IV. The program is actively 
seeking funding from new and existing partners. The fellowship submitted a $375,000 grant proposal to the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation in August. 
 
Alumni Engagement: The DRF staff has established an Alumni Council with 10 Fellows, three representing 
each cohort and one at-large alumna who is not Detroit-based. The council will serve as program 
ambassadors and help inform future alumni programming. 
 
Fellow Transition: The DRF staff transitioned Cohort IV Fellow Alaina Jackson to a new employer in July. 
She is now the new Program Director for Workforce and Talent Initiatives at the United Way for Southeastern 
Michigan.   
 
Staff Transition: Emily Miller relocated to California; however, she is working remotely for the program 
through mid-September while the staff assess its staffing needs. The Engagement Specialist position was 
posted and nearly 60 applications were received. Resumes are currently being reviewed to determine if there 
is an adequate applicant pool. 
 

Communications 

In Q2 2018, there were a total of 44 media hits on economic development topics, across 67 outlets, 
representing 10% of the university total. 

There were an additional 77 hits across 972 outlets for TechTown. 

Trending Topics: Detroit Urban Solutions/I2C (296 outlets), DPD Leadership Academy, Mike Ilitch School of 
Business/Avalon Bakery, PC Magazine piece on Detroit ft. TechTown 
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Business-based Economic Development 

 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The LABS team continues to work with General Motors (GM) and the Detroit Public School system, recently 
solidifying our October 2018 start date for the “Startup Engine Detroit” (newly filed trademark and multiple 
domain names) high school entrepreneurship program. Team members attended the national N.A.F. 
(National Academic Foundation) conference in Washington DC, the Wildfire Korda Method training program 
in Ohio and the United Way LinkedLearning Institute training in Detroit over the past couple of months. Each 
of these educational events were selected as a means of strengthening our level of preparedness, education 
and partnerships with key stakeholders as we approach program delivery. Importantly, we also secured our 
program co-facilitator for the program – Mr. Justin Cook, former DTX Launch Detroit graduate, high school 
counselor and edtech startup co-founder. The LABS team completed the college student DTX Launch Detroit 
program with 11 (of 12) graduating teams and an August 9th Showcase that awarded close to $20K in cash 
and prizes to winning teams. We look forward to transitioning a number of the graduating teams into our 
TechTown Business Incubation Center program.  

The TBIC (TechTown Business Incubation Center) program is currently supporting 12 TBIC clients. We are 
excited to see continued capitalization, customer revenues and team growth from clients such as OPNR, 
Mayfield Athletics, EnBiologics, RIZZARR and Detroit ENTO amongst others. The TechTown LABS Team 
continues to increase participants in our “Ask an Expert” program as well as the number of open office hour 
(OOH) engagements that we are delivering. There have been over 175 appointments held by a variety of 
experts at TechTown thus far in 2018 for the “Ask an Expert” program. Additionally, the team continues to 
participate and host events that amplify our value and impact in the community. Recent events include but 
are not limited to: HHS former CTO Susannah Fox speaking event, Entrepreneur’s Equity Roadmap session, 
Candid Conversations “Coding Through Barriers”, Road to Raising Capital in partnership with Invest Detroit, 
etc. Our team is proud to also announce that we have attracted the 2nd Annual InBIA e.Builders Forum to 
Detroit, Michigan in September 2018. The conference will bring approximately 150 ecosystem builders from 
around the country into Detroit for extensive and deep dialog surrounding advanced critical topics around 
building entrepreneurial ecosystems in underserved communities.  

The work of the MedHealth Innovation Cluster and its Steering Committee continues to focus on longer-term 
sustainability and growth. We have initiated planning for our 3rd Annual MedHealth Summit in 2019, continued 
preparation for 2018 Davidson and NEI grant proposals to continue support of the Cluster’s work, established 
a media partnership with Detroit Crain’s Business for promotion of the Commercialization Pathfinder and the 
upcoming MedHealth Summit and more.  

Our D&I focus for 2018 continues to focus in the areas of increasing the number of women participants in our 
work as well as entrepreneurs of color – Black and Hispanic specifically. An example of our work rests in the 
participants of DTX program where we had 8 female team members, more than any previous cohort. Our 
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most recent “Candid Conversation” event was on July 19th, titled “Coding Through Barriers” at TechTown 
where we welcomed people of all ages and backgrounds that shared the trait of being categorized as part of 
a vulnerable population, including those with disabilities. TechTown Detroit LABS also welcomed Jeff 
Ponders as a new member of the team. Jeff has a tremendous background as an entrepreneur within three 
startups, consultant and coach to a variety of early stage companies and led innovation strategy management 
within various media firms such as Leo Burnett, Walmart, Campbell’s and others.   

Thus far, 2018 has produced $1.5MK+ in revenue/investment for clients, 6 jobs have been created, 55+ 
companies served, and 13 new companies created. 

 

Place-based Economic Development 

New Addition to the Place-Based Team 

OED is pleased to welcome our newest Place-Based Initiatives Manager, Cornetta Lane. Cornetta joined 
the OED team on July 9, 2018 from her work as a community organizer in Detroit. Throughout the rest of 
2018, she will lead our economic development strategy work, further our porous border initiatives as well as 
revamp our critical conversations series, Detroit Orientation Institute.   

Economic Development Strategy  

OED has begun the process of developing a new strategic framework for economic development at WSU. 
The purpose of the project is to align the economic development goals with WSU’s priorities; gain insights 
to how WSU uses its assets to contribute to the local economy; inform the EDG’s work plan for the next 2, 
5, and 10 years; and better understand the needs of our “customers” and potential gaps. OED will complete 
the framework by the end of the year and will implement plans by early next year.   

Placemaking Initiatives 

Woodward and Warren Park: OED initially crowdfunded $50,000 to add sustainable landscaping, pop-up 
seating, shade sails and a WSU Placemaking/Detroit Experience Factory (DXF) satellite kiosk to 
Woodward and Warren Park. We recently secured an additional $50,000 for park improvements from the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds administered by the Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan. 
We also have a refined design, construction drawings and a bids. Park improvements will be made in Fall 
2018. 

Pop-Up Seating and Public Art: Our office placed our pop-up seating in plazas and courtyards across 
campus—including outside WSU’s new Industry Innovation Center (formerly the NextEnergy building)—for 
a 3rd year, with the goal of creating a more welcoming atmosphere. Additionally, we partnered with Rock 
Ventures to bring an engaging QL-NE art installation to Woodward and Warren Park. Passersby are 
encouraged to stand in place of the “I”. 

DIA Plaza & Midtown Cultural Connections: Our office is helping coordinate WSU participation in the 
DIA Plaza | Midtown Cultural Connections design competition, with the goal of improving neighborhood 
connectivity. We organized a focus group with WSU leadership in July, arranged for Midtown Detroit, Inc. to 
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engage students at FestiFall in Aug., and are partnering (along with Urban Studies and Planning) with U of 
M and CCS on an affiliated Student Design Summit in Fall 2018. 

Porous Borders 

Detroit Zone at FestiFall: Our office again partnered with the Dean of Students Office (DOSO) to curate a 
“Detroit Zone” at FestiFall. In previous years, the Detroit Zone featured 50-60 local businesses and 
organizations. In 2018, we focused instead on connecting the WSU community with 20-25 key 
organizations including: area cultural institutions; DDOT, SMART and MoGo (Detroit Bike Share); and 
WDET. 

Grow Detroit’s Young Talent: WSU again hosted 10 students through Grow Detroit’s Young Talent, a 
citywide summer jobs program employing more than 8,000 Detroiter’s ages 14-24. Our students worked in 
the Office of Economic Development, Office of Government and Community Affairs, College of Education 
and Honors College, and with WSU Special Events, TechTown and WDET 101.9-FM. 

Midtown Communications: Our office continues to participate in orientations, open houses and resource 
fairs, sharing information about living, shopping, dining and getting around in Midtown with WSU students 
and employees. We are currently updating our Midtown Experience presentation and brochure as well as 
our Midtown Business Guide.  

Transportation & Mobility 

Wayne Rides: OED is again partnering with DOSO and WSU Parking and Transportation on a shared 
Transportation Ambassador (TA) position during the 2018-19 academic year. The TA position is designed 
to help familiarize WSU students and employees with local transportation and mobility options including 
DDOT, SMART, QLINE and MoGo—with much of the work branded as WayneRides. Key responsibilities 
include coordinating events, holding office hours, giving presentations and participating in campus resource 
fairs. 

Center for Nonprofit Support 

In December of 2017, TechTown Detroit was awarded a three year grant from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. 
Foundation in the amount of $4.75 million to launch the Center for Nonprofit Support at 6568 Woodward 
Avenue, just five blocks from the current TechTown building. Partners in the launch of the Center include 
the Michigan Nonprofit Association and Michigan Community Resources locally, as well as Community 
Wealth Partners nationally. Detroit’s nonprofit community is both diverse and expansive, addressing the 
myriad needs and opportunities across southeast Michigan with relevant and impactful programming. 
However, many of these nonprofit organizations struggle to sustain themselves and fight a constant uphill 
battle to keep their doors open and invest in their staffs’ long-term development. At the same time, 
countless opportunities for nonprofits in our region to partner, leverage efforts and deepen their impact go 
unrealized, either for lack of knowledge of one another’s work or lack of capacity to solidify connections. 
Through the establishment of a Nonprofit Center for Support, the Foundation and TechTown will meet 
these challenges of our nonprofit sector head-on.  

Construction on the new space began in May, and will be completed by fall 2018 for a soft opening in 
November and piloted programming throughout the rest of the year. The Center’s first Executive Director, 
Allandra Bulger, joined the TechTown team in May. Throughout the rest of 2018, she will continue to lead 
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the development of Center programming, hire a team to manage its work with her and build strong 
partnerships to support its success.  

Development 

The Economic Development Group at Wayne State University has been actively pursuing funding in the 
three areas of focus—Business, Place and Talent—while formalizing operations for the team including 
standardizing recognition and developing portfolios with moves management tracking. 
 
 
Business-Based Economic Development Fundraising 
 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The most exciting development in this area is an invitation received from the William Davidson Foundation 
to apply for a $1,200,000 grant over two years to support tech-based work at TechTown that includes 
student entrepreneurship efforts at WSU through the Innovation Studio. This is an evolution from their 
original invitation to support the MedHealth Cluster.  
 
We had the opportunity to steward current funders including General Motors and the Michigan Economic 
Development Corporation and cultivate prospective donors like Fiat Chrysler Automobiles at the DTX 
Launch Detroit program pitch competition on August 9. This flagship 10-week accelerator for college 
students, including those recent graduates, to test their tech-based business ideas.  
 
BLOCKS 
A shift in priority by the Ford Motor Company Fund created an opportunity to engage the DTE Energy 
Foundation. To close the gap Ford left in our funding for neighborhood-based service to the Southwest 
community, the development and Blocks teams worked together to create a memorable cultivation lunch for 
members of the DTE Energy leadership at La Posada, a SWOT City client. Our board member and chair of 
the development committee, Steven Ambrose, has been an invaluable advocate and connector inside the 
company. We have been invited to submit an executive summary in the hopes of submitting a full 
application before their September board meeting.  If granted, this will be the last piece of support required 
to fully fund our Blocks programming. 
 
General Operations Support 
TechTown will reapply for funding from the New Economy Initiative at the $225,000 level. Anticipated 
reductions in NEI funding over time have forced TechTown to seek a more diversified funding base of 
support from corporations and foundations.  We had the opportunity to discuss our successes with those 
revenue streams with NEI staff recently. With help from their grantees, they are developing a 
comprehensive snapshot of their impact over the last decade to share with their consortium of funders. 
 
We have developed a plan to begin soliciting for annual fund donations by calendar year end to create a 
more sustainable foundation of support and to round out the funder diversification strategy. A key milestone 
in that plan is our annual fundraiser, Toast of the Town on October 18. We will leverage it to collect data 
from potential donors and begin a messaging campaign. We are on track to meet our gross revenue goal 
($175,000) for Toast of the Town.  
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Place-based Economic Development 
 
Woodward and Warren Park 
We are happy to report that our request to the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds managed by the 
Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan was granted at the $50,000 level. Plans continue to 
develop to celebrate the opening of the park. 
 
Industry Innovation Center (formerly NextEnergy) 
The NextEnergy Building acquisition has piqued the interest of the William Davidson Foundation under the 
heading of their Signature Spaces program. Wayne State University Alum, George Jacobsen, is visiting for 
a second time on August 31 to understand how the community will benefit from our plans to create a more 
inviting campus. 
 
 
Talent-based Economic Development 
 
Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 
We have formally requested support from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation to support Cohort IV. We 
expect feedback on our application soon as their board meets in September to discuss their end of year 
giving.  
 

Talent-based Economic Development  

Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 

Launched at Wayne State University in 2011, the Detroit Revitalization Fellows (DRF) places emerging urban 
leaders to stimulate progress in local organizations at the forefront of civic, community and economic 
development efforts across the city and region. This select group of doers engages in a rigorous two-year 
leadership development program while serving full-time at their host organizations. DRF has been made 
possible through the generosity of the Kresge Foundation, Ford Foundation, Hudson-Webber Foundation, 
Fred A. and Barbara M. Erb Family Foundation, Skillman Foundation, DTE Energy Foundation, the Max M. 
& Marjorie S. Fisher Foundation, the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation, the PwC Charitable 
Foundation, Rock Ventures and Wayne State University.  
 
The DRF IV launched in August 2017 with 19 new Fellows, 17 of whom remain in the program. Like previous 
cohorts, the DRF IV Fellows will engage in two years of cohort building, leadership development and 
meaningful work. However, this cohort will have a more intentional focus on applying a broad sustainability 
lens to revitalization in the civic, community and economic development landscape. This sustainability thread 
will be woven through monthly session programming. The leadership development will focus simultaneously 
on the cohort of Fellows collectively, as well as each Fellow individually, via a combination of 21 monthly 
group sessions, 3 study trips and significant investment in coaching and training for each Fellow individually.  
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The June session occurred on the 21st and 22nd and was dedicated to leadership development. The fellowship 
partnered with Organizational Agility Advisors for a two-day introduction and training on adaptive leadership. 
 
The July 2018 session took place on the 26th and 27th and focused on local government and civic innovation. 
Fellows learned about the structures and systems that govern the city of Detroit and developed a general 
understanding of the role and importance of and tools for civic innovation. 
 
Advisory Council: Neesha Modi, a program officer with The Kresge Foundation’s Detroit program, has 
replaced Bryan Hogle on the Advisory Council. Bryan transitioned off the Advisory Council after the June 
meeting. 
 
Cohort IV Budget: The DRF staff forecasts a $700,000 budget gap for Cohort IV. The program is actively 
seeking funding from new and existing partners. The fellowship submitted a $375,000 grant proposal to the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation in August. 
 
Alumni Engagement: The DRF staff has established an Alumni Council with 10 Fellows, three representing 
each cohort and one at-large alumna who is not Detroit-based. The council will serve as program 
ambassadors and help inform future alumni programming. 
 
Fellow Transition: The DRF staff transitioned Cohort IV Fellow Alaina Jackson to a new employer in July. 
She is now the new Program Director for Workforce and Talent Initiatives at the United Way for Southeastern 
Michigan.   
 
Staff Transition: Emily Miller relocated to California; however, she is working remotely for the program 
through mid-September while the staff assess its staffing needs. The Engagement Specialist position was 
posted and nearly 60 applications were received. Resumes are currently being reviewed to determine if there 
is an adequate applicant pool. 
 

Communications 

In Q2 2018, there were a total of 44 media hits on economic development topics, across 67 outlets, 
representing 10% of the university total. 

There were an additional 77 hits across 972 outlets for TechTown. 

Trending Topics: Detroit Urban Solutions/I2C (296 outlets), DPD Leadership Academy, Mike Ilitch School of 
Business/Avalon Bakery, PC Magazine piece on Detroit ft. TechTown 
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Business-based Economic Development 

 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The LABS team continues to work with General Motors (GM) and the Detroit Public School system, recently 
solidifying our October 2018 start date for the “Startup Engine Detroit” (newly filed trademark and multiple 
domain names) high school entrepreneurship program. Team members attended the national N.A.F. 
(National Academic Foundation) conference in Washington DC, the Wildfire Korda Method training program 
in Ohio and the United Way LinkedLearning Institute training in Detroit over the past couple of months. Each 
of these educational events were selected as a means of strengthening our level of preparedness, education 
and partnerships with key stakeholders as we approach program delivery. Importantly, we also secured our 
program co-facilitator for the program – Mr. Justin Cook, former DTX Launch Detroit graduate, high school 
counselor and edtech startup co-founder. The LABS team completed the college student DTX Launch Detroit 
program with 11 (of 12) graduating teams and an August 9th Showcase that awarded close to $20K in cash 
and prizes to winning teams. We look forward to transitioning a number of the graduating teams into our 
TechTown Business Incubation Center program.  

The TBIC (TechTown Business Incubation Center) program is currently supporting 12 TBIC clients. We are 
excited to see continued capitalization, customer revenues and team growth from clients such as OPNR, 
Mayfield Athletics, EnBiologics, RIZZARR and Detroit ENTO amongst others. The TechTown LABS Team 
continues to increase participants in our “Ask an Expert” program as well as the number of open office hour 
(OOH) engagements that we are delivering. There have been over 175 appointments held by a variety of 
experts at TechTown thus far in 2018 for the “Ask an Expert” program. Additionally, the team continues to 
participate and host events that amplify our value and impact in the community. Recent events include but 
are not limited to: HHS former CTO Susannah Fox speaking event, Entrepreneur’s Equity Roadmap session, 
Candid Conversations “Coding Through Barriers”, Road to Raising Capital in partnership with Invest Detroit, 
etc. Our team is proud to also announce that we have attracted the 2nd Annual InBIA e.Builders Forum to 
Detroit, Michigan in September 2018. The conference will bring approximately 150 ecosystem builders from 
around the country into Detroit for extensive and deep dialog surrounding advanced critical topics around 
building entrepreneurial ecosystems in underserved communities.  

The work of the MedHealth Innovation Cluster and its Steering Committee continues to focus on longer-term 
sustainability and growth. We have initiated planning for our 3rd Annual MedHealth Summit in 2019, continued 
preparation for 2018 Davidson and NEI grant proposals to continue support of the Cluster’s work, established 
a media partnership with Detroit Crain’s Business for promotion of the Commercialization Pathfinder and the 
upcoming MedHealth Summit and more.  

Our D&I focus for 2018 continues to focus in the areas of increasing the number of women participants in our 
work as well as entrepreneurs of color – Black and Hispanic specifically. An example of our work rests in the 
participants of DTX program where we had 8 female team members, more than any previous cohort. Our 
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most recent “Candid Conversation” event was on July 19th, titled “Coding Through Barriers” at TechTown 
where we welcomed people of all ages and backgrounds that shared the trait of being categorized as part of 
a vulnerable population, including those with disabilities. TechTown Detroit LABS also welcomed Jeff 
Ponders as a new member of the team. Jeff has a tremendous background as an entrepreneur within three 
startups, consultant and coach to a variety of early stage companies and led innovation strategy management 
within various media firms such as Leo Burnett, Walmart, Campbell’s and others.   

Thus far, 2018 has produced $1.5MK+ in revenue/investment for clients, 6 jobs have been created, 55+ 
companies served, and 13 new companies created. 

 

Place-based Economic Development 

New Addition to the Place-Based Team 

OED is pleased to welcome our newest Place-Based Initiatives Manager, Cornetta Lane. Cornetta joined 
the OED team on July 9, 2018 from her work as a community organizer in Detroit. Throughout the rest of 
2018, she will lead our economic development strategy work, further our porous border initiatives as well as 
revamp our critical conversations series, Detroit Orientation Institute.   

Economic Development Strategy  

OED has begun the process of developing a new strategic framework for economic development at WSU. 
The purpose of the project is to align the economic development goals with WSU’s priorities; gain insights 
to how WSU uses its assets to contribute to the local economy; inform the EDG’s work plan for the next 2, 
5, and 10 years; and better understand the needs of our “customers” and potential gaps. OED will complete 
the framework by the end of the year and will implement plans by early next year.   

Placemaking Initiatives 

Woodward and Warren Park: OED initially crowdfunded $50,000 to add sustainable landscaping, pop-up 
seating, shade sails and a WSU Placemaking/Detroit Experience Factory (DXF) satellite kiosk to 
Woodward and Warren Park. We recently secured an additional $50,000 for park improvements from the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds administered by the Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan. 
We also have a refined design, construction drawings and a bids. Park improvements will be made in Fall 
2018. 

Pop-Up Seating and Public Art: Our office placed our pop-up seating in plazas and courtyards across 
campus—including outside WSU’s new Industry Innovation Center (formerly the NextEnergy building)—for 
a 3rd year, with the goal of creating a more welcoming atmosphere. Additionally, we partnered with Rock 
Ventures to bring an engaging QL-NE art installation to Woodward and Warren Park. Passersby are 
encouraged to stand in place of the “I”. 

DIA Plaza & Midtown Cultural Connections: Our office is helping coordinate WSU participation in the 
DIA Plaza | Midtown Cultural Connections design competition, with the goal of improving neighborhood 
connectivity. We organized a focus group with WSU leadership in July, arranged for Midtown Detroit, Inc. to 
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engage students at FestiFall in Aug., and are partnering (along with Urban Studies and Planning) with U of 
M and CCS on an affiliated Student Design Summit in Fall 2018. 

Porous Borders 

Detroit Zone at FestiFall: Our office again partnered with the Dean of Students Office (DOSO) to curate a 
“Detroit Zone” at FestiFall. In previous years, the Detroit Zone featured 50-60 local businesses and 
organizations. In 2018, we focused instead on connecting the WSU community with 20-25 key 
organizations including: area cultural institutions; DDOT, SMART and MoGo (Detroit Bike Share); and 
WDET. 

Grow Detroit’s Young Talent: WSU again hosted 10 students through Grow Detroit’s Young Talent, a 
citywide summer jobs program employing more than 8,000 Detroiter’s ages 14-24. Our students worked in 
the Office of Economic Development, Office of Government and Community Affairs, College of Education 
and Honors College, and with WSU Special Events, TechTown and WDET 101.9-FM. 

Midtown Communications: Our office continues to participate in orientations, open houses and resource 
fairs, sharing information about living, shopping, dining and getting around in Midtown with WSU students 
and employees. We are currently updating our Midtown Experience presentation and brochure as well as 
our Midtown Business Guide.  

Transportation & Mobility 

Wayne Rides: OED is again partnering with DOSO and WSU Parking and Transportation on a shared 
Transportation Ambassador (TA) position during the 2018-19 academic year. The TA position is designed 
to help familiarize WSU students and employees with local transportation and mobility options including 
DDOT, SMART, QLINE and MoGo—with much of the work branded as WayneRides. Key responsibilities 
include coordinating events, holding office hours, giving presentations and participating in campus resource 
fairs. 

Center for Nonprofit Support 

In December of 2017, TechTown Detroit was awarded a three year grant from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. 
Foundation in the amount of $4.75 million to launch the Center for Nonprofit Support at 6568 Woodward 
Avenue, just five blocks from the current TechTown building. Partners in the launch of the Center include 
the Michigan Nonprofit Association and Michigan Community Resources locally, as well as Community 
Wealth Partners nationally. Detroit’s nonprofit community is both diverse and expansive, addressing the 
myriad needs and opportunities across southeast Michigan with relevant and impactful programming. 
However, many of these nonprofit organizations struggle to sustain themselves and fight a constant uphill 
battle to keep their doors open and invest in their staffs’ long-term development. At the same time, 
countless opportunities for nonprofits in our region to partner, leverage efforts and deepen their impact go 
unrealized, either for lack of knowledge of one another’s work or lack of capacity to solidify connections. 
Through the establishment of a Nonprofit Center for Support, the Foundation and TechTown will meet 
these challenges of our nonprofit sector head-on.  

Construction on the new space began in May, and will be completed by fall 2018 for a soft opening in 
November and piloted programming throughout the rest of the year. The Center’s first Executive Director, 
Allandra Bulger, joined the TechTown team in May. Throughout the rest of 2018, she will continue to lead 
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the development of Center programming, hire a team to manage its work with her and build strong 
partnerships to support its success.  

Development 

The Economic Development Group at Wayne State University has been actively pursuing funding in the 
three areas of focus—Business, Place and Talent—while formalizing operations for the team including 
standardizing recognition and developing portfolios with moves management tracking. 
 
 
Business-Based Economic Development Fundraising 
 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The most exciting development in this area is an invitation received from the William Davidson Foundation 
to apply for a $1,200,000 grant over two years to support tech-based work at TechTown that includes 
student entrepreneurship efforts at WSU through the Innovation Studio. This is an evolution from their 
original invitation to support the MedHealth Cluster.  
 
We had the opportunity to steward current funders including General Motors and the Michigan Economic 
Development Corporation and cultivate prospective donors like Fiat Chrysler Automobiles at the DTX 
Launch Detroit program pitch competition on August 9. This flagship 10-week accelerator for college 
students, including those recent graduates, to test their tech-based business ideas.  
 
BLOCKS 
A shift in priority by the Ford Motor Company Fund created an opportunity to engage the DTE Energy 
Foundation. To close the gap Ford left in our funding for neighborhood-based service to the Southwest 
community, the development and Blocks teams worked together to create a memorable cultivation lunch for 
members of the DTE Energy leadership at La Posada, a SWOT City client. Our board member and chair of 
the development committee, Steven Ambrose, has been an invaluable advocate and connector inside the 
company. We have been invited to submit an executive summary in the hopes of submitting a full 
application before their September board meeting.  If granted, this will be the last piece of support required 
to fully fund our Blocks programming. 
 
General Operations Support 
TechTown will reapply for funding from the New Economy Initiative at the $225,000 level. Anticipated 
reductions in NEI funding over time have forced TechTown to seek a more diversified funding base of 
support from corporations and foundations.  We had the opportunity to discuss our successes with those 
revenue streams with NEI staff recently. With help from their grantees, they are developing a 
comprehensive snapshot of their impact over the last decade to share with their consortium of funders. 
 
We have developed a plan to begin soliciting for annual fund donations by calendar year end to create a 
more sustainable foundation of support and to round out the funder diversification strategy. A key milestone 
in that plan is our annual fundraiser, Toast of the Town on October 18. We will leverage it to collect data 
from potential donors and begin a messaging campaign. We are on track to meet our gross revenue goal 
($175,000) for Toast of the Town.  
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Place-based Economic Development 
 
Woodward and Warren Park 
We are happy to report that our request to the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds managed by the 
Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan was granted at the $50,000 level. Plans continue to 
develop to celebrate the opening of the park. 
 
Industry Innovation Center (formerly NextEnergy) 
The NextEnergy Building acquisition has piqued the interest of the William Davidson Foundation under the 
heading of their Signature Spaces program. Wayne State University Alum, George Jacobsen, is visiting for 
a second time on August 31 to understand how the community will benefit from our plans to create a more 
inviting campus. 
 
 
Talent-based Economic Development 
 
Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 
We have formally requested support from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation to support Cohort IV. We 
expect feedback on our application soon as their board meets in September to discuss their end of year 
giving.  
 

Talent-based Economic Development  

Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 

Launched at Wayne State University in 2011, the Detroit Revitalization Fellows (DRF) places emerging urban 
leaders to stimulate progress in local organizations at the forefront of civic, community and economic 
development efforts across the city and region. This select group of doers engages in a rigorous two-year 
leadership development program while serving full-time at their host organizations. DRF has been made 
possible through the generosity of the Kresge Foundation, Ford Foundation, Hudson-Webber Foundation, 
Fred A. and Barbara M. Erb Family Foundation, Skillman Foundation, DTE Energy Foundation, the Max M. 
& Marjorie S. Fisher Foundation, the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation, the PwC Charitable 
Foundation, Rock Ventures and Wayne State University.  
 
The DRF IV launched in August 2017 with 19 new Fellows, 17 of whom remain in the program. Like previous 
cohorts, the DRF IV Fellows will engage in two years of cohort building, leadership development and 
meaningful work. However, this cohort will have a more intentional focus on applying a broad sustainability 
lens to revitalization in the civic, community and economic development landscape. This sustainability thread 
will be woven through monthly session programming. The leadership development will focus simultaneously 
on the cohort of Fellows collectively, as well as each Fellow individually, via a combination of 21 monthly 
group sessions, 3 study trips and significant investment in coaching and training for each Fellow individually.  
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The June session occurred on the 21st and 22nd and was dedicated to leadership development. The fellowship 
partnered with Organizational Agility Advisors for a two-day introduction and training on adaptive leadership. 
 
The July 2018 session took place on the 26th and 27th and focused on local government and civic innovation. 
Fellows learned about the structures and systems that govern the city of Detroit and developed a general 
understanding of the role and importance of and tools for civic innovation. 
 
Advisory Council: Neesha Modi, a program officer with The Kresge Foundation’s Detroit program, has 
replaced Bryan Hogle on the Advisory Council. Bryan transitioned off the Advisory Council after the June 
meeting. 
 
Cohort IV Budget: The DRF staff forecasts a $700,000 budget gap for Cohort IV. The program is actively 
seeking funding from new and existing partners. The fellowship submitted a $375,000 grant proposal to the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation in August. 
 
Alumni Engagement: The DRF staff has established an Alumni Council with 10 Fellows, three representing 
each cohort and one at-large alumna who is not Detroit-based. The council will serve as program 
ambassadors and help inform future alumni programming. 
 
Fellow Transition: The DRF staff transitioned Cohort IV Fellow Alaina Jackson to a new employer in July. 
She is now the new Program Director for Workforce and Talent Initiatives at the United Way for Southeastern 
Michigan.   
 
Staff Transition: Emily Miller relocated to California; however, she is working remotely for the program 
through mid-September while the staff assess its staffing needs. The Engagement Specialist position was 
posted and nearly 60 applications were received. Resumes are currently being reviewed to determine if there 
is an adequate applicant pool. 
 

Communications 

In Q2 2018, there were a total of 44 media hits on economic development topics, across 67 outlets, 
representing 10% of the university total. 

There were an additional 77 hits across 972 outlets for TechTown. 

Trending Topics: Detroit Urban Solutions/I2C (296 outlets), DPD Leadership Academy, Mike Ilitch School of 
Business/Avalon Bakery, PC Magazine piece on Detroit ft. TechTown 
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Business-based Economic Development 

 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The LABS team continues to work with General Motors (GM) and the Detroit Public School system, recently 
solidifying our October 2018 start date for the “Startup Engine Detroit” (newly filed trademark and multiple 
domain names) high school entrepreneurship program. Team members attended the national N.A.F. 
(National Academic Foundation) conference in Washington DC, the Wildfire Korda Method training program 
in Ohio and the United Way LinkedLearning Institute training in Detroit over the past couple of months. Each 
of these educational events were selected as a means of strengthening our level of preparedness, education 
and partnerships with key stakeholders as we approach program delivery. Importantly, we also secured our 
program co-facilitator for the program – Mr. Justin Cook, former DTX Launch Detroit graduate, high school 
counselor and edtech startup co-founder. The LABS team completed the college student DTX Launch Detroit 
program with 11 (of 12) graduating teams and an August 9th Showcase that awarded close to $20K in cash 
and prizes to winning teams. We look forward to transitioning a number of the graduating teams into our 
TechTown Business Incubation Center program.  

The TBIC (TechTown Business Incubation Center) program is currently supporting 12 TBIC clients. We are 
excited to see continued capitalization, customer revenues and team growth from clients such as OPNR, 
Mayfield Athletics, EnBiologics, RIZZARR and Detroit ENTO amongst others. The TechTown LABS Team 
continues to increase participants in our “Ask an Expert” program as well as the number of open office hour 
(OOH) engagements that we are delivering. There have been over 175 appointments held by a variety of 
experts at TechTown thus far in 2018 for the “Ask an Expert” program. Additionally, the team continues to 
participate and host events that amplify our value and impact in the community. Recent events include but 
are not limited to: HHS former CTO Susannah Fox speaking event, Entrepreneur’s Equity Roadmap session, 
Candid Conversations “Coding Through Barriers”, Road to Raising Capital in partnership with Invest Detroit, 
etc. Our team is proud to also announce that we have attracted the 2nd Annual InBIA e.Builders Forum to 
Detroit, Michigan in September 2018. The conference will bring approximately 150 ecosystem builders from 
around the country into Detroit for extensive and deep dialog surrounding advanced critical topics around 
building entrepreneurial ecosystems in underserved communities.  

The work of the MedHealth Innovation Cluster and its Steering Committee continues to focus on longer-term 
sustainability and growth. We have initiated planning for our 3rd Annual MedHealth Summit in 2019, continued 
preparation for 2018 Davidson and NEI grant proposals to continue support of the Cluster’s work, established 
a media partnership with Detroit Crain’s Business for promotion of the Commercialization Pathfinder and the 
upcoming MedHealth Summit and more.  

Our D&I focus for 2018 continues to focus in the areas of increasing the number of women participants in our 
work as well as entrepreneurs of color – Black and Hispanic specifically. An example of our work rests in the 
participants of DTX program where we had 8 female team members, more than any previous cohort. Our 
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most recent “Candid Conversation” event was on July 19th, titled “Coding Through Barriers” at TechTown 
where we welcomed people of all ages and backgrounds that shared the trait of being categorized as part of 
a vulnerable population, including those with disabilities. TechTown Detroit LABS also welcomed Jeff 
Ponders as a new member of the team. Jeff has a tremendous background as an entrepreneur within three 
startups, consultant and coach to a variety of early stage companies and led innovation strategy management 
within various media firms such as Leo Burnett, Walmart, Campbell’s and others.   

Thus far, 2018 has produced $1.5MK+ in revenue/investment for clients, 6 jobs have been created, 55+ 
companies served, and 13 new companies created. 

 

Place-based Economic Development 

New Addition to the Place-Based Team 

OED is pleased to welcome our newest Place-Based Initiatives Manager, Cornetta Lane. Cornetta joined 
the OED team on July 9, 2018 from her work as a community organizer in Detroit. Throughout the rest of 
2018, she will lead our economic development strategy work, further our porous border initiatives as well as 
revamp our critical conversations series, Detroit Orientation Institute.   

Economic Development Strategy  

OED has begun the process of developing a new strategic framework for economic development at WSU. 
The purpose of the project is to align the economic development goals with WSU’s priorities; gain insights 
to how WSU uses its assets to contribute to the local economy; inform the EDG’s work plan for the next 2, 
5, and 10 years; and better understand the needs of our “customers” and potential gaps. OED will complete 
the framework by the end of the year and will implement plans by early next year.   

Placemaking Initiatives 

Woodward and Warren Park: OED initially crowdfunded $50,000 to add sustainable landscaping, pop-up 
seating, shade sails and a WSU Placemaking/Detroit Experience Factory (DXF) satellite kiosk to 
Woodward and Warren Park. We recently secured an additional $50,000 for park improvements from the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds administered by the Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan. 
We also have a refined design, construction drawings and a bids. Park improvements will be made in Fall 
2018. 

Pop-Up Seating and Public Art: Our office placed our pop-up seating in plazas and courtyards across 
campus—including outside WSU’s new Industry Innovation Center (formerly the NextEnergy building)—for 
a 3rd year, with the goal of creating a more welcoming atmosphere. Additionally, we partnered with Rock 
Ventures to bring an engaging QL-NE art installation to Woodward and Warren Park. Passersby are 
encouraged to stand in place of the “I”. 

DIA Plaza & Midtown Cultural Connections: Our office is helping coordinate WSU participation in the 
DIA Plaza | Midtown Cultural Connections design competition, with the goal of improving neighborhood 
connectivity. We organized a focus group with WSU leadership in July, arranged for Midtown Detroit, Inc. to 
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engage students at FestiFall in Aug., and are partnering (along with Urban Studies and Planning) with U of 
M and CCS on an affiliated Student Design Summit in Fall 2018. 

Porous Borders 

Detroit Zone at FestiFall: Our office again partnered with the Dean of Students Office (DOSO) to curate a 
“Detroit Zone” at FestiFall. In previous years, the Detroit Zone featured 50-60 local businesses and 
organizations. In 2018, we focused instead on connecting the WSU community with 20-25 key 
organizations including: area cultural institutions; DDOT, SMART and MoGo (Detroit Bike Share); and 
WDET. 

Grow Detroit’s Young Talent: WSU again hosted 10 students through Grow Detroit’s Young Talent, a 
citywide summer jobs program employing more than 8,000 Detroiter’s ages 14-24. Our students worked in 
the Office of Economic Development, Office of Government and Community Affairs, College of Education 
and Honors College, and with WSU Special Events, TechTown and WDET 101.9-FM. 

Midtown Communications: Our office continues to participate in orientations, open houses and resource 
fairs, sharing information about living, shopping, dining and getting around in Midtown with WSU students 
and employees. We are currently updating our Midtown Experience presentation and brochure as well as 
our Midtown Business Guide.  

Transportation & Mobility 

Wayne Rides: OED is again partnering with DOSO and WSU Parking and Transportation on a shared 
Transportation Ambassador (TA) position during the 2018-19 academic year. The TA position is designed 
to help familiarize WSU students and employees with local transportation and mobility options including 
DDOT, SMART, QLINE and MoGo—with much of the work branded as WayneRides. Key responsibilities 
include coordinating events, holding office hours, giving presentations and participating in campus resource 
fairs. 

Center for Nonprofit Support 

In December of 2017, TechTown Detroit was awarded a three year grant from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. 
Foundation in the amount of $4.75 million to launch the Center for Nonprofit Support at 6568 Woodward 
Avenue, just five blocks from the current TechTown building. Partners in the launch of the Center include 
the Michigan Nonprofit Association and Michigan Community Resources locally, as well as Community 
Wealth Partners nationally. Detroit’s nonprofit community is both diverse and expansive, addressing the 
myriad needs and opportunities across southeast Michigan with relevant and impactful programming. 
However, many of these nonprofit organizations struggle to sustain themselves and fight a constant uphill 
battle to keep their doors open and invest in their staffs’ long-term development. At the same time, 
countless opportunities for nonprofits in our region to partner, leverage efforts and deepen their impact go 
unrealized, either for lack of knowledge of one another’s work or lack of capacity to solidify connections. 
Through the establishment of a Nonprofit Center for Support, the Foundation and TechTown will meet 
these challenges of our nonprofit sector head-on.  

Construction on the new space began in May, and will be completed by fall 2018 for a soft opening in 
November and piloted programming throughout the rest of the year. The Center’s first Executive Director, 
Allandra Bulger, joined the TechTown team in May. Throughout the rest of 2018, she will continue to lead 
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the development of Center programming, hire a team to manage its work with her and build strong 
partnerships to support its success.  

Development 

The Economic Development Group at Wayne State University has been actively pursuing funding in the 
three areas of focus—Business, Place and Talent—while formalizing operations for the team including 
standardizing recognition and developing portfolios with moves management tracking. 
 
 
Business-Based Economic Development Fundraising 
 
TechTown 
 
LABS 
The most exciting development in this area is an invitation received from the William Davidson Foundation 
to apply for a $1,200,000 grant over two years to support tech-based work at TechTown that includes 
student entrepreneurship efforts at WSU through the Innovation Studio. This is an evolution from their 
original invitation to support the MedHealth Cluster.  
 
We had the opportunity to steward current funders including General Motors and the Michigan Economic 
Development Corporation and cultivate prospective donors like Fiat Chrysler Automobiles at the DTX 
Launch Detroit program pitch competition on August 9. This flagship 10-week accelerator for college 
students, including those recent graduates, to test their tech-based business ideas.  
 
BLOCKS 
A shift in priority by the Ford Motor Company Fund created an opportunity to engage the DTE Energy 
Foundation. To close the gap Ford left in our funding for neighborhood-based service to the Southwest 
community, the development and Blocks teams worked together to create a memorable cultivation lunch for 
members of the DTE Energy leadership at La Posada, a SWOT City client. Our board member and chair of 
the development committee, Steven Ambrose, has been an invaluable advocate and connector inside the 
company. We have been invited to submit an executive summary in the hopes of submitting a full 
application before their September board meeting.  If granted, this will be the last piece of support required 
to fully fund our Blocks programming. 
 
General Operations Support 
TechTown will reapply for funding from the New Economy Initiative at the $225,000 level. Anticipated 
reductions in NEI funding over time have forced TechTown to seek a more diversified funding base of 
support from corporations and foundations.  We had the opportunity to discuss our successes with those 
revenue streams with NEI staff recently. With help from their grantees, they are developing a 
comprehensive snapshot of their impact over the last decade to share with their consortium of funders. 
 
We have developed a plan to begin soliciting for annual fund donations by calendar year end to create a 
more sustainable foundation of support and to round out the funder diversification strategy. A key milestone 
in that plan is our annual fundraiser, Toast of the Town on October 18. We will leverage it to collect data 
from potential donors and begin a messaging campaign. We are on track to meet our gross revenue goal 
($175,000) for Toast of the Town.  
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Place-based Economic Development 
 
Woodward and Warren Park 
We are happy to report that our request to the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Legacy Funds managed by the 
Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan was granted at the $50,000 level. Plans continue to 
develop to celebrate the opening of the park. 
 
Industry Innovation Center (formerly NextEnergy) 
The NextEnergy Building acquisition has piqued the interest of the William Davidson Foundation under the 
heading of their Signature Spaces program. Wayne State University Alum, George Jacobsen, is visiting for 
a second time on August 31 to understand how the community will benefit from our plans to create a more 
inviting campus. 
 
 
Talent-based Economic Development 
 
Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 
We have formally requested support from the Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation to support Cohort IV. We 
expect feedback on our application soon as their board meets in September to discuss their end of year 
giving.  
 

Talent-based Economic Development  

Detroit Revitalization Fellows, a program of Wayne State University 

Launched at Wayne State University in 2011, the Detroit Revitalization Fellows (DRF) places emerging urban 
leaders to stimulate progress in local organizations at the forefront of civic, community and economic 
development efforts across the city and region. This select group of doers engages in a rigorous two-year 
leadership development program while serving full-time at their host organizations. DRF has been made 
possible through the generosity of the Kresge Foundation, Ford Foundation, Hudson-Webber Foundation, 
Fred A. and Barbara M. Erb Family Foundation, Skillman Foundation, DTE Energy Foundation, the Max M. 
& Marjorie S. Fisher Foundation, the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation, the PwC Charitable 
Foundation, Rock Ventures and Wayne State University.  
 
The DRF IV launched in August 2017 with 19 new Fellows, 17 of whom remain in the program. Like previous 
cohorts, the DRF IV Fellows will engage in two years of cohort building, leadership development and 
meaningful work. However, this cohort will have a more intentional focus on applying a broad sustainability 
lens to revitalization in the civic, community and economic development landscape. This sustainability thread 
will be woven through monthly session programming. The leadership development will focus simultaneously 
on the cohort of Fellows collectively, as well as each Fellow individually, via a combination of 21 monthly 
group sessions, 3 study trips and significant investment in coaching and training for each Fellow individually.  
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The June session occurred on the 21st and 22nd and was dedicated to leadership development. The fellowship 
partnered with Organizational Agility Advisors for a two-day introduction and training on adaptive leadership. 
 
The July 2018 session took place on the 26th and 27th and focused on local government and civic innovation. 
Fellows learned about the structures and systems that govern the city of Detroit and developed a general 
understanding of the role and importance of and tools for civic innovation. 
 
Advisory Council: Neesha Modi, a program officer with The Kresge Foundation’s Detroit program, has 
replaced Bryan Hogle on the Advisory Council. Bryan transitioned off the Advisory Council after the June 
meeting. 
 
Cohort IV Budget: The DRF staff forecasts a $700,000 budget gap for Cohort IV. The program is actively 
seeking funding from new and existing partners. The fellowship submitted a $375,000 grant proposal to the 
Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Foundation in August. 
 
Alumni Engagement: The DRF staff has established an Alumni Council with 10 Fellows, three representing 
each cohort and one at-large alumna who is not Detroit-based. The council will serve as program 
ambassadors and help inform future alumni programming. 
 
Fellow Transition: The DRF staff transitioned Cohort IV Fellow Alaina Jackson to a new employer in July. 
She is now the new Program Director for Workforce and Talent Initiatives at the United Way for Southeastern 
Michigan.   
 
Staff Transition: Emily Miller relocated to California; however, she is working remotely for the program 
through mid-September while the staff assess its staffing needs. The Engagement Specialist position was 
posted and nearly 60 applications were received. Resumes are currently being reviewed to determine if there 
is an adequate applicant pool. 
 

Communications 

In Q2 2018, there were a total of 44 media hits on economic development topics, across 67 outlets, 
representing 10% of the university total. 

There were an additional 77 hits across 972 outlets for TechTown. 

Trending Topics: Detroit Urban Solutions/I2C (296 outlets), DPD Leadership Academy, Mike Ilitch School of 
Business/Avalon Bakery, PC Magazine piece on Detroit ft. TechTown 

 


